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In 2013, the Next Generation Science Standards outlined eight practices or “habits of 
mind” that students must possess in order to “do science”.  Rather than accept these practices as 
truth, this dissertation explores, from the perspective of the university scientists, how they came 
to engage in scientific inquiry on-the-job and across various sites of engagement. Furthermore, I 
sought to understand how science is taken up in classrooms that are enacting curriculum 
undergirded by these nationally legislated standards.  Specifically, this project focused on the 
literate practices of participants in the scientific community and in one secondary science.  Using 
a variety of ethnographic methodologies included retrospective accounts, drawing protocols, 
tracing practice across sites of engagement, and auto-ethnography, this research provides a deep 
dive into how participants engage in science and create knowledge across sites.  Findings from 
this study suggest a renewed attention to representations of scientific practice that recognizes and 
grapples with the breadth of resources, both linguistic and semiotic, that adult scientists and 
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Recently, nationally legislated standards and curricular documents, secondary schooling 
pedagogy, and professional development for teachers have been saturated with unidirectional 
“tales of learning” (Prior, 2016).  “Tales of learning” is defined as a transmission-model trope: it 
is predicated on the belief that knowledge is not constructed and instead a thing which can be 
“given” and “received” by particular individuals.  This linear narrative of learning, school 
success, and career pathways has surfaced in professional resources, national mandates from the 
Common Core State Standards (CCSS) to the Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS or 
NGS Standards), and even in local classrooms.  Proponents of the CCSS and NGSS argue that 
the standards represent a shift away from the rote memorization of content to the development of 
disciplinary processes and epistemologies.  And while the intent of this dissertation is not to 
necessarily set up as a critique of the NGSS, it is important to consider how public documents, 
like the NGSS, or any other form of school-based legislation, influences our conceptions of how 
people become scientists and do science, and how this becoming and doing impacts the networks 
surrounding the participants.    
 As a response to perceived deficits of students in science and mathematics (National 
Science Board, 2010), many secondary schools and preservice teacher education programs have 
adopted the notion of teaching disciplinary practices (i.e. the practices of scientists, historians, 
etc.) in the content areas of math, science, English, and history.  Whether it is an educational 
trend towards “disciplinary literacy” (Shanahan & Shanahan, 2008; Moje, 2011, 2015, 2016), or 
a curricular push to teach students particular practices enacted by scientists and engineers, these 
pedagogies taken up in educational research have roots in Discourse Community Theory (DCT).  
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DCT argues that each discipline is a discourse community with its own language, texts, and ways 
of knowing, doing, and communicating within a discipline (Abell et. al, 1995).  DCT also 
embodies assumptions of expert-novice disciplinary enculturation:  Knowledge is held within 
specific disciplinary domains and learners move bottom-up, from lower-level knowledge to 
higher-level knowledge in a linear path towards access and understanding.  
The perpetual representation of disciplines as territories or containers, within which there 
are norms possessed by experts, is problematic.  As professional resources and researchers write 
and reflect on the potential of pedagogies centered around teaching students particular practices, 
the phrase “habits of mind” is recurrent. For example, Shanahan and Shanahan (2008) focused 
explicitly on Sam Wineburg’s Historical Thinking and other Unnatural Acts (2001) and began to 
craft language and teaching practices that taught students the “habits of mind of a historian”.  
They described this mode of teaching as “...an emphasis on the knowledge and abilities 
possessed by those who create, communicate, and use knowledge within the disciplines...[it] 
emphasizes the unique tools that the experts in a discipline use to engage in the work of that 
discipline” (p. 8, italics added).  Furthermore, in this Disciplinary Literacies (DL) model, 
students are portrayed as novices who must obtain particular knowledge through transmission 
models and interactions with “experts” prior to being allowed access into a particular 
disciplinary space (Shanahan & Shanahan, 2008; Pearson et. al, 2010; Brozo et. al, 2013; Moje, 
2011, 2015, 2016).  Ultimately, this phrase is apropos:  mind is presented in the singular, 
suggesting but one “mind,” that of a disciplinary expert (a scientist, a historian), a formulation 
that fundamentally ignores the sociocultural situatedness of literate practices that people bring 
and can offer to various sites of engagement (Wertsch, 1991; Prior, 1998; Rogoff, 2003; Collins, 
Palinscar, & Magnusson, 2005; Dyson & Genishi, 2005; Roozen, 2009, 2016).     
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From this perspective then, learners need to enter a territory and get the tools to become 
experts in a unified and singular set of practices. Such tropes continually index fixed, linear 
“tales of learning and becoming” in disciplines and background notions of disciplinarity (Prior, 
1998) that play out discursively in the day-to-day interactions of in-practice disciplinary groups 
and classrooms (Mehan, 1982; Erickson, 1986; Rogoff, 2003; Dyson & Genishi, 2005).  Prior 
argued that instead of thinking of literacy from fixed communities “governed by disciplinary 
authorities…we should conceive of [literacy] as an ongoing, rhizomatic and heterogeneous 
process and consider practices that weave heterogeneous threads into the fabric of the moment. 
Disciplinarity then is historical, laminated, dialogic, open, contested and contestable” (2016, p. 
3).  Studies of adults writing in professional settings have demonstrated that the habits displayed 
in disciplinary practice are dynamic, fluid, and cross-contextual (Prior, 1998; Prior & Shipka, 
2003; Woodard, 2013, 2015; Roozen, 2009, 2016).  These studies consider the social and literate 
practices of participants within disciplinary groups (i.e., those who identify as a scientist or a 
historian) and call into question the normative, unidirectional view of learning that reduces an 
individual’s dynamic trajectories of becoming to singular linear paths (Mehan, 1982; Prior, 1998; 
Thorne, 2005; Prior, 2016; Roozen & Erickson, 2016). 
Unlike models rooted in DCT, studies of disciplinarity push forward a view of 
disciplinarity as one of “becoming”.  As these studies sought to understand the complexity of the 
literate practices of the participants, they could not help but to attend to the participant’s lived 
experience, their histories, their hopes and dreams, and how all of these things came to bear on 
the participants present.  In the text, “…How do moments add up to lives?”, Prior (2018) argued 
that the stories of people’s literate activity is not merely one of writing, but one of becoming.  He 
stated that learning as “becoming happens not inside domains, but across the many moments of a 
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life. Becoming happens in spaces that are never pure or settled, where discourses and knowledge 
are necessarily heterogeneous, and where multiple semiotic resources are so deeply entangled 
that distinct modes simply don't make sense” (Prior, 2018). In their text Being and Becoming 
Scientists (2016), Kirch and Amoroso argue that, “A linear progression…is artificial because it is 
not possible to separate the lifelong process of human development into discreet stages or 
periods of knowing, being, and transformation” (p. 24-25).  Furthermore the authors argued that 
“People not only constantly transform and create their environment, the also create and 
constantly transform their lives and themselves…there is no gap between changing one’s world, 
knowing it, and being (or becoming) oneself” (as cited in Kirch & Amoroso, 2016, p. 317-318).  
This view of disciplinarity and becoming in a discipline attends not only to the complexity of 
science and scientific practice but allows for permeable curricula that invites students to use their 
own ways of being in the world to make and remake scientific knowledge.   
How linear representations of notions of knowledge production and normative literate 
practices of “disciplinary experts” are enacted is of great concern. As I read article after article 
referring to literate practices as discrete skills, domain specific ways of constructing knowledge, 
or typified genres of writing used and mastered by experts, I began to wonder:  Do scientists or 
engineers only enact particular practices or are their practices an entangled set of semiotics 
connected to their past, present networks, and futures? Are in-career disciplinary groups and 
their practices as static as DL theory and pedagogy suggest? And if they are, is there space to 
challenge this conception of the disciplines in the hopes of transforming it, or at the very least 
documenting it in ways that suggest the permeability and dispersed nature of the discipline? 
Furthermore, in what ways do our representations of scientific practice shape learning for science 
classrooms? Do teachers’ ways of being in the world allow for students to make use of literate 
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practices that they employ regularly and with linguistic flexibility and depth (Dyson 1989, 1993, 
2002, 2013)?   
Ultimately, there remains a need for expanded notions of situated practice in disciplinary 
classrooms and communities. I worry that our representations of practice and knowledge 
production can continue to contribute to unidirectional notions of knowledge production, 
scientific practices, and pathways to becoming a scientist. I worry that notions of static 
disciplines with set habits of mind and ways of making knowledge could provide only privileged 
access to scientific knowledge and understanding. As such, I worked to trace the literate 
practices and pathways of becoming of scientists and engineers in both a secondary science 
classroom and at the university. Based on my interest in understanding how people’s 
biographical pathways influenced their literate practices and how those practices and pathways 
shaped their presents, I engaged in a study of an engineer, Dr. Ashlynn Stillwell, her research 
group, and one 6th grade science classroom. My research questions were:  
1. How did participants’ biographical pathways influence their pathway towards (or away 
from) science?  
a. In what ways do the participants backgrounds speak to current conceptions of 
disciplinary enculturation, writing, and practice? 
b. In what ways do participant’s backgrounds inform and mediate their literate 
practices? 
2. What are the literate practices participants display during scientific engagement? 
a. How do these participants’ literate practices inform their understanding of and 
participation in the construction of scientific knowledge?   
b. In what ways do participant’s literate practices inform and mediate their lives?   
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3. In what ways do participants' backgrounds and literate practices mediate the scientific 
learning for their networks of associations?  
a. How do participants mediate potential tensions between their everyday literate 
practices and the practices that are taught and valued in the field? 
b. What synergies and tensions exists for the networks through which the 
participants move?  
Significance of the Study 
This study contributes to several lines of research.  First, it contributes to the field of 
science studies.  By placing a focus on the practices of science as they happen within traditional 
sites of engagement (i.e., the lab and the field) but also expanding to include sites of engagement 
such as the home, the break room, or other “nontraditional” sites of scientific engagement, the 
design of this research may expand the definition of scientific practice.  Furthermore, by 
documenting the various pathways participants took into the field and the disciplinary 
enculturation they experienced on the job, this research will expand upon what it means to 
“become” a scientist. 
This study also aims to contribute to literacy and writing studies research.  Writing 
Studies scholars have studied Science, scientific practice, and science writing for many years 
(Bazerman, 1988; Myers, 1991; Berkenkotter & Huckin, 1995).  However, there have not been 
studies tracing pathways of both engineers and secondary science teachers and how their 
pathways of disciplinary becoming can shape science learning for students. Furthermore, by 
centering notions of disciplinarity and becoming this study answers the call to document and 
record people’s pathways and trouble the ways in which these pathways are represented and 
taken up in schools. 
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Lastly, this study aims to contribute to the field of science education research.  A dialogic 
approach to studying science and science practice can offer science education ways to consider 
the variety of resources students bring to classes.  A focus on practice and the origin of practice 
can help science teachers become critically aware of how they design learning for students as 
they engage students in the creation of scientific knowledge. A sociocultural study of participants 
engaging in scientific activity as enacted in various sites of scientific engagement may help 
science education attend more closely to the literate practices of students across space and time 
(Silverstein & Urban, 1996; Prior, 1998; Rogoff, 2003; Dyson & Genishi, 2005; Latour, 2005).  
Outline of the Chapters 
In chapter two, I explore how a sociocultural approach to studying scientific practice as a 
mediated constellation of laminated practices can enhance our understanding of scientific 
practice and becoming.  Drawing from dialogical perspectives such as Bakhtin (1986), Vygotsky 
(1978), Wertsch (1991) and addressing Prior’s (2008) call for a FLAT cultural historical activity 
theory (CHAT) that brings together Latour’s (2005) actor network theory and Cole and 
Engstrom’s (1993) cultural historical activity theory, I recognized the growing need for studies 
that view scientific literate practice as situated, mediated, and dispersed.  I explore relevant 
literature from both DCT traditions and sociocultural traditions in writing studies, science 
studies, and science education studies to build a case for a sociocultural and historical 
perspective on becoming and scientific practice. 
Chapter three presents the research design and methods I used to study the trajectories of 
practice of the participants of this study.  I discuss the sites for data collection, my criteria for 
participant selection, and data analysis procedures.  I also describe my own subjectivities 
(Peshkin, 1988) as a researcher and how these potentially play out in this research project. 
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Chapter four discusses Dr. Ashlynn’s Stillwell’s trajectory of becoming an engineer and 
how her pathway into becoming an engineer mediated her own literate practices and that of her 
students.  Her case reminds us of the importance of a dispersed notion of literate practice and 
scientific becoming. 
Chapter five discusses Reshmina William, one of Dr. Stillwell’s students.  Reshmina’s 
chapter discusses the multitude of practices that inform her literate practice as an engineer and 
reveals how her pathway, mediated by Dr. Stillwell’s, has worked for her life. 
Chapter six discusses Miles Templeton, a 6th grade science teacher and his classroom of 
students.  Miles’s chapter discusses how this expanded view of disciplinary becoming and 
literate practice has implications for the field of science but also science education.  Miles's case 
shows us that we cannot escape our entangled histories and that these histories come to bear on 
the present with implications for those with whom we interact. 
Finally, chapter seven discusses the ways in which these three cases interact together, the 






REVIEW OF RELEVANT LITERATURE 
In this review of the literature, I first explore the notion of “becoming” and its connection 
to literate practice as it relates to this dissertation.  This exploration of becoming, a somewhat 
newer line of research in Writing Studies and education research, answers Lemke’s (2000) call 
that wondered, “how do moments add up to lives?” (p. 273).  Next, I explore the concept of 
becoming and literate practice in science from two distinct traditions:  Discourse Community 
Theory (DCT) and then sociocultural traditions. Next, I outline potential tensions for school 
science and the possible implications when national curricular legislation comes from DCT 
rather than sociocultural traditions. Finally, I define the theoretical frame that motivates this 
study.  Here, I draw broadly from Bakhtinian and Vygotskian traditions of dialogic theory and 
then explore the practice-turn in literacy research to address how a focus on dispersed views of 
practice and becoming can broaden our conception of literate practice in science and disciplinary 
becoming.  
Becoming 
In Michele Obama’s memoir “Becoming Michele Obama,” the former first lady stated, 
“For me, becoming isn’t about arriving somewhere or achieving a certain aim. I see it instead as 
forward motion, a means of evolving, a way to reach continuously toward a better self.  The 
journey doesn’t end” (Forbes, 2018).  Indeed, this notion of becoming, of there never quite being 
an end goal, of a life pathway as never completely “done”, but rather constantly evolving and 
changing, is also central to the notion of becoming from this research perspective.   
The problem is that historically, becoming has been connected to career and economic 
pathways.  Institutions have created titles as end-goals and designed programs to move 
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individuals from adolescence into adulthood through a series of checkpoints, coursework, or 
licensure programs.  The College and Career Readiness Standards in the Common Core are just 
one example of this.  More specifically for becoming in science, 
…the bulk of professional research in the United States is currently supported…by grants 
from the National Institutes of Health, the National Science Foundation, [and 
others]…and these grants are only available to applicants who are employed at colleges, 
universities, or research institutes…it is within this system that access and entry pathways 
are constructed. (Kirch & Amoroso, 2016, p. 31) 
Becoming, from this historical perspective, is marked by discrete events, educational training on 
a pathway towards being an “economically active scientist” (Kirch & Amoroso, 2016, p. 31).  
This view narrows the pathways of becoming into compartmentalized checkpoints or linear 
pathways towards a career.  Within these narrowed pathways, there are few moments in which 
one could leave the pathways and reenter.  Reentry and regaining access once lost, is not 
impossible, but can, in some instances, be difficult.   
I define becoming as the material, embodied, discursive activity of humans living in the 
world. It is the “process by which individuals come to understand and transform the world and 
themselves by contributing to the world…[Thus] there is no gap between changing one’s world, 
learning and knowing one’s world, and being or becoming oneself (Kirch & Amoroso, 2016, p. 
23).  While the tendency is for humans to categorize ourselves into one thing or another, in 
material reality we are constantly mobile and in flux. One may become a professor, have 
achieved that particular title, but one is also simultaneously always becoming a professor as 
one’s scholarship, livelihood, and existence is shaped and reshaped by one’s previous 
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experiences, one’s interaction with new and different graduate students, with new literature that 
one reads and incorporates (or doesn’t) into a way of viewing the world and research.   
Becoming is also deeply entangled with semiotics (Prior & Hengst, 2010).  The ways in 
people interrogate and interact with their world whether through talk, text, gesture, or any other 
sort of embodied action is the convergence of multiple streams of activity:  the world, other 
participants, the person’s own past, present, and imagined futures. As Olinger and Prior (2019) 
articulated: 
Fundamentally, whether in Volosinov's (1973) account of externalized discourse 
emerging from a sea of inner signs or Vygotsky's (1987) account of sense as affect-rich, 
imagistic, motivated, and personalized, it should have long been clear that autonomous 
semiotic modes cannot exist in the material-historical world we inhabit (Prior & Hengst, 
2010). Agha (2007) captures this insight in defining language use as "events of semiosis 
in which language occurs" (p. 6), a radical departure from neo-Platonic notions of 
language as an ideal system. (p. 128) 
Becoming, then, is fully-embodied semiosis (Olinger & Prior, 2019) in which a person 
(re)mediates their world as the world is simultaneously remediating the person.  So, to look at 
actions in the present, to try to understand the meaning or the import of these actions, requires 
researchers to examine the histories of the participants; it requires examination of the 
motivations, desires, the situational and contextual events that a participant worked with or 
responded to that brought them to a particular moment in time.  Becoming is a series of 
chronotopically laminated (Prior, 1998) moments along any number of pathways to becoming.  
Prior (1998) argued that all literate activity comes together and is laminated in singular moments 
of time, then dispersed in the next.  Literate activity is strung together in “chains of places, times, 
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people, and artifacts that come to be tied together in trajectories of literate action” and highlights 
“ the ways multiple activity footings are simultaneously held and managed” (Prior & Shipka, 
2003, p 181). 
Furthermore, the study of becoming must be the study of the laminated assemblages of a 
person’s life:  “Once we understand activity as chronotopically situated, mediated, dispersed, and 
dialogic, it follows that any cultural event, act, or artifact, as a convergence of many histories and 
a history-in-the making, can only emerge as a laminated assemblage” (Olinger & Prior, p. 127).  
Laminated assemblages are the essence of becoming.  It is the various activities of a participant, 
mediated in concert with others and through their own subjectivities that becomes the object of 
analysis and afford insight into the trajectories of becoming of a participant.  Only through the 
study of these assemblages, can we begin to mangle together an understanding of what becoming 
means to a participant.  
Ultimately, becoming is deeply entangled with disciplinary becoming, or, disciplinarity 
(Prior, 1998).  Becoming through a discipline, then could be theorized not as a territory, but 
rather as the weaving together of multiple trajectories:  that of teacher and students, of legislated 
national standards, of developed curricula by other educational staff with personal histories and 
ideas, the convergence of ideas, emotions, embodied and digital technologies. Prior (1998) 
further asserted that sociocultural and historical accounts of (disciplinary) literacy learning 
created a case for disciplines that are open, transient, and fluid, housed within “personal, 
interpersonal, institutional and sociocultural histories” (p. 25) rather than structuralist notions of 
disciplines that suggest disembodied knowledge with explicit paths to gain acceptance into an 
established disciplinary community.  I take up Prior’s assertion that disciplinarity should be 
understood as “process and activity” (p. 32) and that, when researching the way disciplines are 
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created and how literate activity works (or does not work) to engender participation through 
networks, one must consider carefully the lamination of multiple streams of activity (written 
texts, discourse, assignments, institutional and personal histories) and the moral, political, and 
social acts of doing so.  Critically, in this account, there are no sharp boundaries between 
disciplinarity and other social formations, so what are marked as disciplinary texts, practices, and 
people mix in many “everyday” texts, practices, and identities.  Similarly, those disciplinary 
practices are also diffused across many sites of engagement like homes, community groups, and 
artistic works. And these sites, “need to be seen as cultural ways of classifying many unfolding 
emergent assemblages, in each of which multiple trajectories of artifacts, people, and signs 
collide, interact (or more precisely, in Barad's (2007) terms, intra-act, i.e., all continuously 
becoming), and spin off, changed, into their next phases of being” (Smith & Prior, 2019). 
In the next section, I outline the research connected to disciplinarity from two divergent 
research traditions, Discourse Community Theory (DCT) and socio-cultural traditions.   
Disciplinarity Across Theoretical Traditions  
In my review of the literature, I noticed that studies of disciplinarity seemed to align 
across two distinct theoretical traditions:  literature from DCT traditions and literature from 
sociocultural traditions. The decision to cross disciplinary traditions was a relatively easy one.  
As Bresler (2016) articulated,  
Knowledge does not come neatly packaged within boxes even when the views of the 
disciplinary community make it seem so. Institutionalization of disciplines supports the 
creation of knowledge through forming communities of members/audiences and venues 
for conversation, and these very actions confine knowledge by constructing boundaries 
around disciplines. (p. 5) 
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Furthermore, attention across theoretical traditions only furthers the argument that knowledge, 
understanding, and even practice is not neatly contained in one research tradition.   
For the purposes of this literature review, I use the term disciplinary enculturation when 
referring to studies of disciplinary writing and becoming from DCT traditions.  I chose this term 
for two reasons.  First, the term “enculturation” signals that disciplines are themselves a 
“culture” and with that the notion that there are particular ways of being in a discipline that are 
already prescribed and determined, and that particular practices or group norms apply generally.  
Secondly, this term also signals what most of these studies seem to suggest, which is that in 
order to enter into the container of a discipline, one must be “enculturated” or brought into an 
understanding of how to be a civil engineer, teacher, or anything at all.  Studies of disciplinary 
enculturation tend to come from DCT traditions.  Conversely, I use the term disciplinarity when 
referring to studies from socio-cultural traditions that mirror the notion that becoming in a 
discipline is mobile and in flux. 
Disciplinary enculturation from Discourse Community Theory traditions.  
Disciplinary enculturation is problematic in that it indexes DCT. Discourse Community 
Theory, as Prior (1998) argued, emerged between two theoretical streams:  Saussurean 
structuralism and conduit metaphors of communication and learning.  These streams converged 
to produce a view of discourse communities as “local groups involved in some mutual project 
that brings about such things as shared lexis, regular communicative genres, and recognized, 
though not necessarily consensually accepted, senses of purpose and role” (Prior, 2008).   
Similarly, Bakhtin in The Problem of Speech Genres (1986) stated:  
Many people who have an excellent command of a language often feel quite helpless in 
certain spheres of communication precisely because they do not have a practical 
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command of the generic forms used in the given spheres…The better our command of 
genres, the more freely we employ them, the more fully and clearly we reveal our own 
individuality in them, the more flexibly and precisely we reflect the unrepeatable 
situation of communication. (p. 80) 
Here Bakhtin argued for developing a command of communicative genres in order to participate 
more fully across spaces of communication.  However, some scholars took up this notion of 
“spheres of communication” and remixed them into discourse communities.  Swales (1990) 
outlined six characteristics of discourse communities: a broadly agreed to set of goals, 
mechanisms or intercommunication, participatory mechanisms to provide information and 
feedback, the possession of one or more genres to further its aims, specific lexis, and members 
who possess relevant content and discourse expertise.  Discourse communities, according to 
Swales, appear as tightly wound spaces with particular rules of play, so to speak.  
Literate practice in science from Discourse Community Theory traditions. Historically, 
DCT theory fits comfortably with the tendency of disciplines themselves, especially in sciences 
(Gieryn, 1983), to construct boundaries that separate traditional disciplinary writing and 
practices from the activity that occurs outside those spaces. Disciplinary enculturation, with its 
insistence on “habits of mind” or “communicative norms” (Halliday & Matthiessen, 2004; 
Schleppegrell & Achugar, 2003; Schleppegrell et al., 2004), and typified genres (Hewings and 
Coffin, 2006) is rooted in DCT.  For example, Dias et. al (1999) separate disciplinary writing 
from other types of writing, suggesting that there was almost no permeability or transportability 
of practices between home and school or between school and work because, they argued, writing 
was so context-dependent. Poe, Learner, and Craig (2010) refer to the “secret writing lives” of 
MIT graduate engineering students, suggesting “other” types of writing they do have no bearing 
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on the writing or activity these students engage in while doing engineering. Observing that 
“[s]cientists think about the world differently from other people” (p. 168), Martin (1993) argued 
that “common sense and science are different pictures of reality...The function of science then is 
to construct an alternative interpretation of our world to that provided by common sense” (1993, 
p. 169). In a sense, Martin’s observations capture a key function of disciplinary writing 
according to DCT traditions. In that account, there are unified disciplinary groups and members 
of each group tend to think alike and share a common picture of the world, their work, and 
writing. Those who want to enter a particular disciplinary space must accumulate static, 
predetermined, and known knowledge and also be inducted into accepted ways of knowledge 
creation and writing. These people must set aside their own practices or ways of being in the 
world if they do not align with what may be “valued” by disciplinary experts (e.g., Berkenkotter, 
& Huckin, 1995). At its core, then, studies from a DCT tradition tend to ignore the dynamic, 
laminated and dispersed nature of disciplinary writing activity (e.g., Prior & Shipka, 2003) and 
foreground the notion that a person’s system of knowledge making should conform to the 
dominant institution’s (or discipline’s, or some other social group’s) ways of being in the world. 
 The ways in which literature coming from DCT traditions influenced the conception of 
literate practice is also problematic (Lewenstein, 2015).  Yore and Treagust, science education 
researchers, focused on science literacy (i.e. reading, writing, and speaking about science using 
scientific texts such as textbooks or popular articles), and stated that “science literacy 
requires...that people be proficient in science language, thinking...and emotional dispositions, as 
well as in a derived sense [so] that they understand the nature of science, the big ideas of science, 
and the relevance of the interactions among science, technology, society, and environment” 
(2006, p. 295).  On the surface, such statements appear to be acceptable, but the language of 
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“proficiency” and the placement of science language and thinking as something “other” than 
what people do contributes to the mystification of science.  In the same article, after arguing that 
scientific discourse did not need consideration of specific political agendas associated with social 
justice, Yore and Treagust (2006) stated that,  
...acquisition of the science language involves the acceptance that there will be losses in 
their home language, that science language is situated in—and the enculturation into—a 
science discourse community that is facilitated by a more proficient member of that 
community, and that normal social conversation and home (life-world) language may be 
negative influences on achievement of science literacy. (p. 295)   
This call to set aside linguistic repertoires that could promote scientific understanding is 
alarming.  If students are told that sets of practices with which they have little experience are a 
prerequisite for entering a particular field, or if they are asked to “set aside” (McNeill & Krajcik, 
2011) who they are when they enter a science classroom, they may have difficulty envisioning 
themselves in that space in the long run (Lemke, 1990).   
Yore and Treagust (2006) further argued that since a home-instructional-science language 
“problem” existed for students and was related to English-language learning, effective science 
education programs must support students in acquiring oral science language through explicit 
language instruction and tasks (Yore, Bisanz, & Hand, 2003; McNeill & Krajcik, 2011).  Norris 
and Phillips (2003) argued that oral language is not enough, and that science instruction must 
include opportunities to write in ways that reflect science, and Hand, Wallace, & Yang (2004) 
discussed using a “science writing heuristic”, a series of embedded conceptual meaning-making 
questions to encourage students to write in more scientific ways. McNeill and Krajcik’s (2011) 
book reduced scientific argumentation to a simple three-step process: creating a claim, followed 
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by evidence with reasoning, and then offering a rebuttal (p. 21).  Narrowing scientific practice to 
include a set number of practices is certainly quite common in the literature (Kloser, 2014) and 
continues to shape science instruction and the conception of scientific practice as linear and 
prescribed. 
Another line of studies of school science that foreground disciplinary literacy argue that 
by teaching students the perceived practices of scientists, that students will learn and employ 
these practices, then be able to “enter into” disciplinary spaces later on. Moje (2007) writes: 
knowledge production of the disciplines operates according to particular norms for 
everyday practice, conventions for communicating and representing knowledge and 
ideas, and ways of interacting, defending ideas, and challenging the deeply held ideas of 
others in the discipline….Researchers working from [this] perspective argue that part of 
learning in the subject-matter area involves coming to understand the norms of practice 
for producing and communicating knowledge in the disciplines. Part of that learning also 
involves examining how subject-matter norms for practice are similar to and different 
from everyday norms for practice and that such practices are artifacts of human 
interaction rather than innate tendencies or processes inherent in the nature of the work. 
(p. 28) 
And although Moje argues that disciplines (or discourse communities as she called them earlier 
in the same article) “...are not immutable, they are not unchangeable, and they are not simply 
bodies of knowledge to be handed down from expert to novice” (p. 28), the resulting pedagogy 
suggests otherwise.  Moje and her colleagues (2015) believe that there are a defined set of 
literary practices in which scientists, for example, engage.  Moje argues that “navigating through 
the disciplines” is something that can be taught by “engaging in the practices for generating and 
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communicating knowledge; eliciting existing knowledge, skills, and practices; engineering 
necessary knowledge, skills, and practices; examining representations and ways with 
representations; and evaluating why, when, and how these ‘ways’ are useful” (Moje, 2016).  The 
bottom line is that these studies argue that there are sets of practices and requisite knowledge 
novices must learn before entrance into disciplinary communities can occur.   
Despite Moje’s call to focus on these practices, recent studies (Ryu, 2015; Brown et. al, 
2016) have found that focusing on specific science language practices can be counterproductive 
and cannot alone ameliorate issues of racism or sexism.  Ryu (2015) found that it contributed to 
Korean students feeling largely disempowered and targeted in AP Biology classrooms.  Brown 
et. al (2016) found that African Americans regularly experienced racial microaggressions during 
their schooling experience (p. 169) and that these interactions, along with an individual’s 
affective alignment to a particular science, greatly contributed to feelings of disenfranchisement.  
Bazzul (2014) analyzed science texts and curriculum and argued that, overwhelmingly, science 
texts and even science education standards were still oppressive and constituted discursively 
damaging views of race and gender that were in opposition to the lived experience of students.  
Evagorou and Osborne (2015) found that, even with a focus on scientific practice of 
argumentation around a socio-scientific issue, students still needed to feel ownership of the issue 
and that they still needed multiple forms of dialogic scaffolding to engage in argumentation. As 
Lemke argues,  
If some students do badly in science, it is not because science is so difficult or because 
they are so dumb.  It is because the way in which science is presented to them seems too 
unfamiliar or too unlike what they have been taught to find interesting and valuable.  If 
the teaching of science is so arranged as to make it seem otherwise, that too favors the 
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interests of those who find it convenient that the mass of people leave science in the 
hands of a small elite. (1990, p. 139) 
The representation of science from DCT traditions.  Michael Apple (2004), a curriculum 
researcher from sociocultural traditions, characterizes school-science research and pedagogies as 
having constructed a flawed view of science.  For example, he noted how the idea of conflict in 
science is essentially removed from science curricula because it does not fit the hegemonic 
purposes of school.  Apple explained that, along with misrepresenting science, these 
representations do not prepare students from non-dominant social groups for the challenges they 
will face: 
...how [conflict] is dealt with helps to posit a student's sense of the legitimate means of 
gaining recourse within unequal societies...It may be rather imperative that urban and 
working class, among other, students develop positive perspectives toward conflict and 
change, ones that will enable them to deal with the complex and often repressive political 
realities and dynamics of power of their society. (p. 79) 
The negativity with which conflict is approached in schools and its relative absence from 
curricula posited that conflict is bad and should be avoided.  Historically, economically, and 
interpersonally, science is laden with competition for ideas, resources, conflicts about what 
knowledge is (or isn’t), how that knowledge is constructed, how to use and interpret data, and so 
on (Apple, 2004).  Apple believed that the acknowledgement of conflict and fluidity of the 
discipline is still largely ignored in schools.  Argument and counter-argument is treated as a 
singular process, and the amount of conflict that resides within the disciplines of science is 
hidden from students.  Disallowing science’s conflicts to surface contributes to a mistaken view 
of the discipline itself, and, Apple argued, paints a picture of a peaceful discipline-at-rest.  This is 
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a view in which the discipline of science was already fixed and established, or, as Latour (1987) 
called it, a science-made view rather than what the discipline actually was, which is science-in-
the-making.  This view reinforced singular ways of dealing with conflict that may not support 
disenfranchised and marginalized students from either entering the field or understanding the 
revolutionary and transformative power of conflict. 
So, ultimately, a major issue with studies stemming from DCT traditions is one of 
representation:  the science represented through these studies is tremendously different than what 
the public believes science is and does.  Lemke (1990) stated that a conscious effort has been 
made by those in positional authority (editors of science papers, science curriculum developers, 
classroom teachers, etc.) to mislead the public to think of science as something objective that 
stands outside of human experience rather than a socialized part of it (p. x).  Furthermore, Latour 
& Woolgar (1979) argued, “The conviction that a body of practices widely regarded by outsiders 
as well organized, logical, and coherent in fact consists of a disordered array of observations 
with which scientists struggle to produce order” (p. 36).  The notion of science, and especially 
scientific “facts” as socially constructed phenomenon disrupts the longevity of the “mystique of 
science” (Lemke, p. xi), and turns content-driven science instruction on its head.  
In a series of studies spanning a decade, Bowen and Roth argued that the lived work of 
scientists differs so greatly from science education due, in part, to the critical reflection that 
comes within the field of practicing scientists (2005).  As scientific groups, whether in 
laboratories or in the field, it is the stance that the scientists take toward problematizing 
published studies, developing different scientific possibilities, or seeking potential answers to 
unknown questions that Bowen and Roth (2005) argued marks a vast difference between school 
science and in-practice science labs.  It is this meta-awareness of knowledge and how knowledge 
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came to be and how one can challenge that knowledge that, they argue, marks science, and any 
discipline, but this focus on inquiry, of searching out the unknown, is frequently hidden from 
published studies or representations of science knowledge in textbooks.   
Martin (1993), an educational linguist who focuses on genre and has written extensively 
on school science, also echoes DCT traditions.  When observing graduate science students, 
Martin (1993) observed, “Scientists think about the world differently from other people. At times 
they are very critical of common sense understandings” (p. 168).  Martin stated that “common 
sense and science are different pictures of reality...The function of science then is to construct an 
alternative interpretation of our world to that provided by common sense.  In our culture, this is 
its job” (1993, p. 169).  In a sense, these observations seem to capture a key function of science 
(to provide different accounts of reality), but Martin reifies two unified groups, scientists and lay 
people, and implies that members of each group think alike and share a common picture of the 
world. Furthermore, Martin argued that teachers should use language and activities with students 
that help them accumulate knowledge, implying that scientific knowledge is static, 
predetermined and known.  Students, in this view, are simply repositories for that knowledge and 
must be inducted into new and more scientific ways of thinking about the world.  Science, in this 
view continues to be a dehumanized search for facts and knowledge rather than the reflective, 
uncertain, and full-of-conflict science chronicled in science studies.  The continued 
representation of science as somehow different and above that which students are able to 
accomplish without help from an expert, provides little basis for countering the mythology of 
science as a superior intellectual discipline that only certain people with particular ways of 
knowing and being in the world can achieve (Lemke, 1990, p. 46).  
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Disciplinarity from Socio-Cultural Traditions.  As I continued to review the literature, 
there were other studies across disciplinary traditions (i.e., from Writing Studies, Science 
Studies, and Science education) that aligned with sociocultural traditions.  Science, from 
sociocultural traditions is presented as an open, flexible, even creative discipline, full of a wide 
range of literate activity. This view has implications for how science is represented in schools.  
Rather than simply mapping on practices (however they occur and whatever form they may be), 
these studies suggest that science is idiosyncratic, local, heterogeneous, contextual, and 
multifaceted.  
Writing Studies research on disciplinarity from sociocultural traditions.  Many Writing 
Studies scholars, and specifically several in the Writing in the Disciplines (WID) and Writing 
Across the Curriculum (WAC) movements, have theorized disciplinary literacy from 
sociocultural traditions. WID and WAC, have, at least, challenged the normative nature of 
disciplinary structures. 
 WAC’s inception in the late 1970s in the United States originated from the desire for 
university students to be critically, politically engaged in the work of meaning making, that 
writing was a social activity, and ultimately social action (Young, 1994, p. 60-61).  It was in the 
1980s that WAC countered the argument that writing could be taught generically.  Young (1994) 
outlined that  
[WAC programs] should not teach writing generically, in a vacuum, as if it were a skill 
unconnected to purpose or context. Student writers need to join a community of learners 
engaged in generating knowledge and solving problems, to join, even as novices, 
disciplinary conversations and public-policy discussions. WAC programs, therefore, 
began to stress the role of collaboration in learning, the role of audience in 
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communication, and the role of social context in learning to write and writing to learn. (p. 
61) 
WAC and WID combined cognitive and social dimensions of theory and research to pursue a 
dynamic version of disciplinary writing that critically engages students. 
Bakhtin’s (1986) use of the chronotope in literature undergirds disciplinarity:  the notion 
that relationships, events, meanings are interconnected through embodied time and space 
supports a dispersed view of literate activity.  The concept of the chronotope is enhanced by 
Prior’s (1998) concept of lamination.  Prior argued that all literate activity comes together and is 
laminated in singular moments, while at the same time it is dispersed across a life span.  Literate 
activity is strung together in “chains of places, times, people, and artifacts that come to be tied 
together in trajectories of literate action” and highlights “the ways multiple activity footings are 
simultaneously held and managed” (Prior & Shipka, 2003, p 181).  Disciplinarity is the weaving 
together of multiple trajectories:  that of teacher and students, of legislated national standards, of 
developed curricula by other educational staff with personal histories and ideas, the convergence 
of ideas, emotions, embodied and digital technologies. Prior (1998) further asserted that 
sociocultural and historical accounts of (disciplinary) literacy learning created a case for 
disciplines that are open, transient, and fluid, housed within “personal, interpersonal, institutional 
and sociocultural histories” (p. 25) rather than structuralist notions of disciplines that suggest 
disembodied knowledge with explicit paths to gain acceptance into an established disciplinary 
community  
Writing in the Disciplines has also argued that all disciplines are literate disciplines: 
knowledge is constructed and presented as a result of the complex interconnected human activity 
of literate practice.  Charles Bazerman, a Writing Studies scholar, wrote extensively on the 
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experimental science article, arguing that the process of “doing science” is sometimes lost in the 
textual analysis of the genre and that sociocultural writing research needs to remember that text 
and context cannot be separated (Bazerman, 1988).  The experimental report in science has 
become a social reality that shapes the discourse in many different disciplines (Latour & 
Woolgar, 1979; Bazerman, 1988; Myers, 1991; Freedman & Adam, 1996; Artemeva, Logie, & 
St. Martin, 1999; Artemeva, 2008).  Literate activity has a “dialectical interconnectedness of 
written language with the worlds around it” (Bazerman, 1988, p. 23) and, as such, science is not 
nearly the concrete factual discipline that the public is led to believe.  Science is rife with a wide 
variety of literate practices due to the variety of participants in the field. 
Roozen’s (2009, 2016) studies of institutionally sanctioned and unsanctioned literate 
practices connected similarly across people’s lived experiences and across their own disciplinary 
engagement.  One participant in particular, Alexandra, an engineering student displayed great 
fluency with tables.  In Roozen’s interviews, Alexandra continually transformed, re-combined, 
and re-coordinated the use of tables “…across space, time, and media:...across an engineering lab 
activity, playing video games, creating schedules for her daily activities, writing fan novels, and 
doing a variety of …’thinking-type’ puzzles” (Roozen, 2016, 7.01) as she worked to become an 
engineer. 
The study of literate activity (written and spoken language, gesture, metacognitive and 
social processes) has documented dynamic disciplines that move and change as swiftly as the 
participants (Becvar, Hollin, & Hutchins, 2005; Prior, 2010).  To suggest, as Disciplinary 
Literacy theorists from DCT traditions do, that there are patterned literate practices in the 
disciplines that need simply be taught by teachers and taken up by students, disregards several 
decades of sociocultural theory and research.  It ignores issues of affect, motivation, sense, and 
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consciousness (Prior & Shipka, 2003) present in literate activity.  Ignoring these things privileges 
particular habits or practices that may be a mismatch for children:  if students do not see 
practices or habits that mirror or incorporate practices with which they are familiar, seeing 
themselves as successful in a disciplinary classroom or later in the same field might be difficult 
(Lemke, 1990).  
Literate practice in science from Socio-cultural traditions. In other sociocultural research 
studies, literate practice is theorized as the convergence of many streams of activity and multiple 
practices:  reading, talking, observing, acting, thinking, feeling, writing words on paper or on 
other media (Prior, 1998).  Literate practices are "not located [only in] acts of reading and 
writing, but as cultural forms of life saturated with textuality, that is strongly motivated and 
mediated by texts" (Prior, 1998, p.138).  Attending to literate practice across space and time 
allows one to consider the constructed and dispersed nature of literate activity and how social 
forces shape and mediate the practices of a particular physical space (Thorne, 2005).  
Studies from sociocultural traditions argue that participants contribute to, remake, and 
reinterpret practices as they use them; if this did not occur, the practice would die.  As Woodard 
(2015) stated,  
Practice is unobservable, but both Scollon (2001) and Prior and Hengst (2010) suggest 
that analyses of the mediated activities of individuals in situated sites of engagement with 
the recognition that such activities are always linked to broader histories of practice—can 
help capture the ‘hybrid, laminated quality that emerges when multiple histories are tied 
together in situated actions.’ (p. 40) 
Street (2003) also argued for similar hybridity in literate practice:  how literacy is defined and the 
effects of its use by participants depend on contexts within communities in particular spaces and 
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times, but that these are not predetermined or fixed.  He employed the term literacy practices to 
reorient conceptions of reading and writing towards the participants of the activity and how those 
individuals create meaning together, as opposed to structuralist notions and autonomous models 
of language and literacy ala Chomsky (1995) or the deficit models of Bereiter and Engelmann 
(1966).  
Sociocultural studies of disciplinary writing examine situated literate practices.  Scollon’s 
(2001) theory of mediated discourse described practices as “...actions with a history” (p. 73), a 
nexus of practice, and that these practices develop over time as a constellation of networked 
assemblages of actions to create a life (Lemke, 2000, 2005).  Lemke (2000) further explained 
that our lives are made on the cusp of “transversals:  across real and virtual 
spaces...institutions...and semiotic systems” (p.110).  These practices develop within and across 
“particular sites of engagement in which mediated actions take place” (Scollon, 2001 p. 23).  To 
examine literate practices as situated pays close attention to the temporal act: the moment of the 
lab work itself, the lecture, the drafting of the essays as they are happening.  But the view does 
not stay there.  A situated view then follows the actors and participants across space and time to 
consider the constructed and dispersed nature of literate activity and how disciplinary spaces, and 
lives are shaped and mediated as a result of those practices (Prior, 1998; 2008; Lemke, 2005; 
Thorne, 2005; Roozen, 2009).   
Contrary to structural-functional notions of science, several science studies have argued 
that science is a literate discipline: complex and dialogically interconnected human activity 
mediated through texts to construct knowledge and make meaning (Latour & Woolgar, 1979; 
Knorr-Cetina, 1981; Prior, 1998; Latour, 1999; Becvar, Hollan & Hutchins, 2005).  Knorr-Cetina 
noted that the practices of the field were, “idiosyncratic, local, heterogeneous, contextual, and 
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multifaceted” (Knorr-Cetina, 1981, p. 152), due in part to the wide variety of participants in the 
field.  Surely no one group of scientists could behave and engage in work in the exact same way.  
 Bazerman (1988) noted that perhaps the debate over the whether or not science is a 
literate discipline is due to its own discourse:  the purpose of science is hidden in the language 
science uses to describe itself.  From simple shifts in language such as using third-person 
pronouns (Bazerman, 1988; Myers, 1991; Halliday & Martin, 1993) to complex technological 
vocabulary, the personhood of science is typically minimized, along with any practices those 
people would use to construct knowledge.  Furthermore, scientific practices are represented as 
quite different from non-scientific activity, which some argue is just a matter of language choice,  
…[S]uch temptation arises in part because scientific practices are all too often displayed 
through the use of terms such as hypothesis, proof, and deduction.  The use of such terms 
renders scientific practice as different, but it is not clear that they are being used other 
than tautologically...major differences between science and common sense are 
established as a result of tautological definition of these differences. (Latour & Woolgar, 
1979, p. 152) 
Socially constructed scientific texts and published articles become points for 
argumentation, not undisputed stores of knowledge.  Conflict abounds in science as authors 
compete to publish information (and also gain funding) that either confirms, but more regularly 
denies, previously held notions of scientific “truth” or “fact” (Myers, 1991; Bazerman, 1988; 
Latour & Woolgar, 1979; Knorr-Cetina, 1981).  Furthermore, these texts have frequently become 
a social reality that shapes the discourse of disciplinary groups.  Knorr-Cetina (1981) argued that 
the discursive interaction of scientists amongst themselves and to those outside the field were 
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predicated upon argumentation and that the genesis of their work was built upon arguments made 
by others.     
These arguments, whether verbal or on paper, have become the reality of a great deal of 
science:  there is always a fact to be doubted, a theory that remains a theory, and a finding ready 
to be proven wrong by the next person (Bazerman, 1988; Latour & Woolgar, 1979, Myers, 
1991).  Science texts and the people who create those texts share a “dialectical 
interconnectedness” (Bazerman, 1988, p. 23) and, as such, science should not be conceived as 
the concrete static discipline that surfaces in mass media, popular culture, and in school 
curricula.  Despite science’s reliance on argument as a means to understand, create, and 
remediate knowledge, argument is not the only thing that scientists do, nor is it the only way that 
they communicate information (Becvar et al., 2005; Takeuchi, 2008).  Science makes use of 
multiple ways of communicating information and constructing knowledge. 
Ochs and Jacoby’s (1997) research further supports a dispersed representation of literate 
practice in science.  Their research revealed the confluence of scientific learning across practices, 
and then the dispersal of that learning across space and time scales.  The researcher’s explained 
that the physicists’ development of a consensus surrounding a representation of a conference 
paper, “spanned different scales of time and space…[and also] in the relatively private, 
backstage process whereby collaborating scientists deliberate - for days, weeks, and months, in 
face-to-face meetings and through e-mail - over the acceptability of their procedures and the 
meaning of their findings, until they reach a WORKING CONSENSUS on their discovery” (p. 
483).  Furthermore Ochs, Taylor, Rudolph, and Smith’s (1992) close discourse analysis of family 
dinner table talk argued that though theory-building is a complex and (sometimes) highly 
structured scientific activity, it is not exclusive to scientific settings; they found key practices 
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were routine accomplishments of everyday arguments around family dinner tables.  Ultimately, it 
is familiarity, and in this case, familiarity amongst family around a common meal, that develops 
problem-solving talk and “establish[ed] the intellectual groundwork for collaborative problem 
solving” (Ochs et al., 1992, p. 17). 
There are also sociocultural science education studies that treat literate practice as 
dispersed, flexible, and mediated.  Takeuchi (2008) based her dissertation research on 
sociocultural theory to examine how students and adult scientists use global positioning systems 
in similar and different ways.  Takeuchi, interestingly, outlined 47 different practices that both 
scientists and students used when operating these devices.  Stroupe (2014) theorized that when 
science teaching and learning is “ambitious”, that is “instruction supports all students’ learning 
across ethnic, racial, class, and gender categories while scaffolding their legitimate participation 
in authentic disciplinary work…[and] providing opportunities for all students to learn science-as-
practice by acting as epistemic agents” (p. 488), students become more engaged and empowered 
by the classroom work.  Stroupe argued that this type of instruction did not necessarily include a 
focus on specific practices as outlined in the NGSS, but on “science-as-practice”, an open work 
of learning that welcomed divergent thought, processes, and practices to science.  Similarly, in 
out-of-school contexts, studies have shown that “nature-of-science” learning can increase when 
students are engaged in authentic scientific practices, for example, being placed within a lab or 
assisting adult scientists in fieldwork (Lewenstein, 2015; Burgin and Sadler, 2016).  Rather than 
work to represent disciplinarity as separate from a person’s lifeworld, these studies suggest that 
any model in which dominant, normative mappings of disciplinary enculturation are the 
expectation breaks down quickly.  
Lemke’s (1990) work in science classrooms found that when science content was 
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represented as colloquial, with practices that were humanizing, there was more student 
engagement (amount of student response, depth of talk amongst groups, overall participation in 
general) in classrooms compared to classrooms that taught science as a predetermined body of 
knowledge to learn.  In other words, when science was represented as a mobile discipline 
grounded in inquiry, used student’s funds of knowledge (Moll et al., 1992), and engaged students 
in socio-political work that was meaningful to them, the students engaged in the lesson and 
experienced greater learning in three out of four classroom instances (Lewenstein, 2015).   
Lewenstein noted “the focus of science education almost exclusively on individual 
learners" but pointed out that "a few efforts to explore family learning…and the even broader 
concept of community learning…point to the possibility of a more socially-oriented meaning of 
science literacy (2015, p. 255).  Lemke (1990) argued that in current teaching models of science, 
the content of the curriculum itself unwittingly perpetuated the harmful “mystique of science” (p. 
xi).  Lemke believed that this “mystique” tended to make science seem dogmatic, authoritarian, 
impersonal, and even inhuman to many students.  Lemke (1990) also argued that, when science 
was portrayed as being more difficult than necessary and scientists are portrayed as geniuses, 
when science was presented as a deterministic, factual, and objective discipline, it undermined 
the confidence that students have in their own judgments about the world and science in general. 
Theoretical Frame:  Trajectories of Becoming in Science  
There is certainly growing consensus that the literate lives of people are complex and that 
we are all in a fluctuating state of “becoming” one thing or another (Lemke, 2000; Prior, 2016). 
Lemke (2000) asked, “How do moments add up to lives? How do our shared moments together 
add up to social life as such?” (p. 273).  A trajectories of becoming perspective considers 
becoming as: “…distributed, dispersed and mediated, as chronotopically laminated, as actor-
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networked. Becoming happens not in domains but across the trajectories of a life, no space is 
pure or settled; discourses and knowledge are alike heterogeneous (heteroglossic)” (Prior, 2016).   
Sociocultural literacy research describes literate practice not as a discrete set of skills, but 
as situated within various physical, affective, social, historical, and cultural domains mediated by 
tools of one kind or another (Vygotsky, 1978; Heath, 1982; Street, 1984, 2003; Lave & Wenger, 
1991; Wertsch 1991; Moll et al., 1992).  Ultimately a focus on the literate practices and the tools 
that people use to create a world for themselves and become anything means that we must 
observe literate practice  
in everyday social practice...already embedded in particular forms of activity; [we] 
cannot define literacy or its uses in a vacuum; that reading and writing are studied in the 
context of social (cultural, historical, political, and economic) practices of which they are 
a part and which operate in particular social spaces. (Bayham & Prinsloo, 2008, p. 2) 
I propose that that a focus on dispersed and mediated literate practice can and should be taken up 
to better understand trajectories of learning and becoming rather than linear tales of learning.  
The key to understanding becoming is to attend to practice as people participate in various sites 
of scientific engagement across time and across lives (Prior, 2016).  For the purpose of this 
dissertation, I attempted to do just that – attend to the practices of two engineers and a science 
teacher across sites of engagement and through time in the hopes of documenting the ways in 
which they are in the process of becoming, and the ways in which that becoming influences their 
practice and the networks through which they move.  
Flat Cultural Historical Activity Theory.  I further theorize this study within the field 
of cultural-historical activity theory (CHAT), and more specifically Flat CHAT, as articulated by 
Prior (2008, 2015), Prior & Schaffner (2011) and Smith and Prior (2019). Building on Prior’s 
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(1998) work that outlines disciplinarity as “the continual processes whereby an ambiguous cast 
of relative newcomers and relative old-timers (re)produce themselves, their practices, and their 
communities.  These images of participation in disciplinary practices point to doing things rather 
than having something or being someplace; they suggest a process view of disciplines” (xii). 
 Cultural historical activity theory is the convergence of several theoretical streams.  
CHAT, conceived broadly, pulls from Vygotsky’s (1978) notion of examining activity in genesis 
or activity in disruption.  He noted the importance of humans acting with mediated means, tools, 
and objects for particular purposes.  CHAT also pulls from the dialogism of Bakhtin (1986) to 
create a focus on semiotics, linguistics, and the specific utterances that make and remake our 
worlds.  In his 1991 book, Wertsch, who led the way in linking the theories of Vygotsky and 
Bakhtin, argues for a sociocultural account of mind and activity that considers the cultural, 
historical, and institutional settings in which they occur.  Wertsch (1991) argued that a 
sociocultural approach must recognize that action is mediated by humans with means, must 
consider the dialogicality and multivoicedness of meaning, and the heterogeneity of voices 
across space and time.  He further argued that for a sociocultural approach to “focus exclusively 
on the action, the person(s), or the mediational means in isolation is misleading” (p. 119).  
Wertsch argued for two fundamental units of analysis: mediated activity and the-individual-
using-mediational-means (mediated agency). Ultimately, research from this perspective must use 
as its unit of analysis mediated activity and mediated agency located in dispersed cultural and 
historical systems in genesis or disruption.   
Bruno Latour’s work in science laboratories led him to develop actor-network theory 
(ANT), which brought into consideration the tools and non-human participants in the creation of 
meaning.  Latour’s (2005) motto to “follow the actors” (p. 68) opens CHAT research to consider 
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not how things are already assembled, but to try to reassemble that which is dispersed through 
networks of associations across space and time.  To Latour, time folds in on itself in interactions 
within networks:  interactions come from multiple places, synchronicity is impossible, nothing is 
ever always visible (synoptic), and the “...bewildering array of participants simultaneously 
dislocat[es] their neat boundaries in all sorts of ways, redistributing them away and making it 
impossible to start anywhere that can be said to be ‘local’” (2005, p. 202).  Furthermore, 
networks connect to other networks across spaces and times, rendering connections a vital 
consideration when trying to trace and understand all of the shadow conversations (Irvine, 1996) 
and historical, institutional factors that live within temporal moments in space and time.  
Flat CHAT, according to Prior (2008), is the theoretical and methodological effort to 
combine Latour’s flat connectivity of networks to activity systems at work in institutions.  Yrjo 
Engstrom, when faced with the shifting boundaries of activity systems and processes that were 
multidirectional, reciprocal, and simultaneous began to describe “new” forms of activity as 
“‘wildfire activities’ and ‘mycorrhizae activities’ in which interaction takes the shape of 
knotworking without a single stable center” (2008, p. 309).  The crossing trails of the 
mycorrhizae disrupt the triangular representation of social production necessitating something 
else.  Flat CHAT calls for the analysis to consider literate activity that is situated, mediated, and 
dispersed.  It considers literate activity as always and inevitably multi-modal and does not take 
pre-established social forms as truth.  Flat CHAT “...considers multiple frames, multiple 
identities, to be imminent in any situation, connections, ties, that are close at hand as well as 
those that are focally active. A flat approach to genre systems would resist a priori bounding” 
(Prior, 2008 p. 14).  Lastly, a flat approach considers the people, their tools, and their 
motivations and that all of these things have cultural-historical meaning that laminate in a 
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singular moment and disperse again in the next.   
 I bring together Flat CHAT theory and methodology to help document the varied and 
dispersed trajectories of becoming in science.  Perhaps theorizing science at various sites of 
engagement as the result of laminated, mediated, dispersed socio-historical action by people with 
mediated means could result in a more dynamic view of the field and what it means to become 
anything.  A Flat CHAT study of situated literate practice in various sites of scientific 
engagement could also contribute to our understanding of how current institutional structures and 
federal mandates can work through the texts and people to create, sustain, or undermine 
particular hegemonies.  As Freire (1970) states (emphasis added), “...certain hegemonies exist to 
perpetuate oppressive systems that keep some people in one place to serve the purpose of the 
oppressor,” (p. 53).  Studying the situated literate practice of scientists and students of science in 
our current sociopolitical contexts will hopefully push research on disciplinarity away from 
conceptions of disciplinary enculturation. 
Suggesting that situated studies of disciplinary writing and activity must attend to all that 
participants bring to the proverbial table, Roozen and Erickson (2016) argued that, “to write the 
histories of persons and practices tightly within the assumed borders of a single disciplinary 
world offers a narrow conceptualization of writing, learning, and socialization and severs all the 
other histories of the person and their lifeworlds” (1.02; emphasis added). Furthermore, they add, 
“While the dominant metaphor certainly foregrounds features of development that are salient 
from the perspective of a discipline, at the same time it also obscures the histories of persons and 
practices that lie beyond those assumed borders.” (Roozen and Erickson, 2016, 1.02).  Taken 
together, then, attention to disciplinary activity and writing without attention to the lifeworlds 
and situated writing practices of participants will continue to reify normative tropes of 
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disciplinary becoming that find their way into our research, our rhetoric, and increasingly our 
elementary and secondary school classrooms. The cases in this dissertation illustrate the ways in 
which the pathways of becoming in their respective fields and the practices they used to do their 
work repeatedly traced away from traditional disciplinary notions of scientific practice. 
Certainly, we can find resemblances in these cases of traditional disciplinary practices, but this 
analysis also highlights the origins and pathways of those practices and blur the boundaries of 
the discipline while also shaping the networks in which the participants move. These cases 
suggest that a renewed attention to disciplinarity and writing from a lifeworld perspective, one 
that considers the ways in which participants develop and deploy literate practices across space 
and time, can move normative discussions of disciplinary enculturation towards more open, 












RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY 
Studies of disciplinary writing from a lifeworld perspective examine situated literate 
practices. Scollon’s (2001) theory of mediated discourse explained how practices are “...actions 
with a history” (p. 73), organized around nexus of practice, and that these practices develop over 
time as a constellation of networked assemblages of actions, across spaces both real and virtual. 
Using Scollon’s (2001) theory as a guide, I designed this project to attend to my participants 
temporal practices of writing and sought to understand the genesis of these practices, how they 
used these practices across settings and time, and the implications of those practices. 
The study of participants and their practices across sites of scientific engagement is suited 
to qualitative methodologies.  Underlying qualitative methodology is the belief that the local 
particulars of a phenomenon, in this case scientific activity, carries great meaning and 
importance as enacted in schools and across settings (Dyson & Genishi, 2005).  The research 
methods I will employ question the “fixedness of meaning.”  How people make meaning of an 
event depends greatly on that which they bring to and use for interpretation in particular 
historical and cultural contexts (Erickson, 1986).  These methods help us explore repertoires of 
meaning making in particular events (Dyson & Genishi, 2005).  They allow for and assume a 
variety of positional ways to “tune in” to the construction of meaning.  
Considering my theoretical frame and seminal research across theoretical traditions, my 
research questions were: 
1. How did participants’ biographical pathways influence their pathway towards (or away 
from) science?  
a. In what ways do the participants' backgrounds speak to current conceptions of 
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disciplinary enculturation, writing, and practice? 
b. In what ways do participants’ backgrounds inform and mediate their literate 
practices? 
2. What are the literate practices participants display during scientific engagement? 
a. How do these participants’ literate practices inform their understanding of and 
participation in the construction of scientific knowledge?   
b. In what ways do participants’ literate practices inform and mediate their lives?   
4. In In what ways do participants' backgrounds and literate practices mediate the scientific 
learning for their networks of associations?  
a. How do participants mediate potential tensions between their everyday literate 
practices and the practices that are taught and valued in the field? 
b. What synergies and tensions exists for the networks through which the 
participants move?  
Participants and Setting 
 My study focused on two sites: a small urban middle in central Illinois and the Civil and 
Environmental Engineering department at the University of Illinois.  These sites were selected 
for several reasons.  First, through my connection with my participants I was able to get a broad 
sense of participant experience with science:  I was able to understand the experience of a 
professional Civil Engineer, an engineering doctoral student, and a middle school science teacher 
and his classroom.  I was able to witness the shifting nature of practice across these sites and 
across the sites in which the participants engaged in their work.  
 In this write-up, the University-based adults with whom I worked claimed authorship on 
their IRB consent forms.  Thus, they chose to be referred to by their first and last names.  In the 
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school setting, the school, community, teacher, and students are referred to by pseudonyms, per 
the IRB consent forms. In both settings I sought verbal and written consent from the adult 
participants and in the school setting I sought verbal, written, and parental consent from the 
students. 
Participant Selection.  After gaining approval from my University’s institutional review 
board, I began to consider the participants with whom I might like to work.  In this project, 
participant selection was dependent upon my connection with people across a variety of settings:  
through my connections as a former school teacher and instructional coach for one local district, 
as an employee of the university working with science and social studies teachers across school 
districts, and also through personal connections.  The first step in selecting participants was to 
invite several participants through these associations and then determine focal participants 
through a variety of criteria, which are outlined below. 
Selection of Scientists.  I sought out scientists who performed regular scientific work at 
the University level and who were well-published. Through personal connections and 
affiliations, I knew several scientists who either worked in labs or were professors at the 
University and had a considerable list of publications.  Through email I explained the purpose of 
my study to two professors and asked if they would be willing to participate.  Both agreed and 
from that connection I met both professors research groups.  One professor in particular, 
Professor Stillwell, invited me to attend her research group and my connection with Dr. Stillwell 
and her research group deepened quickly. This is where I met Reshmina, the second case in this 
dissertation.   
First, I was interested in observing people who consider themselves “writers”.  Through 
preliminary observations and informal conversations, I was able to get a sense that both Dr. 
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Stillwell and Reshmina were very aware of their own literate practice.  They were both avid 
writers and knew precisely what practices worked for them and why.  Secondly, as I hoped to 
work with primarily women, both Dr. Stillwell and Reshmina identified as women and both were 
passionate about the role of women in science.  Dr. Stillwell actively worked to include as many 
women in her research group as possible and Reshmina centered her role in supporting the role 
of women both academically and in her creative endeavors. Lastly, both Dr. Stillwell and 
Reshmina viewed their own scientific activity as dispersed across time and space and they were 
both more than willing to invite me in to their practices and processes.  Their reflection on their 
own work and processes was invaluable. 
In the following sections I provide more information about how I met each participant 
and provide more details about the particular research site.  
Coming to know Ashlynn.  As I mentioned previously, after I gained approval from my 
university’s Institutional Review Board, Ashlynn Stillwell and I were connected through a 
mutual friend. Knowing my interest in studying literate activity in science, our friend told me of 
Ashlynn’s passion for writing, her students, and issues of gender equity in engineering. At our 
first meeting, Ashlynn, a Civil and Environmental Engineer and Assistant Professor at the 
University of Illinois, greeted me and wasted no time getting down to business. She showed me 
the draft of a student paper being readied for publication. The paper was full of bright blue notes, 
and I was struck by the sheer quantity of comments Ashlynn supplied. 
As I explained the project and my interest in documenting the literate practices of 
scientists and engineers, Ashlynn’s face lit up. “You need to see my Writing Pipeline,” she said 
(interview, 8/3/17). Because of Ashlynn’s existing practices of documenting her life and work, 
how often she wrote with her students, and how openly she shared about that work and the 
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tensions and joys of being an engineer in a Research 1 Civil Engineering school, I asked her to 
participate in the study and she agreed. Ashlynn also suggested I attend her research group 
meetings because that group included several students with whom she wrote articles.  They were 
students who had expressed interest in joining the research group after they took a class with her, 
or when they interviewed for entry to the College, or simply by noting her research interests on 
the college website. Ashlynn interviewed all of the students and, after consulting with the more 
senior members of her group, selected the members of her group. She reported rarely turning 
students away if their interests aligned and there was money to support the student. With her 
permission, I attended that research group, and at the first meeting shared the purpose of my 
research and asked the members if they would be willing to participate in my research. Everyone 
in the group consented.  
At the time of data collection, Ashlynn’s research group consisted of 8 graduate students 
(4 PhD students and 4 master’s students) and 2 undergraduate students through the WIMSE 
(Women in Math, Science, and Engineering) program, specifically the Research Initiative 
program which links undergraduate women interested with research with research groups in their 
fields.  Ashlynn thought very highly of this program and regularly had undergraduate students 
participate in her group.  Demographically, the group was 13% international students and 70% 
Caucasian.  Of this, 1 student identified as black, and Reshmina identified herself, “technically” 
as Asian, even though she took issue with the United States’ reductionist categories of 
demographics.  She would have preferred to identify that she was from the “subcontinent – 
Oman” (interview, 10/4/17).  The group also consisted of 4 students that identified as female, 
and 6 that identified as male.  The following chart outlines the demographic make-up of the 
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group and the demographics of the Civil and Environmental Engineering department at the 
University.   
 Undergraduates Master’s Students Ph.D. Students  
University Total enrollment: 676 
Domestic enrollment - 





Women students: 189 
(28%) 
Under-represented 
minorities: 83 (12%) 
Total graduate 
enrollment: 562 
M.S. enrollment: 421 










Ph.D. enrollment: 241 








Domestic enrollment - 
Illinois residents: 2 





M.S. enrollment: 4 





Ph.D. enrollment: 4 




Table 1. Information published by the University’s Civil and Environmental Engineering website using national 
demographic signifiers (cee.illinos.edu). 
 
Coming to Know Reshmina.  Reshmina, a senior member of Ashlynn’s research group, 
approached me immediately following our introduction in Ashlynn’s research group.  She stated 
that she would be willing to talk with me regarding writing at any time.  We set up an interview 
shortly thereafter.  At our first meeting, Reshmina captured my interest immediately.  She 
referred to herself as a “music geek” and we both shared a love of literature, especially 
mythology. An international student from Oman, Reshmina’s experience with schooling was 
vastly different than my own.  She referred to herself as “classically trained.” She had attended 
British-run schools in Oman and the UK and believed that these shaped her love for the arts.   
 Reshmina, like Ashlynn, was very aware of her writing process.  She kept notebooks full 
of ideas, drawings, and notes and readily recalled how she came up with ideas and overcame 
obstacles in her own work. The more Reshmina and I talked the more I came to understand that 
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her writing life was not only the result of her past relationships and experiences but was 
mediated and influenced by Ashlynn’s to a great extent. In my estimation, their advisor-advisee 
relationship was quite special.  Reshmina credits Ashlynn with her decision to come to the 
University and pursue a career in Civil and Environmental Engineering.  She also credits 
Ashlynn with enabling her to pursue research interests that did not always necessarily align with 
Ashlynn’s areas of expertise.  I came to understand that Reshmina’s present experience and 
success was shaped in by a conglomeration of factors, but that Ashlynn’s role in that could not 
be ignored.  With Reshmina’s permission, we had several interviews and I observed her in the 
research group, as she wrote and in several other activities including an ESL class that she taught 
at the University and an artistic presentation that she did for another course.   
 Selection of Classroom Site.  I chose my middle school classroom participant, Miles, 
based on a few criteria.  First, I knew that Miles was collaborative and open.  We had worked 
together for many years and he was always willing to invite me into his classroom and have me 
participate and watch what was happening.  Secondly, Miles believed in the NGSS and reported 
that focusing on the practices of scientists and engineers was something that was “good”, and he 
believed that he was doing in his classroom.  Thirdly, as I had previous connection with Miles as 
an instructional coach, I knew that my prerequisite of being in an encouraging environment that 
was respectful to children would not be an issue.   
 Coming to Know Miles. My first year as an instructional coach was Miles’s first year at 
Wilder Middle School.  The previous year, I had been a Reading teacher and Miles was a student 
teacher for the Spring semester that year.  As a new teacher, he saw me as an immediate 
resource.  Miles would regularly ask for help as he got his classroom practices up and running.  
Over the following 5 and a half years of my time as an instructional coach, Miles would always 
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make sure that he was a part of my coaching schedule at least once.  Since we worked on the 
same team, Miles and I also became good friends. 
 Miles was never one to mince words.  He was opinionated, vocal, and simply told you 
what he thought.  As I negotiated data collection in schools while working full time, Miles told 
me that his classroom was always open.  Miles was always very reflective and open to having 
conversations about what I was noticing and wondering.  Miles was very open with me and was 
very transparent with his hopes, aspirations, and struggles.  I did not have to worry about 
whether or not Miles would share – he always did.   
Together, Miles and I negotiated a unit that made the most sense to observe.  I wanted to 
capture an entire unit and, due to a new curricular adoption, it made the most sense for me to 
come during April and May.  As Miles taught 6 classes, I chose the class that made sense with 
my schedule, but also was right up against his planning time so that we could have immediate 
interviews, when necessary.  Due to my work schedule, I was able to observe 2-3 times per week 
for the entire 6-week unit.  When I began observations, Miles introduced me to his classroom.  I 
told the students about the project and my interest.  I received verbal and written consent from 
both the students and their parents.   
Miles’ class was representative of the demographics of Wilder Middle School.  The 
















































not collected IEP: 0% 
Non-IEP: 100% 
Table 2. School and demographic data. School data were obtained from the Illinois School Report Card website 
(www.illinoisreportcard.com). 
 
Secondary Participants.  Secondary participants were a part of this project as well.  These 
participants included the 9 other participants in Dr. Stillwell’s research group and the students in 
Miles’ classroom. 
Data Collection  
The “messy complexity of human experience” (Dyson & Genishi, 2005) required I 
employ a multiple case study approach to attend to the complexity of scientific activity across a 
variety of sites and throughout the expanse of a lifetime.  I did not seek to represent the entire 
world of science, but to represent several cases of science across spaces and times to contribute 
to a larger understanding of the literate practices at work in science.  Case study research 
required a similarity amongst the cases in order to glean a better understanding of the larger case 
on the whole (Stake, 2006).  By following individuals as they engaged in scientific meaning 
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making in a variety of settings, I was able to employ traditional methods and approaches 
associated with case study research such as observations, interviews, and document collection 
(Bogdan & Bicklen, 2003).  
Data Collection with Scientists. Over the next 7 months, I observed both Ashlynn and 
Reshmina in Ashlynn’s research group, took field notes (Appendix A) and used contact logs 
(Bresler, 2016; see Appendix B for a sample). Based on what I observed in the research group, I 
would set up additional meetings as necessary, take field notes and complete contact logs.  These 
interviews were originally set up to be text-based and reflective but were rich and expansive as 
they crossed a wide range of topics from the activity in the research group, to texts she was 
producing, to their own personal lives. It was during this time that I recognized I was not moving 
far beyond the traditional disciplinary walls of the institution. While I could interview 
participants and get retrospective accounts, I wanted to understand their work and life beyond the 
walls of the institution. Following the actors in person, while powerful and my first preference, 
can prove difficult, especially when, as in the case of Ashlynn, both researcher and participant 
are full-time employees, parents to young children, and juggling multiple writing and 
professional projects.  
To grasp participant’s disciplinary activity across space and time and capture their work 
outside of traditional disciplinary settings (e.g. the office, a classroom, etc.) I created a new 
protocol I called, “Week in the Life” (Appendix C). I asked participants to create a log of their 
daily activities in which they felt like they were engaging in the work of engineering and to 
include any other activities that helped them do that work. For example, I asked participants to 
include ways work comes up in other settings, when they would do work in other areas, activities 
they participated in to give themselves a break, things they did to remain motivated, or people 
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and conversations that helped shape their work. The protocol was left intentionally open so that 
participants could remake it into whatever made sense for them.  Ashlynn chose an Excel file 
and Reshmina represented her days in cartoons drawn by hand on paper (Figure 1).  While the 
protocol asked them to share what they were doing connected to their disciplinary work, the 
protocols were absolutely rich with data about their lives and experiences across settings. 
In order to understand further understand their literate practices, I employed several 
process-tracing interviews (Prior, 2004; Prior & Shipka, 2003) and process-drawing protocols 
(Prior & Shipka, 2003).  During the process-tracing interviews, I asked participants to recount 
how they created a text from beginning to end. If drafts of the pieces were readily available, I 
asked for those and read through them, crafting questions as to word choice, revision decisions, 
and other process-oriented questions. As Roozen (2010) pointed out, process-tracing protocols 
provide retrospective accounts of who and what was involved in the production of a writing 
project that “generate detailed accounts of discursive processes and practices used for specific 
tasks, [and] also have the potential to illuminate activities and practices drawn from a wide array 
of engagements from the near and distant past” (p. 323) For example, when I interviewed 
Figure 1.  Portions of Ashlynn’s (left) and Reshmina’s (right) “Week in the Life” protocol submissions. 
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Ashlynn about how a book manuscript came into being, she mentioned keeping notes in one 
particular notebook. Later, she shared several pages of the notebook with me which resulted in 
several follow-up interviews and emails and I sought to understand how her practice of using 
notebooks across her lifeworlds.   
Using Prior and Shipka’s (2003) process-drawing methods as a model, I also asked 
Ashlynn and Reshmina to draw several representations of their writing processes (Appendix D). 
I videotaped their hands and text while drawing and then asked them to describe and explain 
what they produced. These interviews were exceptionally generative as they typically revealed 
much more about Ashlynn’s and Reshmina’s writing processes and practices than they had 
originally shared. Furthermore, the videotaping allowed for a close inspection of their 
movements and gestures as they wrote. I was able to note, for example, how before Ashlynn 
placed pencil to paper, she would make tiny little circles with the utensil.  These graphic 
representations of their writing processes afforded a glimpse into their production methods and 
became the basis for several stimulated elicitation interviews. The drawing protocols were so 
generative for understanding Ashlynn and Reshmina’s writing processes that I decided to create 
a similar protocol, which I dubbed a trajectory drawing (Appendix E) protocol, to get a visual 
representation of their pathways into science.  
The following chart (adapted from Woodard, 2013) shows the amount and type of data that I 
collected for Ashlynn, Reshmina, and for the research group.  I also collected data from another 
student in Ashlynn’s group, Chris, as well as documented the development of an article Chris 
and Ashlynn were writing together from roughly the middle of their writing process through 
publication.  Additionally, I collected similar data from a micro-biologist and a few members of 
their research group.  The sheer volume of data produced during this study was truly awe 
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inspiring. For the purposes of this dissertation, I have chosen to share Ashlynn and Reshmina’s 
stories due to my interest in studying women and how connected their present lives were.  







- field notes 
- artifacts 





10 research group meetings were attended 
from August 2017 – January 2019; research 
group meetings were a minimum of 60 
minutes in length 
Audio and selected 




notes were written 
and focused on the 
general talk of the 
group, items brought 
up for discussion, the 
way in which the 
group was run, and 
any other evidence of 
practice was noted.   
Other 
Observations 
- field notes 
- artifacts 
- contact logs 
1 day-long 
observation of 
Ashlynn and Micah  
in her home installing 




process and an ESL 
class she volunteered 
in 
Audio recordings 
were taken of 
Ashlynn’s event and 
artifacts were 
documented. In 
Reshmina’s case only 
photographs were 
taken, selected audio 
during her writing 
process and only 
jottings taken during 
the ESL class. 
Interviews - audio and video 
recordings 
- artifacts 
- field notes 
- contact logs 
- selected 
transcriptions 
8 formal interviews 
ranging from 30 to 90 
minutes each 
5 formal interviews 
ranging from 30 to 90 
minutes each 
Audio and selected 
video were taken.  
Documents produced 
during the interview 
or shared as the result 
of the interview were 
collected.  The topics 
of these interviews 
ranged from their 
pathway into 
engineering to how 
they do their work to 
explanation of the 
writing samples 
provided.  











- drafts of articles 
- drawings 
- work in notebooks 
- other outside 





61 total documents 
including 1 career 
proposal, 1 
fellowship proposal, 
charts and graphs, 1 
article, drawing 
protocols, Week in 
the Life protocol, 
selected notes from 
research journals, 
jottings in religious 
journals, and other 
notes and documents 
relevant to Ashlynn’s 
writing practices. 
44 total documents 
including 3 article 
drafts, 1 prelim 
examination draft, 
one outline, 1 
published article, 
drawing protocols, 
Week in the Life 
protocol, selected 
notes from research 
journals, jottings in 
religious journals, 





were collected to 
trace their genesis, 
understand how they 
came to being, to 
understand 
participants’ writing 
processes over time, 
and to understand 
how they did their 
work. 
Table 3 continued 
Data Collection in the Classroom.  In the classroom sites, Miles and his students 
participated in normal classroom science activity. The classes and data collection happened 
during the school day.  As I mentioned, Miles and I negotiated a unit of study and one classroom 
that made sense with both of our scheduled.  I observed in the classroom as frequently as my 
schedule would allow, typically two to three times per week.  During these sessions I would 
selectively audio- and video- record a portion of the classroom where Miles was teaching, take 
field notes, write contact logs and talk to the students to get a sense of how they were 
understanding and participating in Miles’s lesson design.  Miles was interviewed both formally 
and informally (see Appendix F).  Documents pertaining to the lesson were acquired, and copies 
ungraded, deidentified student work were acquired with both the teacher and student’s 
permission.  Students that agreed to be focal students participated in short informal interviews 
during class when it did not interrupt their work or the class activity.  These informal interviews 
helped me to construct, from the student’s perspective, how they understood the lessons that 
Miles enacted.   
 The following chart shows the amount and type of data that I collected in the classroom. 
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- field notes 
- artifacts 




18 observations from April – May of 
2018; these observations were 50 
minutes in length and spanned the 
course of one entire unit, “How can 
we smell things from a distance?” 
Audio and selected video 
recordings was taken. 
Relevant artifacts were 
documented. Field notes 
were written and focused on 
the general activity of the 
group, paying attention to 
one group at a time, as there 
was a great deal of classroom 
activity. 
Interviews - audio recordings 
- artifacts 
- field notes 
- contact logs 
- selected 
transcriptions 
4 formal interviews with Miles, 10 
informal conversations with Miles 
and selected students as they were 
working during class.  The formal 
interviews lasted between 30 and 45 
minutes and the informal 
conversations were between 2 and 7 
minutes. 
Audio recordings were taken. 
Field notes and jottings were 
taken during these 
interviews. The formal and 
informal interviews with 
Miles focused on his pathway 
into teaching, his beliefs 
about teaching and learning, 
and his opinion on the unit.  
Informal conversations 
focused on his rationale for 
an instructional activity or 
how he thought class went.  
The informal conversations 
with students focused on 
their understanding of the 
activities that were occurring 
in the classroom and what 




- classroom posters 
and handouts 
- artifacts 
- ungraded and 
deidentified student 
work  
- samples of lesson 
plans 
44 total documents were collected 
including class worksheets and 
classroom artifacts, examples of 
ungraded, deidentified student work, 
and Miles’s unit plan. 
These documents were 
collected to help understand 
the types of activities that 
were going on in the 
classroom and to understand 
how students were 
completing the activities.  
They were also analyzed to 
understand, from a broad 
view how scientific practice 
was occurring in the 
classroom and how that 
activity was presented to 
students. 
Table 4. Table of data type and collection methods in science classroom. 
Data Analysis:  Tracing Writing, Science, and Trajectories of Becoming  
I collected multiple and varied data to help answer my research questions (see Appendix 
G).  Throughout the production of this dissertation, my analysis not only examined texts, but also 
followed participants across space and time to consider the laminated and dispersed nature of 
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their becoming, their literate activity and how their networks were shaped and mediated as a 
result of this lamination  
Data analysis for this project was highly emergent and I sought to move beyond reduction 
to provide an integrated analysis (Prior, 1998) of the data. Not surprisingly, Ashlynn, Reshmina, 
and Miles participated actively in this process (Stake, 1995, 2006). I routinely completed my 
field notes and contact logs and met participants within the next week to discuss my emerging 
analysis. After I had spent time analyzing data I had collected, I met with participants to discuss 
my initial findings regarding their literate practices. As my analysis was a revoicing of their own 
lives, it was important to me that I get their input to ensure accuracy. This co-inquiry became 
centrally important to a study of my participants’ work from a lifeworld perspective.  
Initially, I organized the data by when I collected or received it to orient myself to what I 
had. Chronology, while a good tool for organizing data across timescales did not necessarily 
afford the integrated view I was after. Following from Prior’s (1998) notion of “mangling 
together” as an analytical stance, which was based on Pickering’s (1995) concept of the mangle 
of practice, my analysis sought to integrate data from multiple sources and to identify similar 
threads of patterns that existed across the different data. For example, in one instance I began 
reviewing Ashlynn’s “Week in the Life” protocol. For this activity, Ashlynn produced an Excel 
file that documented her daily activities while also posting regularly to her Instagram account 
using the hashtag “#weekinthelife”.  While working through the Excel file to get a handle on the 
types of activities Ashlynn presented, I would turn to Instagram to note the picture that occurred, 
the date, the time, whether it was represented in the table and so on. Simultaneously I reviewed 
documents Ashlynn had shared that were mentioned in the table. Using this method of tracing 
forward and backward through the data, I would generate new questions, interview Ashlynn, and 
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move back again to reviewing multiple sources of data. I found this kind of iterative, interpretive, 
integrative stance critical to capturing the messy, mobile complexity of my participants' work 
and writing as they threaded through her day and her life (for a sample of my process of moving 
through data, see Appendix H).   
Throughout this process, I noticed instances when participants' literate practices either 
occurred in other spaces or how the practices they employed to create knowledge in their field 
were connected and interwoven through their lifeworlds. For example, during her interviews, 
Reshmina mentioned the need to end work at particular times to afford her mind time to rest and 
rejuvenate.  However, I noticed in one case her work followed her from her office, throughout 
the day and into her dreams that night where she received great help in regard to a mathematical 
problem she was considering.  With Miles, I began to notice that students would complete a lot 
of their work independently, and when he told me that his formative experience with scientific 
learning had been an independent one, the bells and whistles began to ring in my mind. I noted 
that these various activities were beginning to complicate notions of disciplinary learning and 
becoming.  I then spent time writing my chapters for this dissertation, moving through the data, 
listening, watching and transcribing key moments from the data using Dyson’s (2013) 
conventions for transcriptions (Appendix I). 
Simply put, building an account of disciplinary writing from a lifeworld perspective was 
not compatible with necessarily reducing my participant’s data to neat categories of disciplinary 
practices. After all, as Prior noted, “such reductions [might] help…produce exactly the kind of 
reified structuralist analysis I…question” (1998, p. 308). After the chronological review and 
integrative analysis of these narratives as a whole, I chose to focus on two specific practices that 
emerged routinely and that highlight the limits of traditional accounts of disciplinary writing. By 
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narrating various threads of my participants' lives, rather than reducing this account to 
decontextualized practices, I seek to represent the richness, complexity, and messiness of human 
experience. The analysis I share in the subsequent chapters are documented narratives (Prior, 
1998; Roozen, 2010, Roozen and Erickson, 2016).  Engaging in narrative as both an analytical 
stance and a tool for representation allows me to share portions of my participants’ lives in ways 
that do not flatten or reduce how those practices mattered and mediated participant’s lifeworlds.  
As Clandinin and Connelly (2000) explain, 
Narrative inquiry is a way of understanding experience. It is collaboration 
between researcher and participants, over time, in a place or series of places, and 
in social interaction with milieus. An inquirer enters this matrix in the midst and 
progresses in the same spirit, concluding the inquiry still in the midst of living and 
telling, reliving and retelling, the stories of the experiences that made up people’s 
lives…(p. 20)  
So not only was my stance as that of someone, with a story, seeking to understand the 
stories of others, but as one of, “…an experience that is storied both in the living and 
telling and that can be studied by listening, observing, living alongside an other, and 
writing and interpreting texts” (Clandinin, 2013).   
Narrative inquiry was not only an analytical stance, but also how I chose to 
represent the chapters of this dissertation. My hope is that these chapters read as stories 
and share the richness and messiness of my participants’ wonderful lives.  I chose the 
narratives shared in the forthcoming chapters for a few reasons. First, these particular 
practices were ones that mattered greatly to participants.  In short, these practices were 
how they accomplished their own work which was tied to their livelihoods.  Secondly, I 
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shared these practices as they were ones that I saw spinning off across a wide-range of 
spaces:  to other participants or to present and historical lifeworlds.  Lastly, taken 
together, these narratives help me to illustrate narratives that tend to counter dominant 
notions of becoming and literate practice in the sciences.  This is not to say that some of 
the participants’ activity didn’t resemble traditional representations of practices, but these 
were only a few of many complexly laminated and dispersed practices across space and 
time.   
Even still, this dissertation is far from a complete account of the practices of Ashlynn, 
Reshmina, and Miles. My hope is that sampling the rich complexity of their disciplinary activity 
from a lifeworld perspective will expand dialogue about what it means to engage in science and 
engineering and about the implications of our representations of practice.  
Limitations 
 As will all research, there were limitations to this study of scientific practice.  First, I was 
only able to sit with and observe one research group.  To get a broader picture of the work of 
engineering, studying multiple research groups would help elucidate more findings.  It would be 
interesting to trace how different historical pathways create different experiences for members of 
different research groups.  
 It would also be interesting to get multiple science classrooms involved in this project to 
see the ways in which science is constructed in other places.  With even more data, there would 
be even richer descriptions that I could provide of multiple teacher’s pathways of becoming.  
Also, it would be important in an expanded study to get student’s experiences inside the science 
classroom, but across space and time as well.    
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 Finally, I entered into this dissertation with collegial friendship with Miles and then later, 
Ashlynn, Reshmina and I became friends during the course of data collection.  While my 
closeness to the participants could be viewed as problematic, rendering my analysis or accounts 
not “objective enough”, I agree with Prior (2019) when he asserts, “I don’t really see closeness 
and caring as a methodological problem. And what I now think is really tricky methodologically 
is representing participants’ lives based on a few short interviews, a couple of hours of talk, in a 
narrow range of settings” (“Research Methods”, ccdigitalpress.org).  Essentially, it is my 
friendship with Miles and the closeness that I developed with Ashlynn and Reshmina that affords 
this project its uniqueness.  Our relationships afford what I consider rich and densely entangled 
representations of practice.  The longer I do this work, the more I don’t see how I will be able to 
do research any other way. 
My Own Trajectory and Role in Becoming a Researcher 
Peshkin (1988) discussed the known subjectivity: the moment the researcher accepts and 
acknowledges her subjectivity she can “be enabled to write unshackled from orientations that 
they did not realize were intervening in their research processes” (p. 17).  This awareness of the 
enabling and disabling potential of my own subjectivities came to bear in this research project.  I 
am, by nature, a questioner, much to the chagrin of my parents.  I have never been one to accept 
something at face value.  Whenever I see anything, especially curricular or school-based 
documents that claim that there is “a” way or that these are “the” practices to employ, I 
immediately begin to ask questions.  It is this inquisitive nature that lead me to wonder whether 
or not the science I was reading about in the literature was the science that was really happening 
in the field. 
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Furthermore, since my own daughter was four years old, she has wanted to build robots.  
Neither her father nor I are scientists, and admittedly as I read through the research literature 
citing the failure of science to serve women, I felt disheartened for her.  I know that there are 
women in the field and that women can be successful and that there can be a path for my own 
daughter, but I have not always seen this reflected in the literature.  This desire for something 
different for my own daughter drew me to the questions at the heart of this dissertation and kept 
me seeking narratives of science that document science as a creative, dynamic, fluid discipline in 
the face of narratives that tell otherwise.  It is this desire that implicitly and explicitly shaped the 
design of this study, the questions I asked, and how I analyzed my data. 
 Beyond these personal subjectivities, I am a white, middle class, female literacy 
educator.  The education field is certainly rife with this perspective, and I wonder what new 
conceptualizations I have to offer. I am positioned as someone with privilege for whom the 
schooling system worked and continues to work.  I must actively seek to disrupt this positionality 
and privilege and tune in to participants:  hear them, hear what they have to say, and give space 
to stories other than ones similar to my own.  It is my responsibility, then to continue to disrupt 
notions of disciplines as static and immobile in the hopes that more and more people will be 
encouraged to enter the field.   
Lastly, as the former instructional coach and, during data collection as a Teacher 
Collaborator employed by the University to work with teachers across multiple districts, I am 
well known to the local education community and I recognize that this affords me positional 
authority.  As I stated, Miles and I had worked together for many years.  This, in some ways 
affected my stance in the classroom, as at times, Miles still viewed me in a leadership capacity 
rather than as a researcher.  Though I positioned myself as a non-participant observer, an 
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unhelpful but attentive adult (Dyson and Genishi, 2005), I recognized that my presence was 
possibly felt keenly by all of the participants in the classroom and I was seen as an authority 
figure from time to time.  I also recognized that being previously ingrained in the politics of the 
schools as an instructional coach, and a member of multiple district level committees responsible 
for curriculum and instruction design in classrooms afforded me power to shape what happened 
in classrooms.  I could never be completely agreeable (or silent) whenever district mandates or 
practices that I viewed as harmful to teachers and students were foisted upon classrooms with no 
opportunity or dialogue from teachers enacting the curriculum or practice.  These subjectivities 
have followed me from my role as an instructional coach into my role as a researcher and came 






Ashlynn and I sat in her office. We were discussing an activity I has asked her to 
complete called the “Week in the Life” activity in which she recorded what was happening in her 
life outside of her office. I called attention to her note regarding a proposal and several 
conversations about that proposal. The conversation meandered and Ashlynn shared that her 
early career proposal grant had been declined. This grant would have provided substantial 
funding and “check off a lot of boxes” for Ashlynn’s looming tenure package submission.  
[My proposal] was listed as competitive but declined…there’s competitive and highly 
competitive.  Highly competitive things are usually funded but not always.  Competitive 
things are, “If we have more money we would fund this.” But the truth is there’s often 
not even enough funding to fund highly competitive proposals…So it’s a big stressor to 
the point that one proposal can be a big swing of I’m doing pretty good in terms of 
funding vs. I’m not sure I can keep my job…So I have one more chance at this thing at 
which point I will go for tenure.  And I, even as a religious person, it’s very difficult in a 
logical job field, logical technical science, to say at a certain point all I can do is hope and 
pray. (interview, January 15, 2017)    
The sheer weight of such news brought a somberness to our discussion.  She would try again, 
and likely succeed, but in this moment, Ashlynn’s trajectory and path forward were a bit unclear. 
But if there is anything that Ashlynn’s trajectory has shown, it is that the path to becoming an 
engineer cannot be prescribed.  Within her trajectory are moments of failure, epiphanies, love, 
and even directives from other people that sent her in one direction or another. 
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Ashlynn’s Pathway of Becoming an Engineer 
 
Ashlynn referred to her pathway as “non-linear” and her trajectory drawing protocol certainly 
reveals that (Figure 2).  Ashlynn traced her interest in science back to high school: 
Like most engineers especially women in engineering, it started with someone telling me 
I was good at math and science engineering. So in high school I was good at math and 
science. My high school chemistry class took a field trip to the University of Missouri in 
Columbia…We went to the Mizzou equivalent of what would be an engineer[ing] open = 
house…we toured the College of Engineering and it was awesome.  And I realized this 
might be a legit career path. (interview, August 3, 2017) 
Ashlynn attributed her decision to apply to an engineering school to her high school chemistry 
teacher.  She explained, 
Figure 2. Ashlynn's Trajectory Drawing.  Names of people have been removed. 
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It was my chemistry teacher and looking back on my relationship with him as a as a 
student him as a mentor he was pretty influential and at that time I didn't necessarily 
realize…I remember him talking about global warming…and I remember him thinking 
and saying out loud that global warming is not really a thing…my interest in 
environmental parts of science [was because] I thought it was a big deal. But I was still 
really interested in [the chemistry] side of things because of my high school chemistry 
teacher. (interview, August 3, 2017) 
 Prior to this, Ashlynn admitted that she had not necessarily considered engineering a 
viable career option and certainly had not imagined that she would become a Civil and 
Environmental Engineer studying what she refers to as “the energy-water nexus”.  She 
mentioned that she was always interested in “STEM” (science, technology, engineering, and 
math) activities and projects in school but didn’t necessarily associate those things with a career 
path.  She recalled the story of helping her grandfather pull calves from laboring cows when she 
was 5 or 6 years old.   
Someone might say, “Oh that’s an introduction to veterinary medicine animal science or 
life science or something” …it just- it was my grandpa’s doing something that he loved 
and involving me in the process and, in looking back, was science camouflaged as a 
passion. (interview, August 3, 2017) 
Intrinsic in this recollected event are affect and motivation: “science camouflaged as a passion”.  
Rather than separating passion from the technical act of science, passion became what drove 
Ashlynn into the field of water and energy, with a few other stops along the way to refine and 
hone that passion.  As Ashlynn explained,  
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[I had] new experiences as an undergrad [that] taught me what I didn’t want to do to be 
honest.  Which is I think that’s a valuable learning experience…It’s OK if all you learned 
from that summer internship is that I cannot do that for the next 30 years.  That’s a 
valuable experience. (interview, August 3, 2017) 
Despite Ashlynn choosing a path because of her connection with her high school chemistry 
teacher, she realized very quickly that organic chemistry lab was not for her.  She stated that she 
“[could not] spend the rest of [her] life…living life under a fume hood” (interview, August 3, 
2017).  She also referred to herself as a “slow learner” because she decided to do her 
undergraduate research under a fume hood followed by 9 months off in the food industry in St. 
Louis.  There she realized that soy-processing plants were also not in her future.  Despite these 
realizations, and contrary to Ashlynn’s pleas, her undergraduate advisor refused to sign the 
necessary paperwork to switch to a Civil Engineering degree.  Ashlynn stated: 
…in retrospect [my advisor was] really smart because that would have taken me probably 
two more years. I would have been taking a bunch of civil engineering classes to be 
honest I'm not interested in steel design and reinforced concrete. So I finished out this 
chemical engineering degree. I did the environmental emphasis which was his 
consolation prize. (interview, August 3, 2017) 
So, Ashlynn graduated with a degree in Chemical Engineering even though she was not 
really passionate about the field.  Ashlynn explained, however, that even in these somewhat 
trying experiences she learned, “…how much I am more of a systems thinker, which is why in 
my research now I do a lot of big systems computation modeling or installing water meters in 
homes…bigger systems things not living in a [flask or beaker] under a fume hood (interview, 
August 3, 2017).  Throughout Ashlynn’s career proposal are references to sustainability, 
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“systems science approaches,” evidence of being a “big-systems thinker” (interview, August 3, 
2017) and the “energy-water nexus” that is the cornerstone of Ashlynn’s research.   
Ashlynn noted that she understood that some people might view her starts and stops as 
negative but she would disagree: 
[S]ome people might look at that [internship] and think the whole nine months wasted. 
it's a semester off of school where I delayed graduation a whole semester because of that 
and all I learned was I don't want to work here I don't want to work in this area. But it's a 
valuable experience to know…That's not my passion (interview, August 3, 2017).    
While working on her “consolation prize” of an environmental emphasis, Ashlynn was required 
to take an environmental law class.  There she realized that environmental law and policy was 
something that she was passionate about and decided to apply to law school.  At that time, 
Ashlynn was in a serious relationship with a young man who would eventually become her 
husband.  In Ashlynn’s words:  
…truth is I applied for [the] dual master’s program [in Environmental Engineering and 
Public Affairs] because of a boy and because it happened to fit my interests.  I didn’t 
realize that I could stick in engineering, which is where I was a strong student in school 
and a strong engineer in practice and incorporate policy without having to go this route of 
law school, taking classes I wasn’t interested in (interview, August 3, 2017).    
Ashlynn stuck with engineering and eventually began to work on her Ph.D.  At the time, 
Ashlynn was still convinced that she was going to get a job working in industry.  However, while 
on this path, she met her Ph.D. advisor who, when a job opened at another prestigious 
engineering university, told Ashlynn, “You’re good at this.  Apply for this job” (interview, 
August 3, 2017).      
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 Furthermore, what would traditionally be understood as her academic and professional 
trajectory intertwined with her own personal trajectories in unique ways.  In reviewing some of 
Ashlynn’s writing, I noticed evidence of the lamination of Ashlynn’s past and present.  
Throughout her life Ashlynn had been involved in Girl Scouts.  She attributes her continued love 
of Science to Girl Scouts which, since she was from a small rural community where there were 
not many scientific opportunities, gave her chances to experience the natural world and nurture 
her passions.  Ashlynn led a troop while in college and was a member of the Board of Directors 
for her regional council.  A portion of Ashlynn’s career grant proposal included opportunities to, 
“…organize and implement STEM programming events centered on water and electricity topics 
in collaboration with the Girl Scouts”.  Here, Ashlynn connected her academic and professional 
research trajectory with her technical expertise in water metering to her personal trajectories with 
the Girl Scouts.  Ashlynn wrote, “Through STEM programming efforts, a blueprint for a citizen 
science merit badge with Girl Scouts, and water and energy technology and policy curriculum 
development at the university level, this work translates research results into society scale 
impacts to incorporate social elements of sustainability.”  In this moment, Ashlynn’s trajectories 
converge, or laminate, in her writing to hopefully propel Ashlynn’s career forward.   
Ashlynn’s personal and professional trajectories also intertwined in another manuscript of 
which Ashlynn felt very proud:  her application for a fellowship at an inter-faith religious and 
science organization called Sinai & Synapses.  Ashlynn articulated some of the tensions that 
exist between the blending of these two seemingly disparate pathways, 
Am I a contradiction as both a Christian and an engineering professor? For a number of 
years, I kept those particular aspects of my life separate. My faith was a personal thing 
that I kept to myself and practiced at home and on Sunday mornings. My science was a 
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professional thing to be published with rigorous and unbiased work, based on data and 
evidence, not feelings or beliefs. Over the four years I have been on the faculty at a state 
university, my self-imposed separation between faith and science has started to blend. 
Religion tends to come up in different conversations among my students and colleagues. I 
still struggle with this personal-professional blending. Is my science less rigorous if I 
include faith perspectives? Am I less credible as a faculty member because I hold strong  
religious beliefs? Am I alone in struggling with both science and religion? (A. Stillwell, 
application for Sinai & Synapses, 2017) 
Ashlynn here called attention to the complexity of human existence and experience that we all 
face and one that the literature on disciplinary literacies and writing in the academy seem to, in 
general, avoid.  Can someone of a practicing religious faith, any faith, become a member of a 
highly rigorous “hard-science” field?  Typically, the discourse surrounding faith and science is 
one of separation:  the two cannot co-exist.  However, for Ashlynn, they do exist together and 
make her engineering work all the more salient. 
My students and I conduct research on the connections between water and energy in a 
policy – relevant context, examining water quantity and quality impacts of electric power 
generation, energy impacts of urban drinking water and wastewater systems, and 
performance and benefits of green stormwater infrastructure. At the surface level, these 
systems are firmly seated in science and engineering. Digging deeper, there are strong, 
broader considerations regarding water and energy that can overlap with economics, 
social justice, and religion. An energy infrastructure solution might be technically sound, 
but it is not at all sustainable if it infringes on religious ties to land and water resources. A 
river might be heavily polluted from municipal and industrial waste, but devotees can still 
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view it as clean in a pure and holy sense. These broader social and religious 
considerations provide context to science and engineering solutions. Neglecting the 
humans and their deeply held religious beliefs can doom a technical solution to fail. (A. 
Stillwell, application for Sinai & Synapses, 2017) 
These documents, arguably the physical manifestation of chronotopic lamination (Prior, 1998) 
where Ashlynn’s past and present merge into one moment in time and then quickly disperse 
outward (to committees, to be revised, to be ignored) provide a glimpse into Ashlynn’s trajectory 
of becoming an engineer.  Ashlynn’s pathway was not linear, but whose is?   
Another complexity Ashlynn discussed were issues that she experienced with a priori 
bounding of disciplines.  Ashlynn saw herself and her work as the blending of several fields:  
civil engineering, policy, energy, and water.  Ashlynn stated that, in general, there were quite a 
few junior faculty members whose professional trajectories overlap disciplinary boundaries.  At 
the senior faculty level, most of her colleagues tend to do what she perceived as “traditional 
disciplinary work” (interview, January 23, 2017), calling on her own container metaphor of the 
disciplines to categorize her colleagues.  Ashlynn saw herself as interdisciplinary, which, in her 
mind brought a certain amount of innovation to her career proposal.  In her career proposal, 
Ashlynn wrote: 
[D]espite many advances in STEM education, much work remains to be done. In my 
educational experience, two particular challenges have emerged: 1) the lack of gender 
equity in STEM fields [97], and 2) a disconnect between engineering and public policy. I 
am well poised to contribute to addressing these challenges, based on my experience in 
different engineering disciplines (B.S., Chemical Engineering; M.S., Environmental and 
Water Resources Engineering; Ph.D. Civil Engineering) and graduate education in policy 
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(M.P.Aff. Public Affairs). In this career development plan, I aim to advance STEM 
education through formal and informal settings, integrating with research methods and 
findings. (2017)  
Unfortunately, the initial round of acceptance did not go favorably.  Though Ashlynn believed 
her trajectory made her uniquely qualified to lead the next generation of engineers, not everyone 
agreed.  Previously, Ashlynn had faced critiques from other members in the field that questioned 
her passion for policy and the interdisciplinary nature of her work.  This was a tension for 
Ashlynn: 
I am not interdisciplinary even though, of those four degrees, three of them are in 
completely different fields from each other.  And if it were possible for me to be in a 
faculty position from any of those degrees I would sit in different departments.  I could 
sit in chemical engineering or here in civil engineering or in public affairs.  I’ve had 
comments…of it’s unclear to me why the [principal investigator] is qualified to study 
policy…[its] because I have an advanced degree in policy (interview, January 23, 2017).   
Ashlynn’s trajectory certainly does not presuppose that there was any “right” pathway to 
becoming an engineer. In fact, moments of her pathway suggest that she may have, were the 
circumstances different, gone in a completely different direction:  her love interest, her 
disappointment in law school, her failed attempt at a career in industry.  While some moments of 
Ashlynn’s trajectory certainly align with traditional views of disciplinary becoming, such as an 
early love of science, and that one special science teacher, there are so many other moments that 
threaded together to reveal that her pathway was not linear and was complexly mediated by 
people and situations around her.  But it was precisely these “nonlinear” moments that both 
Ashlynn and I believed were what made her an incredible engineer. 
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A Window into Ashlynn’s Engineering Practices 
Ashlynn, Micah (another graduate student of Ashlynn’s) and I stood in the master 
bathroom of her renovated midcentury home. Micah’s head disappeared behind the toilet to 
record the specs. I stood nearby wondering at the situation in which I found myself: in the master 
bath of my participant’s home tracing the contours of her literate activity (Prior & Shipka, 2003).  
 Micah:  Do you know what the gallon flush is of this toilet? 
 Ashlynn:  I imagine it’s a standard.   
 Micah:  Yeah…not high efficiency. (observation, January 12, 2018) 
Micah scribbled notes on a matrix-style form that Ashlynn and he had co-constructed during one 
of their meetings (Figure 3).   
Ashlynn and Micah continued in this pattern with each appliance that used water. Later, the pair 
would install a new water meter that recorded, to the second, the amount of water that her home 
used, producing a highly accurate reading of water consumption. This was a long-term research 
project of Ashlynn’s and also a component of an early-career proposal for a national scientific 
funding entity. The award committee had requested more data for the project and so Ashlynn 
Figure 3. Ashlynn, Micah and the text used to record the specs of appliances that use water. 
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secured the new water meter, innovative and unavailable on the market, and moved to her own 
home to conduct research to secure the grant, and ultimately, her tenure. 
The story of Ashlynn’s literate practices is one that is densely entangled across time and 
space; is mediated through various texts, practices and relationships; and fuses her work as an 
engineer with her everyday life. Rather than consider writing development as tightly bounded 
within particular disciplinary worlds (e.g., Beaufort, 2007), or as a fixed set of practices to be 
deployed once an individual is awarded acceptance into a disciplinary community, I offer 
Ashlynn’s case as an example of what disciplinary development and writing might look like 
from a different lens: one that seeks to illuminate the complex entanglement of Ashlynn’s literate 
practices throughout her past, present, and future lifeworlds. Drawing on notions of disciplinarity 
(Prior, 1998), Ashlynn’s case suggests that her work as an engineer cannot be separated from her 
relationships and that her writing practices exceed and vary from thin descriptions of disciplinary 
writing activity. Ashlynn’s case also suggests that when our descriptions of disciplinary 
development remain rooted in static models of disciplinary enculturation, there tend to be 
troubling consequences for those who may not conform to such models. 
Generating “Academic Currency” in a Disciplinary Lifeworld.  Ashlynn and I sat 
together in her smallish cement block office. To my right was a huge whiteboard, Ashlynn’s 




Figure 4. Ashlynn’s “Writing Pipeline” helped both her and her students keep track of writing projects. 
 
“Proposals”, “Data”, and “Manuscripts”.  “Manuscripts" was further partitioned into “Draft”, 
“Submitted”, “Revisions” and “Accepted/Proof.” Within each category was a complex series of 
color-coded acronyms. Titles were listed in black, other information in blue, dates in red, and 
checkmarks denoted a completed task. This whiteboard served as a looming reminder of what 
writing projects were coming and going. Ashlynn explained:  
[t]he idea is that you don’t want clogs in the pipeline.  You don’t want leaks in the 
pipeline and in a very hydraulic fashion I would like to minimize the amount of 
recirculation that happens…Meaning everything is continuously moving from the left to 
the right instead of moving to the right and then moving back in a recirculating pattern.  
(interview, August 11, 2017) 
I chuckled as the water engineer used a water metaphor to describe writing with her students.  
Once an article was paginated and published, Ashlynn printed the article and taped it to 
what she referred to as the “wall of fame” outside her office. As I write this analysis, over 20 
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articles co-authored by Ashlynn and the students in her research group are posted there. For 
Ashlynn, this wall is a physical reminder to herself, and any colleagues who pass her office, that 
she is busy producing work. In Civil and Environmental Engineering, where Ashlynn believed 
the work is often hidden on computer screens and behind complex coding (there not being, for 
example, a lab bench at which to see the engineering happen), published articles on the wall are 
her way of making her work accountably visible.   
In a later interview, Ashlynn explained the coding she used on the Pipeline. For example, 
“FC4GI” was written in the “Data” column in black marker with blue letters next to it. I asked 
why her coding was so obscure.   
Ashlynn:  I try not to identify papers with the target journal because they might not be 
accepted to that journal…So each one of those acronyms are...a shortened version of 
what the papers [are about]…And also because it jives with what I put in my research 
book in terms of relevant literature.  
Sarah: A little bit opaque when just anyone walks in here.  
Ashlynn: Yes, sort of. These aren't necessarily ideas that someone could steal just by 
knowing the title but some of [our projects] depend on publicly available data.  So if 
someone knew exactly what we were trying to do and worked around the clock they 
could feasibly beat us to the punch. (interview, August 11, 2017)   
Competition and the protection of data and research are not new for engineers or for science 
studies in general. Ashlynn repeatedly noted how important it was to keep her work and the work 
of her students protected as the data they used were readily and publicly available data from 
power companies and water plants. The tension between needing to protect one’s work while 
also being very public about it (e.g. taping papers to the wall in one’s office hallway) was one 
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Ashlynn had to regularly negotiate. Her Writing Pipeline, remixed from a post Ashlynn stumbled 
across on the Scientific American blog, was Ashlynn’s textually mediated way of managing a 
massive amount of text production. 
The Writing Pipeline was, as Ashlynn pointed out, connected to her research notebook.  
When Ashlynn started the practice of keeping a research notebook, she used composition 
notebooks and a now-defunct color-coded tab system. She stated that when she was in graduate 
school, she realized that she retained information best if she wrote it down, so keeping a 
notebook became critically important to her. Her current notebook preference was a tough 
looking black book with grid paper and wide margins. Ashlynn also required her graduate 
students to have a research notebook.  She explained: 
I don’t really care what it looks like, but I want it to be sewn or glued at the binding, not a 
spiral notebook. Part of that is coming from my training in chemistry labs and lab 
practice. It should be difficult to rip a page out of here. So this is prenumbered, so it 
would be obvious if someone were to rip a page out of here. (interview, August 11, 2017)   
The practice of protecting her ideas, now coming up in regard to her research notebook, stemmed 
again from her brief stint in industry, where Ashlynn learned the importance of protecting 
intellectual property and maintaining accurate and complete records. The ability to trace 
information and to know if it has gone missing is rooted in legalities: often, a company’s revenue 
or an engineering firm’s legal responsibility for a project depended on secrecy and risked 
culpability if information went missing. Ashlynn carried these practices into her academic career 
and her mentoring of graduate students. 
 The complex coding system Ashlynn used in both the Writing Pipeline and her research 
notebook were not only a means of monitoring and protecting work in progress, but also a 
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mechanism to aid in understanding relevant literature in her field. Each day, Ashlynn began by 
reading a journal article or two and writing brief summaries of the articles in her notebook along 
with any key quotes or page numbers she wanted to recall. She then annotated these summaries 
to align with the Writing Pipeline (Figure 5): 
For literature that I read, I write down a short version of the citation, so I can find it 
again. These are my notes for what I thought were the high points of this particular paper 
and these high points are relevant for a study on green infrastructure…this is relevant for 
the FC4GI (interview, August 11, 2017).  
 
Figure 5. Ashlynn’s research notebook and the “Writing Pipeline.”  The project “FC4GI” was connected to the 
literature on green infrastructure (GI). 
 
Ashlynn explained that if she was writing a proposal on green infrastructure, she could then 
easily find articles for the literature review. For Ashlynn, who associated the production of 
articles with the production of “academic currency,” it was essential to be able readily find 
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information and articles to quickly develop a literature review or background for a funding 
proposal. 
As I stepped back from Ashlynn’s Pipeline and research notebook, I could almost 
visualize paper moving through the pipeline from nebulous ideas at left to printed published 
papers on the wall outside her office. The movement at first appeared linear; however, at any 
phase of that project, the becoming-article was circulated through meetings with graduate 
students, computer-aided modeling programs, drafts, revisions, conversations, journal reviews, 
and so on. These patterns were not linear, but almost spiraling outward. Once a paper was finally 
published, it then circulated into the body of Civil Engineering research, where it was open to 
reinterpretation, argumentation, more testing, or being ignored. As I write this, Google Scholar 
credits Ashlynn (still an assistant professor) with 1,203 citations, an h-index of 18, and an i-10 of 
28, offering some evidence of the uptake of her work.  
The act of protecting one’s data, the cyclical nature of her writing practices, and the 
interconnectivity of two seemingly mundane aspects of Ashlynn’s network of practices weave 
together a critical part of Ashlynn’s disciplinary work:  producing academic journal articles.  It is 
not merely that Ashlynn, as a professor and a civil and environmental engineer, must produce 
papers in order to get tenure, but it is also that she must live through dichotomies. She must 
protect her work; she must show her work.  She must read articles; she must produce articles.  
She must work quickly; she must wait on review processes that can last a year. Ashlynn’s 
disciplinary writing is far more complex than simply sitting down to produce texts for 
consumption by other academics. It is the living through the synergies and tensions of a life, 
synergies and tensions cleverly mediated by a white board and a black research notebook.   
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Employing Practices Across Lifeworlds. In this section, I further consider cyclical 
nature of writing and text production was also evident in Ashlynn’s drawing protocols.  Several 
of the practices that Ashlynn employed to generate “academic currency” in her disciplinary 
lifeworld were connected across her lifeworlds.  These practices, therefore, were not only 
instrumental in helping her do the work of engineering but helping her engineer the work of a 
life.  
As Ashlynn completed the drawing protocol on how she wrote academic texts (Figure 6), 
I noticed she made minute circular motions with her pencil prior to writing on the paper.  This 
happened several times. It seemed as though this circular movement helped her generate the 
drawing.  In fact, her process-drawing also took on a circular form.  Ashlynn represented 
“published lit”, which connected to her notebook, which then helped her structure a document.  
She then submitted the document, would typically present it at a conference, and then that paper  
would become part of the “published lit.” to either start a new project or inspire someone else.  
Figure 6. Ashlynn’s representation of how she wrote academic texts. 
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Throughout our interviews, another practice emerged that at first appeared contradictory 
to the cyclical practices previously displayed.  When reflecting on how she accomplished her 
work, Ashlynn mentioned that she routinely created boxes and checklists.  In our first interview, 
Ashlynn explained, 
I am and was a productive person and I am a task-oriented person and there is something 
very therapeutic about checking things off a list…In a childbirth class we had to list what 
are things that relax you and I verbatim told my husband checking things off of a list of 
things to do. And I naively…thought that I could continue that approach to life. 
(interview, August 3, 2017)    
Ashlynn’s drawing protocols reveal sections of text or activity chunked into little boxes:  the 
calendar, computer, keyboard, and time spent on writing in the second protocol, and “document” 
and other list-like forms in the first (Figure 7). 
 
When discussing her writing process Ashlynn noted that she frequently used an app called 
“Habitica,” suggested by one of her students, to help her keep track of her work: 
Figure 7. Ashlynn’s drawing that represented how she structured her writing time. 
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One thing that I've gotten in the habit of doing is writing…and tracking it on an app on 
my phone, which sounds really childish. But it works…it rewards you for doing what you 
say you're going to do…So I've checked off that I was going to read a journal paper today 
and scheduled time for daily writing…[C]onsequently I'm rewarded with things like I'm 
currently riding a dragon. And I have a banner and a pet wolf. It's nice to have a list of 
things to do….so I set up these types of deadlines in here. And then it blares at me and 
says do that.  And otherwise your dragon health will suffer.  It's a checklist with random 
rewards. (interview, August 10, 2017, italics added) 
Ashlynn used checklists and boxes to help her complete tasks in her life.  The checklist, 
something that brought Ashlynn a sense of peace, was also a source of motivation and a go-to 
when she needed to complete a new task.  Ashlynn reported using a self-generated task list, 
electronic sticky notes on her desktop, and Habitica to keep track of what she needed to do.  
These checklists and boxes helped her “parse [things] out” so she could see the entire timeline 
from start to finish (interview, August 10, 2017).    
The checklist and boxing practice so essential to Ashlynn’s writing practice showed up 
elsewhere. During the Week in the Life project, Ashlynn chose to represent her life in two ways. 
Figure 8. Ashlynn’s final submission on Instagram for her “Week in the Life” activity. 
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First, she completed an Excel sheet logging her engineering activity across a variety of spaces. 
Ashlynn noted reading and responding to papers at home surrounded by several children 
(“they’re still yelling”), her office (“adding expertise to proposal, review Grace’s abstract for a 
conference paper, read journal article”), and the back of her church during her son’s choir 
practice and other places (“revise CEE 433 syllabus for Spring 2018 while boys do gymnastics”).  
The second way she represented her life was to record a series of images on Instagram using the 
hashtag “weekinthelife.”  While most people consider Instagram a creative platform, it was, as 
both Ashlynn and I joked, yet another series of boxes in which to put things. Her final image was 
perhaps the most poignant.  At the end of a rather hectic week, Ashlynn posted an image of a 
light fixture in her building with only one light burning (Figure 8).  She explained that she found 
it ironic that only one light worked in the Civil Engineering building, but that it perfectly 
summed up how she felt:  barely lit and running on empty.  
For Ashlynn, the complexity and enormity of her work as an academic in Civil and 
Environmental Engineering, a wife, and a mother to two young sons was a cyclical process that 
was never “done”.   
When it came to being a mother the work is never done, you can never check anything 
off a list when it comes to children short of feeding the baby. Check it off. Oh wait the 
baby just threw up half of what he ate. Let's feed the baby again. …So it was this cycle of 
things.  That journey in figuring that part out…was fruitful, in retrospect, to realize I will 
never have it all done...All I can do is little bits and if I check off a little bit every day I'll 
get somewhere (interview, August 3, 2017).    
The little boxes that Ashlynn used across a variety of places and in a variety of ways were how 
she was able to manipulate and manage the cyclical nature of her lifeworld. As Ashlynn pointed 
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out, she may never have it all done, but if she could do a little bit every day, she would get 
somewhere 
Employing Practices from a Historical Lifeworld: The Research Group.  In this 
section, I further consider the practices Ashlynn used to accomplish her work, but rather than 
attend to practices salient in the present moment, I traced practices that connected to Ashlynn’s 
past. If we consider Ashlynn’s writing in sum, we see that nearly every major writing event in 
which Ashlynn engaged was surrounded by complex interpersonal relationships, shadows of her 
past, some the result of rather un-scientific informal conversations and others the result of 
exigent collaborations. In this section, I build on Irvine’s (1996) notion of shadow conversations 
to focus on how Ashlynn’s conversations, have “a relation to other acts, including the past, the 
future, the hypothetical, the conspicuously avoided, and so on” (p. 135). I focus on the act of 
conversation and how this practice was not only critical to the development of academic writing, 
but how Ashlynn’s past dictated how she would attend to and develop these moments in the 
present and future. 
At the outset of our collaboration, I asked Ashlynn where her ideas for articles originated.  
Ashlynn shared the importance of talking with colleagues and that past experience had taught her 
to be attuned to these conversations and what seemingly random events might inspire.  She told 
of a publication that she co-authored in graduate school that began as a conversation in a parking 
lot.  Ashlynn explained that at a conference, she, her graduate advisor, and a friend attended a 
session on the desalination of drinking water.  They were disappointed by the presentation 
because they felt the researchers did not answer the question they posed.  Ashlynn explained that 
as they were walking across the parking lot to their hotel, the trio was 
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…griping about how that presentation was a total let down…[when] our Ph.D. advisor says, 
“What would it take to answer [the question]?” So [my friend] and I start spit-balling like, ‘Well 
you would need this and this and GIS layers for all these things…ultimately it’d just be a 
multicriteria decision analysis full of layers and different things on a map.  Collapse it all down.  
Where do you have the best circumstances of all these resources?”  And he goes, “Why don’t we 
just do it?”  So we did. (interview, August 10, 2017) 
Three years later, in 2014, “Where does solar-aided seawater desalination make sense? A 
method for identifying sustainable sites” was published in the journal, Desalination.  As the 
authors explained: 
Despite the high cost and importance of desalination infrastructure, to the authors' 
 knowledge no integrated analytical framework has been deployed that incorporates 
 location-specific information to identify sites with favorable energy availability…there is 
 value in using a framework that enables better decision-making for site selection 
 beforehand. In that spirit, the geographic information systems multicriteria decision 
 analysis (GIS-MCDA) method presented here seeks to inform desalination facility site 
 selection based on local natural conditions and human factors. (Grubert, Stillwell, and 
 Webber, 2014, p. 11) 
In the end, it was a negative reaction to a presentation that initiated a parking lot conversation 
that led to the mathematical modeling and data analysis that resulted in a co-authored article in a 
prestigious engineering journal.  
Later Ashlynn highlighted that it was experiences such as these that taught her to be 
attentive to her colleagues and what came forth from these conversations. 
[y]es, a conversation about how the presentation was so bad turned into an investigation.   
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It’s hard to standardize that and say here’s the writing process [italics denote verbal  
emphasis]. An idea will hit you in the shower or during a bad presentation at a conference  
or while you’re on a run with a colleague during a conference and you realize, “Huh. We  
should do that.” (interview, August 10, 2017).   
To illustrate, Ashlynn told of when she and a colleague went running during a conference.  As 
they ran, Ashlynn noticed that the sidewalks were uniquely designed. The colleagues charted the 
differences between that city and others and speculated how it was likely connected to the city’s 
green infrastructure (the way in which a city develops water management to restore water via 
natural processes). Both had students working on green infrastructure projects and “…we ended 
up doing an assessment of different cities throughout the United States and how they incentivize 
and have policies formed around green storm water infrastructure” (Stillwell, interview, 
8/10/17). The final paper was published in the journal Sustainability.   
Ashlynn also articulated the present importance of conversations with colleagues during 
her “Week in the Life” project, identifying three separate hallway conversations that connected 
to an important research proposal she was writing. 
The things which often comes from these hallway conversations are these “Oh hey, I read  
something about this and it reminds me of you.  I've been working on this thing related to    
that and I've got A and B and I randomly stumbled on to G and H. But I thought you had  
C D and E and maybe we can work together on F and that gets us all the way through.”  
(interview, January 24, 2018) 
For Ashlynn, organic “hallway conversations”—where her own personal history, research 
interests, and funding needs coalesced with someone else’s—were what sustained her: 
It comes up a little easier in organic conversation than in a forced conversation. That said  
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a lot of times a funding opportunity is what forces the conversation but then the sidebar  
conversations from the forced conversations are usually more fruitful (interview,  
January 24, 2018). 
Ashlynn’s writing life, rather than made up of stable disciplinary markers, was instead marked 
with shadows of her past, close relationships with peers, and informal conversations that resulted 
in published papers. For Ashlynn, her past experiences and conversations with her peers were 
central to the ways in which she participated in the construction of engineering knowledge. 
Ashlynn’s past experiences also influenced her present work with graduate students. 
Early on, Ashlynn invited me to attend the weekly hour-long meetings of her research group that 
consisted of four Ph.D. students, four master’s students, and two undergraduates. After observing 
several meetings, I was surprised by the high level of camaraderie that existed between Ashlynn 
and her students. I marked it throughout my field notes. The weekly research meetings followed 
a similar pattern: students shared what happened in their lives, someone presented a research or 
writing question or problem, then the group watched and gave feedback on a research 
presentation by someone in the group. During these presentations, Ashlynn was relatively quiet 
while the graduate students provided feedback on the research, mathematics, or mode of 
presentation. I noted that the lab was, in my estimation, one long conversation. 
When Ashlynn and I debriefed the inner workings of the group, she spoke of them 
affectionately, “I realize that I refer to that group of people in the room as my kids. You know 
some of them are my age…They are important to me. And we kind of have a family” (interview, 
September 8, 2017). During my observations, I saw evidence of genuine care for one another: 
there were birthday celebrations, yearly t-shirts and photographs, grocery trips, produce sharing, 
countless inside jokes and laughter. Ashlynn explained,   
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I wanted that [connectivity] because when I was in graduate school my advisor…I  
overheard his wife talking once and she said that he refers to you all as his kids, which is  
funny because he had a postdoc who was older than him.  And it was a very warm  
research group.  They threw me a baby shower before my son was born…and it was very  
much a family…We were a group of about 20 we had [research group meetings] in the  
evenings during dinner time and we brought food and we all ate together and we  
discussed research and someone gave a presentation.  But it felt like family (interview,  
September 8, 2017). 
Ashlynn’s past experiences in graduate school shaped her present work. Because she was able to 
thrive through a collegial environment full of conversation, she worked to create that for her own 
research group. Simply put, since conversation was so crucial to Ashlynn’s writing practice, she 
worked to make it a crucial component of her research group as well.   
Ultimately, this act of developing a research group that reflected Ashlynn’s past also had 
implications for her future and that of her graduate students. Ashlynn pointed out that though she 
worked to foster collegiality, her motives weren’t only altruistic. She explained the three-fold 
purpose of the group:  to support her students and help them graduate, to develop a connected 
environment for her students to work in, and to help demonstrate that she, a faculty member, 
could build a research program. 
My primary job is conducting good research and mentoring students to do that. So my 
name is the last one on those papers out there. My students are first because my role is to 
guide the research, help formulate the studies…the students are the ones doing [the data 
mining]. So you’re absolutely right I do need them and they know that…I need to publish 
papers as part of being prepared in coming up for tenure…but putting out a paper is 
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mutually beneficial. It’s getting their name out there. That’s why they’re first author.  
(interview, September 8, 2017) 
In Ashlynn’s words, “Groupthink, comradeship, all of those collegial type things [are done] in an 
effort to move the research forward.”  
Summary 
Ultimately, for Ashlynn, her academic writing was not only made up of complex and 
interconnected practices such as writing in her notebook or the Writing Pipeline, but it was also 
mediated by conversations with other people, the resulting threads of her past. From attending to 
seemingly random events, to prioritizing informal conversations in the hallway, to purposefully 
mediating a collegial lab group, Ashlynn’s literate practices were densely entangled throughout 
her past, present and future. The importance of relationships and the connected nature of 
academic science work in the creation of new knowledge is well-documented (Knorr-Cetina, 
1983; Latour & Woolgar, 1986; Ochs & Jacoby, 1997) and for Ashlynn, it was no different.  It 
was the people and their talk that made the work, work.  However, it is not only in the present 
that these practices exist. In Ashlynn’s case, these critical practices of conversation were 
shadows of her past that she used to develop and center her present work so that her future and 
the future of her graduate students could be secured. Ashlynn used conversation, her “Writing 
Pipeline” and her black notebook to get engineering work done. But the material consequences 
of these practices moved beyond being a good engineer:  to not employ one or the other or any 






Reshmina sat in the sunniest part of the library.  Light from the ceiling-high window 
adjacent to her spilled onto the floor and warmed the space considerably.  I sat next to Reshmina 
and jotted notes on the scene before me.  Ear plugs in, tea steaming to her left, notebooks 
surrounding her, bent form over her keyboard, Reshmina typed and clicked with surety.  I 
surveyed the location – an Engineering library on campus and noticed other students sitting 
nearly exactly the same way: some with hot drinks, others cold, some writing alone, others with 
partners.  Reshmina had chosen this particular location to write because it was out of her office.  
On several occasions she mentioned how much she loved the small, white rectangular space that 
she and Ashlynn’s other graduate students shared, but she admitted that when she needed to do 
any sustained writing, the research group’s office in the basement of the Hydro building was not 
the most peaceful place to get work done.  She said she could get work done in the office if she 
was running one of the modeling programs, such as R or SWIMM, but if writing was the plan, 
she needed to go elsewhere.   
Reshmina, knowing that I was interested in how she wrote and did her scientific activity, 
invited me to watch her write on this particular day in the Spring.  Prepared to watch how she 
pieced together the document she was working on, I sat jotting notes on when she picked up her 
notebook, which notebook she picked up, and why.  All of a sudden, across the side of her 
computer screen, an image of a kitten sitting in grass popped up.   
Sarah:  [laughing] Um…what is that? 
Reshmina:  What this?  [pointing at her screen] It’s Written Kitten!   
Sarah:  Please explain. 
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Reshmina:  See I type my words in this box and when I reach a certain word count, the 
internet sends me a picture of a kitten.  Everybody likes kittens. (observation, October 24, 
2017) 
 
I chuckled and thought “How like Reshmina.” Reshmina loved animals more than anyone I had 
met in a great while.  Her dog, Max, was routinely a subject of conversation and when she 
completed her Week in the Life protocol, she drew animals as representations of how she 
completed her work.   
Reshmina’s love of animals, her appreciation for mythology and folklore, her love of 
music, art, poetry, dance, were, as I came to understand throughout our time together, more than 
just things that she liked to do at day’s end to reward herself.  These were things that actually 
helped her to do the work of engineering.  They were a lamination of the trajectories of her life, 
both her past experiences and her present loves.  Reshmina’s story, like Ashlynn’s shows us that 
the process of becoming an engineer is anything but what we traditionally think of and that in 
order to be successful, it actually requires that you be someone who thinks beyond the traditional 
disciplinary ways of being in the world. Furthermore, as opposed to narratives of engineering 
Figure 9. Reshmina writing using the application "Written Kitten" to motivate 
herself to write. 
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practice that avoid or obscure anything that may not look like engineering work, Reshmina’s 
narrative is an examination of the many trajectories of a life and how practices from different 
lifeworlds came together to help her accomplish her work.  Finally, as Reshmina was one of 
Ashlynn’s graduate students, her narrative sheds light on how her present was shaped by 
Ashlynn’s – to the extent that Reshmina said, were it not for Ashlynn, she wouldn’t be on the 
pathway she was currently traveling. 
Reshmina’s Pathway of Becoming 
 Reshmina William was one of four Ph.D. students in Ashlynn Stillwell’s research group.  
Originally born in southeast India, Reshmina’s father received a position as a professor of 
radiology in Oman, Jordan.  The family moved when she was two months old.  From that point 
she stayed in Oman until she was 18 when she came to the United States to attend the University 
of Illinois.  While in Oman, Reshmina attended a “British-style elementary school” which used 
curricula and standards from the UK.  From sixth through twelfth grade Reshmina attended an 
International Baccalaureate school.  She remembered science as a hands-on experience and her 
Figure 10. Reshmina's pathway to writing her dissertation, which she saw as instrumental to her pathway to 
becoming an engineer. Names of people have been removed. 
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art classes more akin to design courses where students were expected to create something, like a 
car, make a model, and make it work.  When she shifted to the International Baccalaureate 
school in sixth grade which she described as very rigorous.  “They want to make you into a 
Renaissance man, someone who is good at everything,” Reshmina explained (interview, October 
4, 2017).   
 Reshmina could not recall any specific events from her childhood that connected to 
science or that inspired in her a desire to want to become an engineer.  She explained that she 
was actually a “music geek” and was more into creative writing, poetry, and reading fantasy 
fiction than she was into science.  She blamed her mother, who was an English teacher.  She 
mentioned that the one thing that she thought may have inspired this trajectory was that she was 
also very into environmental activism.  Reshmina recalled that when she was about 8 years old 
she 
…loved reading about the World Wildlife Fund, about Greenpeace.  I had this World 
Book collection called Child Craft…and I always remember there was one from that 
series called Nature in Danger.  Which is amazing.  It was just beautifully illustrated and 
went through all the different types of animals and which ones were in danger and how 
you could help.  I thought that was just fascinating.  I loved reading about acid rain…and 
I thought it was really cool that I could make a difference by recycling and things. 
(interview, October 4, 2017) 
In middle school she realized that she was pretty good at “this science stuff” (interview, October 
4, 2017) and joined clubs like Academic Decathlon and Math club.  She said that on those teams, 
even though she knew she had some expertise in science and math, she was chosen to be 
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responsible for literary knowledge.  But this didn’t bother Reshmina.  She stated that she always 
knew she wanted to be someone who was good at multiple things. 
Reshmina further described her journey as an “actually kind of a funny story” (interview, 
October 4, 2017). 
My mom is an English teacher, my dad’s a radiologist so I had a pretty strong science 
background in high school.  I liked science.  But when I applied for school I wasn’t super 
passionate like ‘Oh I want to be a civil engineer’. I just picked Civil Engineering because 
it sounded – eh – .  So for the first couple of months I was sitting in my classes going, ‘Is 
this really what I want to do for the rest of my life? You know – number juggling.  That’s 
what I had in my head.  I will go, I will put numbers into a machine.  I will build 
buildings (interview, October 4, 2017). 
Reshmina’s mistaken belief in the work and purpose of engineering was quite troubling 
to her.  Knowing early in her coursework that sitting at a desk and crunching numbers all day 
was not going to be an option for her, she began to seek out other opportunities.  She stumbled 
across an organization called Engineers Without Boarders (EWB).  A national organization, 
EWB’s local chapters partnered with communities around the world to design technical solutions 
to problems that the communities had.  In Reshmina’s case, she worked with a community in 
northern Cameroon to create a sustainable gravity-fed water filtration system for the community.  
She was even able to travel to Cameroon to help set up the system.  She explained that this 
experience was really life-altering for her.  She stated, “…engineering is more than about 




While Reshmina stated that she loved her work in the international community, she 
recognized that the urbanization of the globe was happening at an exponential rate and she felt 
like her skills with developing sustainable solutions would best be used on a larger scale.  She 
mentioned that she started considering graduate programs. Reshmina explained that, at the time, 
she and her boyfriend were getting “pretty serious” (interview, October 4, 2017) and wanted to 
make sure that they were in graduate school together.  As he was a structural engineer, Reshmina 
explained that there were only two options for graduate school:  UT Austin or the University of 
Illinois.  Her undergraduate advisor, knowing that Reshmina was considering going to UT 
Austin, mentioned that the Civil and Environmental Engineering department was hiring a new 
faculty member from UT Austin and that maybe that new hire would have some insight for 
Reshmina.  That new hire was Dr. Ashlynn Stillwell and after their first Skype conversation, 
Reshmina was hooked.  As their research interests aligned and as Ashlynn had a policy focus to 
her research, she invited Reshmina to be one of the first members of her research group. 
The relationship that these two developed was of vital importance to Reshmina.  She 
stated that having Ashlynn as a mentor was one of the things that helped her believe that she 
“could actually do this professor thing” (interview, October 4, 2017).  She also mentioned that 
her undergraduate advisor, whom she felt like was one of the few professors she had met who 
genuinely cared about undergraduates and undergraduate research was another person who had 
helped her continue in her trajectory.  For Reshmina, without the connection of these two 
individuals and without the life-shifting experience that was Engineers Without Borders, she 
most likely would be on quite a different trajectory. 
Reshmina’s trajectory, like Ashlynn’s, pushes against traditional notions of how someone 
becomes an engineer.  While Reshmina’s pathway closely resembles a traditional pathway once 
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she entered college, she didn’t necessarily think there was anything in her early life that clued 
her in to the fact that she would choose Civil Engineering as a pathway.  For Reshmina, it was a 
chance encounter with an advisor, the experience with an extra-curricular organization, and 
another chance meeting with Ashlynn that pushed her forward on her pathway.  Were the 
circumstances different, her pathway may have gone in a completely different direction.   
Overall, the moments that Reshmina chose to share about her pathways, like Ashlynn’s, threaded 
together to reveal yet another non-linear pathway (in fact, she stated that it was anything but 
linear) and was mediated, to a large extent, by those around her.    
A Window into Reshmina’s Practices 
Like Ashlynn’s, the story of Reshmina’s practices is one that travels across the pathways 
of a life:  they are mediated by Reshmina’s own affinities, what she calls her “classical training” 
in British-run schools in Oman and her view of herself as a member of a burgeoning group of 
engineering scholars who want to be considered “transdisciplinary” (having a breadth of 
knowledge and expertise to apply in a variety of settings rather than a traditional specialist).  
Here, I offer Reshmina’s case as a study into how a person does their disciplinary work cannot be 
separated from who a person is nor siloed into neat containers of disciplinary practice.  
Continuing to center disciplinarity, Reshmina’s case suggests that her work as an engineer 
cannot be separated from the threads that make up her life.  It also suggests that her writing 
practices exist because of her life experiences and that her success as an engineer depends on her 
ability to move across and beyond traditional disciplinary practices. 
 Solving Disciplinary Problems as a “Systems Level Thinker”.  Throughout our time 
together, Reshmina routinely referred to herself as a “systems level thinker” or a “big picture 
person.”  To Reshmina, this meant that she was almost able to step outside a problem, to almost 
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hover above it, look at the whole system, so to speak, to find solutions.  This meant calling on 
practices from multiple lifeworlds. As Reshmina explained, it was her love of and involvement 
in the humanities and arts that have helped her see problems from multiple perspectives and call 
on her “non-disciplinary expertise” to solve disciplinary problems. Time and time again she 
hinted at practices that did not conform in a neat way to traditional representations of 
disciplinary practices.  In fact, some of Reshmina’s practices aligned outside of traditional 
representations of time and space, which, knowing her love of mythology and folk lore, are not 
in the least bit surprising. 
A dreamer of dreams: Solving a problem from an unconscious lifeworld.  Reshmina 
characterized herself as a thinker.  She was intuitive and would admittedly have problems 
shutting her brain off.  She mentioned that early in her Ph.D. program she learned to set work 
hours for herself, so, for example, at 3 p.m., she considered herself “done” for the day and would 
engage in other types of activities.  However, as Reshmina would talk about the work that she 
did, it seemed like her brain was always moving, sorting through pieces of information even if 
she was not aware of it.  It was almost as if at 3 p.m. she stopped working, but the work 
continued in her subconscious as she did other activities.  She mentioned that ideas would come 
upon her all of a sudden, epiphanies, so to speak.  She would almost be struck with an idea or a 
solution when she least expected it.   
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One particular story stood out to me.  Reshmina and I sat together outside of the café that 
had become our regularly scheduled location when we completed interviews.  We were 
discussing her Week in the Life protocol and she specifically focused on a section of the first 
page of that document (Figure 11). 
 
She began to move through the documents and started talking about how she solved problems 
and came up with ideas, as it was connected to one particular drawing in her submission.  She 
shared about a recent episode that had been giving her great trouble.  She had been working on 
one of the objectives for her dissertation which was a multi-layered policy and practical 
exploration of sustainability infrastructures.  Specifically, this project focused on rain gardens 
and run-off into those gardens.  As she already had data for multiple rain gardens, she needed to 
run through a code on the EPA SWIMM coding program to develop a computational model that 
Figure 11. The first day of Reshmina's Week in the Life submission.  The circled portion is what Reshmina 
chose to discuss during our interview this day. 
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would demonstrate how quickly a raingarden would fail or need maintenance given extra 
inflows.  Rather than getting what she believed should be a normal parabolic curve, her output 
graphs were “all over the place” (interview, February 14, 2018).  She knew she had forgotten to 
input a component but wasn’t sure what.  As Reshmina explained, 
Reshmina:  It’s s:o weird.  I feel like I get my best ideas when I’m asleep or in the 
shower.  
Sarah:  Yeah. 
Reshmina:  Like on Monday, I just had this just weird dream that I was swimming around 
in a [bucket. 
Sarah: [Yeah?! 
Reshmina: And there was a hole in the bucket at the bottom, so the water level was going 
down, but there was also water falling in. 
Sarah: Yeah! 
Reshmina:  Yeah – from different sides.  And this was the day that I got my big epiphany 
about – WAIT! – I forgot to add this other stupid input, no wonder! 
Sarah:  So you had a – 
Reshmina:  I sometimes dream about my research and then fix it… 
Sarah:  Wow.  So you figured it out that same day.  That you hadn’t accounted for… 
Reshmina:  The extra in-flows.  Yep! (interview, February 14, 2018) 
Reshmina had been unable to figure out what data she needed to account for in order to get an 
accurate representation of her rain gardens.  She had been forgetting to account for water 
entering the rain garden from sources like rain, run-off, or other sources. So, in this situation, 
Reshmina quite literally dreamed the answer to the problem that she had been facing.  She went 
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back in to this particular data set, worked through each section inputting mathematical equations 
that would account for the extra inflows and finally got a parabolic curve to her data (Figure 12).   
 
Slope-intercept:  Solving problems from a historical and present lifeworld.  Later, 
Reshmina explained how a problem she was having with the data for her third and most difficult 
objective of her dissertation.  This objective was what she called a “larger system wide analysis 
for how cities can use and incorporate green infrastructure into their existing water systems” 
(interview, October 4, 2017).  To do this, she needed information on run-off from storm water 
pipes. She learned from one of the professors on her dissertation committee that Baltimore was 
one of the few cities that had digitized the input and output of their storm water pipes.  As this 
data was publicly available, she contacted the city of Baltimore’s storm water management 
agency and asked for their digitized storm water pipe data.  And they gave it to her.  Two 
thousand pipes worth of data.  Reshmina could not believe her luck.   
However, Reshmina had to manipulate the data.  She had to take the digitized content and 
reorganize it and “clean it up” so that it was useable by her modeling programs.  This was no 




easy task.  As Reshmina combed through the data she noticed that over half of the pipes had the 
numbers “9999” listed as the elevations of the end of the pipe.  In engineering lingo, “9999” 
means “something is amiss.”  Not quite knowing what else to do, Reshmina mentioned that she 
called on her middle school math knowledge to calculate the run off data. By hand, Reshmina 
calculated the end elevation using the slope formula and a linear fit model. She then input those 
numbers into EPA SWIMM to generate the necessary models. 
Reshmina also explained to me that there was one thing that she had learned that really 
helped her solve problems.  She talked about a class that she had taken that was an elective class 
that was called “Creativity Innovation and Vision.”  As Reshmina explained, “[the course] was 
designed to help graduates and undergraduates – it was a mixed class - develop habits that will 
make them into creative problem solvers who are interested in finding the roots of problems and 
then interacting with people to develop solutions” (interview, October 10, 2017).  She carefully 
thumbed through the pages of her journal to show me some examples (Figure 13).  She 
explained, 
Figure 13. Examples of problem trees from one of Reshmina's journals.  The left shows examples that she 




This is what is known as a problem tree.  And it’s one of the techniques that we…use in 
this class that I found most useful…The way a problem tree works is essentially you 
write down your main core topic in the middle and then the leaves are outcomes that you 
see and problems that you observe.  The roots are, kind of, deeper drilling questions so 
you basically go down, down, down, and you ask why does this happen (interview 
October 11, 2017). 
She then shared with me that she had also done something similar when she was having trouble 
with her “clogging analysis” for her dissertation.  She stated,  
You can see from my research, I’ve used something similar here is my clogging analysis.  
I was like, ‘Ok, I’m running into issues, why is that?”  Going through this visual mapping 
exercise was helping Reshmina see into, around, and through the problem that she was 
having.  I asked her why she chose to use this tool.  She explained, “I think, so it helps 
me get my ideas down on paper…[these methods were] getting us into the habits of being 
creative problem solvers.” (interview October 11, 2017) 
In this particular example, Reshmina’s lifeworlds – her past mathematical training, and a 
class that she took in the present – worked together to help her figure out solutions to her 
problems.  Both her reliance on her past and the problem-tree activity that she learned in her 
coursework were appealing to Reshmina, who, when in the thick of a problem wanted and 
needed to take a step back to see, or even draw, the bigger picture to help her imagine pathways 
forward.   
The Storyteller: Employing practices from creative lifeworlds.  When Reshmina and I 
completed our first interview together, I inquired as to how she worked.  She mentioned 
completing her work listening to podcasts that were focused on mythology, uncommon events, 
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or unexplained spooky events connected to humanity’s belief in monsters, ghosts, or other 
supernatural phenomena.  When she mentioned listening to these types of podcasts initially, I 
connected with them, as I like to listen to similar things, and moved on.  Later when discussing 
how she kept everything organized in her writing life, Reshmina mentioned that she used the app 
Habitica, and had convinced Ashlynn to do the same.  She showed me her app screen (Figure 
14). 
I thought it interesting that she referred to the drafting of her preliminary document as “slaying 
the chimera”.  I inquired as to the utility of this app and why she had chosen to use mythological 
names for her writing projects. 
Reshmina:  It’s super helpful for me because I can, like, break up my writing task.  So for 
instance, this one, it’s my prelim document and it just helps me to chunk it into smaller 
tasks. 
Sarah:  So when you started calling it, “Slay the Chimera,” like did you decide you… 
Reshmina:  I decided to call it that cause it’s like this multiheaded monster.  I just needed 
to chop down one little bit at a time. 
Figure 14. Examples of Reshmina's Habitica app that she used to keep track of her work flow.  References 
to mythology are circled. 
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Sarah:  That’s your love of literature and fantasy coming out in engineering.  What other 
names do you have… 
Reshmina: So let’s see.  I have that one.  I have, “defeat the dragon” which is my prelim 
slides, navigate the labyrinth, which is working on my network analysis for the second 
module (interview, October 4, 2017). 
Knowing that Reshmina’s love of literature, specifically mythology, was so important to 
her, I was not surprised to see references to these things come up throughout her work.  It was 
only when mythology creeped into her Week in the Life submission (Figure 15) that I really 
began to pay attention and inquire as to the utility of these themes throughout her life.  In my 
estimation, mythology and folk lore were essential to Reshmina’s way of completing her 
engineering work.  These stories she told herself and her imaginings provided her a way of 
breaking down tasks, completing writing assignments, and tackling problems.  For Reshmina, 
when she was in the throes of problem solving, she might depict herself as a “data monkey” or a 
“rat on a research wheel” (William, Week in the Life protocol, 2018), but when she was in the 
Figure 15.  A portion of Reshmina's Week in the Life submission depicting her slaying a mythical beast, a.k.a. 
working on her prelim document. 
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flow – that mythical space of working through problems and solving them – she was slaying a 
vile dragon or monster, watching herself take down a project one step at a time. 
As I came to know Reshmina, we began sharing more and more of our lives together.  
We managed to find time to write together, since we were both graduate students and trying 
desperately to finish our dissertations.  In informal conversation, Reshmina mentioned to me that 
she had a group of friends with whom she played Dungeons and Dragons (DD).  DD is a fantasy 
role-playing game that relies upon mythological tropes (i.e. hero’s journey, magic, fantastical 
beasts and settings, battles, etc.) to play the games.  Participants design their own characters, take 
on various roles in the playing of the game, and go on fictional adventures.  Reshmina explained 
that she was the “chronicler” for her group. Her role was to take notes and chronicle the story of 
the game so that the group would remember where they left off.  Reshmina had pages and pages 
of DD notes and chronicles for her group.  It was then that the pieces of this Reshmina’s 
practices began to come together in my mind.  I recalled what she had explained when I asked 
her about the best part of being an engineer: 
I think the best part for me is being able to use data to tell a story because that’s what I’m 
really good at.  I mean, I like the data analysis portion.  I really like, you know, kind of 
the AHA moment when everything clicks…but for me the really fun part is like when I 
have the results…I can, like, show them to people, you know, ‘Hey this is…cool and 
unique and this is why it’s important.  I think that’s probably the most rewarding part for 
me (interview, October 4, 2017).   
As Ashlynn had explained to me over and over again, she frequently asked students to share 
what “story” their data was telling.  At one point she remarked, “If you can’t explain your 
research to your grandmother, then why bother?” (observation, January 17, 2018).  So here was 
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Reshmina, not only embodying storytelling in her imagination, practically (as in the case of the 
app Habitica) to help move through her work but seeing storytelling as her job.  Story telling was 
the very essence of how Reshmina worked through her engineering life.  She further explained, 
I see all my work as story-telling, just in different media.  I tell my stories as an engineer 
with data rather than with minis (DD term), but it’s all the same sort of thing.  I think that 
my love for story has really helped me to a) keep a sense of proportion about my work 
and b) see how it relates to things outside my discipline.  It’s been really helpful in 
applying for jobs that draw on interdisciplinary education/require lots of different toolkits 
(email, March 18, 2018). 
These three practices: dreaming, calling on practices from multiple lifeworlds, and 
storytelling all worked together to help Reshmina solve disciplinary problems.  Reshmina’s 
ability to call on absolutely anything at her disposal was, in her opinion, the result of being a 
“systems level thinker”.  She would quite literally create systems or big pictures to help her 
either see-into or see-around a problem.  Whether those big pictures were walking pathways 
through her dreams, drawing problem trees, or imagining herself slaying the many-headed 
monster that was her dissertation, Reshmina would weave together practices across her 
lifeworlds to solve disciplinary problems. As she stated,  
The (engineering) curriculum isn’t really molded to people like me, but what I have 
found helps is to collect “tools” from my different disciplines related to a topic I am 
interested in. So, for example, I study green infrastructure from the perspective of 
psychology, reliability, deep learning, game theory, law, and hydrology. Ashlynn says 
one of my best characteristics is to bring together many disparate disciplines and 
personalities in one room and get them to converse with each other…. As a systems level 
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thinker, I help to get the ideas together in the room and interpret them into something 
new and interesting. With the push towards more and more interdisciplinary thinking, 
especially surrounding our favorite buzzwords, I think that my approach is the one that 
will ultimately have the most staying power. At least, I hope so (email, April 23, 2018). 
 Connection and collaboration: Finding success in a disciplinary lifeworld.  Another 
component of Reshmina’s story that was worth noting was the interconnectivity of her 
engineering practice.  Ironically, as mentioned earlier, the defining moment in her pathway was 
her time spent working with the organization “Engineers Without Borders.”  This is salient as, 
when moving through Reshmina’s data, I saw her work as one that was quite without borders, or, 
at least, moved beyond my own limited understanding of how engineers operated.  Ultimately, 
Reshmina stated again and again that she could not do her work without the support, connection 
to, and collaboration with other people. 
 Connection and Collaboration: Chance encounters with data.  Reshmina and I were 
discussing what her writing process was like.  She mentioned one of her professors who had 
been very influential to her research.  Reshmina explained that her undergraduate advisor had 
been very influential in getting her interested in green infrastructure. After participating in 
undergraduate research, she knew that she was interested in continuing on this trajectory, but she 
wasn’t sure what part of that she wanted to study.  She recalled a chance meeting with her 
advisor, 
Reshmina:  …[my advisor] was like, “Oh by the way we have five years of data from this 
green roof on the south side of campus at one minute increment intervals which is 
unheard of.”  I was like, “OK I guess I’m studying green roofs then”…the data just 
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essential fell into my lap…[U]sually this comes a lot later on in the process but it just 
kind of happened at the beginning for me and then I drew my scope around that. 
Sarah: So you mean the data comes later in the process… 
Reshmina:  The data usually comes late in the process so you start off with an idea:  I 
want to go look at this subject, this topic, and then you start looking for the data that you 
can use to go with that.   
Sarah:  You don’t typically get handed a set of data. 
Reshmina:  And then go, “What can you do with this?”  And then at the same time as I 
got that data set I took a class with [another professor] on risk and reliability and putting 
the data together with that and like what I was seeing from my lit was like AHA moment 
because I realize that not very many people had studied uncertainty in rain garden 
performance or green roof performance. (interview, October 4, 2017) 
Reshmina’s entire trajectory had been mediated by this chance encounter with a complete and 
thorough data set where someone who believed in her research ability reached out and believed 
that she was capable enough to continue.  Furthermore, it was this data set combined with the 
work that she was doing in another class that really pushed her understanding to the next level.  
It was then that Reshmina decided to continue her trajectory with studying risk and reliability 
with green infrastructure. 
Connectivity and Collaboration with Ashlynn and the Research Group.  I watched in awe 
as Reshmina, one of the first presenters in Dr. Stillwell’s research group, shared her 
“notebooking” strategy with the other graduate students.  At Ashlynn’s request Reshmina, like 
the other graduate students had taken up having a research notebook as a practice that they would 
employ to help them do the work of engineering.  Reshmina, however, rather than have one 
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notebook, had three:  a creative journal, a notebook, and a research journal.  Like Ashlynn, 
Reshmina had developed a complex coding system to help her easily find articles and synthesize 
the current research.  Rather than acronyms, she used color codes.  She stated that she read 
articles, then coded them into particular categories connected to her research and then these 
categories connected to the same color category in Mendeley, a software application used to help 
organize research articles.  I was immediately struck by the similarities between Reshmina’s 
process and Ashlynn’s.  Of course, they were not identical, but there were certainly traces of 
Ashlynn across Reshmina’s life and vice versa. 
At our first interview Reshmina explained that it was a chance suggestion at the behest of 
her undergraduate advisor that had caused her to reach out to Ashlynn who was then completing 
her post doc at UT Austin.  As Reshmina was one of the first graduate students to join Ashlynn’s 
research group, she experienced first-hand the family atmosphere that Ashlynn worked so hard to 
create. Reshmina responded well in this environment.  Part of this work was mentoring 
undergraduates that Ashlynn had connected with through an undergraduate research program. 
Ashlynn specifically required that her Ph.D. students mentor these undergraduates and Reshmina 
spoke positively about this experience.   
To an outsider, this seemed like a fantastic experience.  For the undergraduate, this 
provided camaraderie, friendship and guidance. For the graduate student, it provided the same, 
while also providing them with another set of hands and eyes to process data.  Additionally, 
experiencing this kind of mentorship was prepping the Ph.D. students for the work that they 
might one day be doing as professors themselves.  It was a lesson in the creation of potential 
long-term networks of support for everyone involved.   
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Reshmina shared about one connection in particular. The undergraduate student with 
whom she had been working was helping her sort through some of the data for one of the 
objectives of her dissertation.  Reshmina had received a data set from an instrumented rain 
garden in Wisconsin.  She had recalled that one of the papers she had reviewed for her master’s 
thesis had referenced data from this rain garden.  She took a chance and contacted the authors of 
the paper who gave her one summer’s worth of rain garden data in order to create and then 
calibrate her model.  With the model drafted, Reshmina was able to determine the probability of 
failure and the performance of different rain gardens if they experienced, for example, back to 
back rainfall events. For example, they input different types of soil densities, relationships to 
aquifers and so on.  Together, they drafted a conference paper and Reshmina encouraged that 
student to be the first author on the paper.  She stated, “I want [the student] to be able to take the 
lead on that, she’ll be doing the bulk of the work and we’ll be presenting on it, so, as a senior 
going to grad school it would be a really good opportunity to get one publication in the bag as a 
first author” (interview, October 4, 2017).   
I could not help noting the comparison between Reshmina and this undergraduate’s 
relationship and Ashlynn’s relationship with all of the members of the research group.  As 
Ashlynn articulated to me early on, she encouraged her students to write, and write a lot. Her 
“wall of fame” outside of her office, was full of papers from her graduate students. Similarly, 
Reshmina took this opportunity to encourage and support someone else on their own research 
journey.    
And this type of give-and-take-but-more-give relationship spilled over into the research 
group time and time again.  At one particular research group, the group sat around discussing 
Christmas presents that Ashlynn had given out in years past.  These consisted of the book “Eats, 
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Shoots, and Leaves” – a lesson on grammar – various writing style guides, and coffee mugs.  As 
Ashlynn pointed out, she wanted to give them presents “that had utility” (observation, November 
2, 2017).  Reshmina cheerfully joined in the conversation which was part fond recollection and 
part jibing to Ashlynn since Christmas presents usually filtered in around February. As the group 
got started in its typical fashion, with each member sharing out what they were working on and 
whether there were any questions or concerns, Reshmina passed.  She was presenting a 
conference presentation this day and would take that time to share. 
As Reshmina began Ashlynn asked her whether she wanted the group to interrupt her or 
whether she would rather they sit and listen like at an actual conference.  Reshmina opted for 
interruptions.  As Reshmina began and explained that the purpose of her project was to consider  
how the reliability of green infrastructure was highly uncertain and degraded over time (Figure 
16), I watched the group.  The other students looked intently at the screen and Ashlynn watched, 
leaning reclined in her chair.  As Reshmina explained that the literature talked about a large gap 
between the knowledge of experts in the field and those private investors or other people who 
had to support and maintain green infrastructures, Ashlynn stopped her.   
Figure 16. A portion of Reshmina's presentation.  Here, she discussed how the 




Ashlynn:  Quick thing here, do you want to expand the knowledge gap to be a knowledge 
and skills gap?...Does that up come later? 
Reshmina:  It does not. 
Ashlynn:  It’s hard to find people who have the correct skills to install and maintain it.   
Reshmina:  Yes, absolutely.  I can add that as well (observation November 2, 2017). 
Another student, Chris, inquired about the colors on the screen and offered a suggestion about 
how to make the colors more cohesive.   
Throughout the presentation, most of the students in attendance asked Reshmina 
questions about how she was representing her data, or the color of the slides, or the order of the 
slides.  Frequently, the students would offer a suggestion with a caveat of “When I saw this, I 
began to think this…” which suggested to me that this type of language was common with the 
group.  They did not simply offer suggestions at random; they shared the metacognitive rationale 
for their suggestions so that Reshmina could see it from their perspective.  And while Ashlynn 
began the inquiry into Reshmina’s work, she did not dominate the conversation.  Two of the 
other doctoral students in the class provided the most feedback.  Chris offered fourteen 
suggestions or asked clarifications and Lauren made eight suggestions/clarifications 
(observation, November 2, 2017).   
Ashlynn did offer three types of comments that were different from the other group.  In 
three cases, she defended Reshmina’s decision to use a particular graph, the order of her slides 
and then additionally referenced a paper that Reshmina had written to challenge potential 
dissidence from conference participants. Having an in-depth knowledge of Reshmina’s work and 
the pathways she had taken to create this document enabled Ashlynn to not only help Reshmina 
define her work, but also push her further than she may have gone herself.  Another type of 
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comment that Ashlynn provided was knowledge of the audience of the conference.  As 
Reshmina was referencing the types of clogging that would happen to green infrastructures, 
Ashlynn pointed out that the conference that she would be attending would have a lot of 
participants that would have “sediment on their mind” (observation, November 2, 2017).  As 
Ashlynn was experienced with a variety of conferences in the field, this knowledge of audience 
was especially helpful for Reshmina as she revised her presentation.  Lastly, throughout the 
presentation, Ashlynn pointed out specific things that she liked, such as Reshmina’s conclusions 
and implications slide.  This is not to suggest that the other graduate students were not 
encouraging, Ashlynn was very direct and specific with her praise, which was just a bit different 
than the general praise the other students offered.  Reshmina smiled and responded to Ashlynn 
with “Thank you!  Thank you very much” (observation, November 2, 2017).  
Upon reflection, this type of collaboration and conversation, led by Ashlynn, was critical 
to Reshmina.  As Reshmina worked to quickly capture all of the meaningful feedback from both 
her peers and Ashlynn, she was writing and rewriting her work into something different than it 
was before.  I could not ignore the role that Ashlynn played in mediating the conversation by 
modeling the types of suggestions and specific praise for Reshmina’s work.  What at the surface 
appeared to be a presentation was really a lesson for all those in attendance, including myself, 
about the value of camaraderie, quality feedback, and specific praise.  Together, the connection 
and collaboration that Reshmina experienced, assisted her in developing and deepening her work 
and become moments that marked her success in her disciplinary lifeworld.   
Summary 
For Reshmina, her engineering work was made up of complex practices such as 
dreaming, seeing her way into and around problems by using her love of mythology, 
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imagination, and her past, and her connections with others.  These practices, densely entangled 
as they are, suggest that the lived experiences of engineers are far more complex than our 
representations of scientific practice have been in education literature (McNeill & Krajcik, 2011; 
Kloser, 2014).  Reshmina’s story pushes us to open up our definitions of what counts as practice, 
what types of practice are essential to doing one’s work, and how those practices interact across 
people’s lifeworlds.  Central to Reshmina’s accounts of how she did engineering were 
storytelling, drawing and imagining herself slaying a mythical beast. We also see that, in her 
case, her trajectory was mediated, in many ways, by chance. From a happenstance recollection of 
rain garden data, to being handed a set of data that was not being used to jumpstart her 
dissertation, chance certainly had a role to play.  And had Reshmina never decided to go through 
with a call to Ashlynn to inquire about the UT Austin graduate program, their pathways may 
have gone in completely different directions and I would be telling a very different story.       
Most importantly, we see the ways in which Reshmina’s present was shaped by Ashlynn.  
From her experience writing papers with Ashlynn and mentoring undergraduate students, to the 
style in which she presented her information and participation in research group, we see just a bit 
of the impact that Ashlynn’s practices have had on Reshmina, specifically the way in which 
Ashlynn designed and organized her research group.  According to Reshmina, she was quite 
pleased with how her studies had gone.  She was able to experience a great deal of connectivity, 
collaboration, and support in Ashlynn’s research group.  She was pushed to write papers and 
always the first author.  She was given a space to try on ideas, seek feedback, and work with 
peers from divergent pathways who, because of Ashlynn’s insistence, expected them all to work 
together and support one another.   As Reshmina stated, because Ashlynn was her mentor, she 
could see herself “doing the professor thing” long term (personal communication, March 12, 
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2019).  In Ashlynn, Reshmina had found much more than an advisor.  She had found someone 




MILES AND HIS CLASS 
Miles Templeton stood at the front of his sixth-grade science classroom.  Surrounded by 
the objects of school science, he moved his hands in an exaggerated fashion, discussing the most 
recent activity that the students completed.  The class had been working to understand the way 
particles moved in solids, liquids, and gases as part of a unit entitled, “How can we smell things 
from a distance?”  The unit, a segment of a new pilot program the school district was considering 
purchasing for the middle schools, IQWST was a computer-based curriculum that billed itself as 
focused on student inquiry and aligned with the Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS).  
Part of the unit was focused on standard “MS-PS1-4 Matter and its Interactions - Develop a 
model that predicts and describes changes in particle motion, temperature, and state of a pure 
substance when thermal energy is added or removed” (NGSS Lead States).  
Cara moved to the white board and began to draw her group’s representation of what 
happened to the molecules in a flask, at rest, when air was added by a syringe, and when air was 
removed. The class looked on. Miles watched Cara briefly and turned to the rest of the class. 
Miles: (to Cara) Good. (to the rest of the class) You guys, the great thing about this is that 
we have we don't have consensus model yet. As we continue to learn about the gases, I 
want us, as a class, to come up with a consensus model about how can we model the 
things gases do. All right? And then when we get that we can build upon that as we go 
through our unit and get the ideas of more complex science. (observation, April 24, 2017, 
italics added) 
This quick comment underscores one of Miles’s core beliefs, and I argue, one of the core 
beliefs of the IQWST curriculum and the Next Generation Science Standards – that learning, and 
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the development of disciplinary knowledge and expertise, moves linearly and independently 
through a set of prescribed activities towards disciplinary knowledge.  Furthermore, complex 
disciplinary understanding is predicated by prerequisite knowledge – and if students do not come 
to know and understand these prerequisite knowledges, they may not understand complex 
disciplinary knowledge later on. 
The story of the practices on display in Miles’s classroom is perhaps the most densely 
entangled case to be written in this dissertation.  As Miles’s “official curriculum” buttressed 
against the lifeworlds of his students, science learning became a negotiation between Miles’s 
history, the students, and their present experience with what a new curriculum and national 
standards suggested science learning “should” be.  I offer Miles’s case as an example of how 
people’s trajectories of becoming have enduring consequences for their present and what the 
implications of that might be for teaching and learning.  I turn now to an exploration of Miles’s 
historical pathway to becoming a science teacher to understand how it came to bear in the 
present, in his classroom.   
Miles’s Pathway of Becoming a Science Teacher 
Miles Templeton was in his 8th year teaching at Wilder Middle School.  Miles and I were 
not strangers.  I worked with Miles at Wilder Middle School as both a teacher and an 
Instructional Coach.  We had grown to be good teaching friends over the course of time.  Miles 
and I had worked together on several projects when I was an instructional coach.  I had been in 
his classroom for a few short instructional coaching cycles during his second and third year in 
the classroom. Throughout the years, Miles and I worked together as coach and teacher, we ate 
lunch together, and were generally friends and colleagues. After I left the school, we stayed in 
touch, though time, schooling, and families change things. In the intervening years we were less 
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connected, but the lessons we both learned from our work together endured.  Miles often credited 
me with what he deemed any “good” literacy practice that he enacted in his classroom, which 
was undeserved. As I observed however, the weight of what we had learned together and what I 
saw enacted in his current classroom was inescapable. The lessons Miles planned, the learning 
the students experienced in his classroom, and what he was becoming as a teacher, was bound up 
with his own history as well as my own history as an educator.  
Miles grew up in a small community near Wilder Middle school.  He attended college in 
a neighboring community, where he met his wife. They decided to live near Wilder Middle 
School in order to be equidistant from their respective families.  Miles was a self-avowed fan of 
the local University sports teams and his classroom was full of memorabilia from both the local 
University and his Alma Mater.  While I knew Miles well as a teacher, I was less familiar with 
his past, so that was where we began. I asked Miles why he decided to become a science teacher, 
and his response surprised me, 
Sarah:  So tell me a little bit about why you decided to become a science teacher. 
Miles:  …so, teaching was my passion. Not necessarily the science being my passion. So 
I knew I went into…we(:)ll actually my first degree was not teaching so I didn't know I 
want to be a teacher period until I was 22 years old. 
Sarah:  What is your first degree? 
Miles:  Speech Communication.  And so I didn't really want to move to the city so I 
started subbing at my mom's school. And I just fell in love with kids. So that's really why 
I've become a teacher to help more kids not just as learners but as people. And so when 
I… so my degree is in middle level education. (interview, May 2, 2018) 
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Miles’s mother had been an elementary teacher, but his pathway was originally set for 
advertisement.  As he explained,  
Miles:  My dad was a businessman and I like to talk to people…I thought the city might 
have been a place like I would want to go and it ended up not being a place I never went 
to go visit…I still think that the traveling piece of marketing and business appeal to me 
but not the not the city life in terms of what you think about…corporate America…I still 
love the aspect of naming and giving like branding and…I offered to do PR for [the 
school] for $475,000 a year.  
Sarah: [laughing] They didn’t take you up on that? 
Miles: [laughing] No.  I like the, you know, I like to schmooze things over with 
people…I like to get a positive image whether it be Amazon, or a company, or myself, or 
my family. I think image is important, so that's why I loved that aspect of PR. (interview, 
5/02/18) 
But a PR job was not where Miles ended up.  After deciding that the life of a business person did 
not appeal to him, he subbed in his mother’s school and discovered a love for students and a new 
appreciate for teaching.   
As we continued to talk, I was curious about how Miles saw these two somewhat distinct 
areas in his life working for him in his present situation.  
Sarah: How do you see those kind of distinct pathways (science and marketing) coming 
to play in your life?  Now like and even like in your classroom   
Miles: So when you think about the whole student, like not just…learning science or not 
just like learning literacy…you're not just talking general learning…[You’re]…thinking 
about social emotional support like, “Who are these students? Who do they want to be?  
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How do they want to be perceived?  Ok. What goals and what skill sets do they need to 
set and be able to achieve and do in order to be, you know, ready for college, ready for 
career, ready for the world? And so teaching is so much more than the content that we 
provide. It's more or less developing their whole selves. (interview, May 2, 2018, italics 
added) 
Miles’s goal was to help students become and I began to wonder, then, what did that becoming 
look like in his classroom?  Did it reflect or connect to his own becoming?   
Miles had already told me that he did not necessarily want to become a teacher, so I 
inquired as to what pushed him into that particular pathway.  He stated, 
So science came in when you pick concentrations.  I had a great experience in …high 
school biology - and so when I thought about a concentration…I thought about my 
experiences and discovering things and learning things about the world. And so that's 
really why I focused on science. Science has always been a subject I really enjoyed. 
(interview, May 2, 2018) 
As in the case of both Ashlynn and Reshmina, a love of science, the experience of discovering 
and learning things about the natural world pushed Miles into this particular pathway, though 
other factors had initially pushed him in a different direction.  As we continued to explore his 
past, I wondered whether there were any other moments from Miles’s past that started him on his 
trajectory.  Once again, Miles dove into a specific high school class, biology, that he stated was 
impactful for him.   
Miles: I think that…so freshman year of high school it was just a mile wide and you 
know it was kind of intense because the teachers are just intense in terms of workload and 
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stuff.  So then in Biology 2, we got to dissect a cat, so that brought me to like a whole 
new level of science that I didn't even know…I mean I knew it was possible, but I didn't.  
Sarah:  So what did that [do.. 
Miles: [Like what did it to for me? I don't know…it brought the hands-on aspect that I 
hadn't really seen before. I was discovering things by doing things. (interview, May 2, 
2018) 
Again, Miles connected the hands-on, discovery portion of a class, the peeling apart of a cat 
carcass, to his scientific trajectory.  But it was not only this that drew him to science.  Miles 
described a teacher, who exuded “passion” for the subject, as influential to his decision to 
become a science teacher. 
Miles: …My science teacher’s passion for teaching…But my mom was a teacher too. So 
I saw that passion as well within her. She was like one of those teachers that was there 
from like 7 to 7. 
Sarah: Your mom? 
Miles: No, my biology teacher. And so you saw passion in what she did. She's just very 
passionate.  
Sarah: What’d that look like? 
Miles: Well that look that's a good question. It was think, as you said, it was emotion like 
she brought a lot of emotion to the classroom…She's really the one reason I got into 
genetics…She was really serious [about] Watson and Crick. She loved DNA so she 
would like celebrate those successes of scientists in the past…But she also got us out into 
science world, so we always go to conferences with her, or we would go to see cadavers 
in Chicago with her… And then she would bring speakers into the school. Her dream was 
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to bring Jane Goodall to [our school] but she was 40 some thousand dollars. (interview, 
May 2, 2018) 
To Miles, the passion and drive of his mother (who was an elementary teacher), and his 
experience in high school biology began a somewhat round-about trajectory into science 
teaching.  But his trajectory into the field, like Reshmina’s and Ashlynn’s, was marked by people 
living with passion, failed dreams, love, impactful objects mediated by intense moments of 
revelation (about cat bodies, shark bodies, human bodies).  Miles’s pathway to becoming was 
complexly mediated through a variety of pathways and crossed a variety of fields before settling 
where he was for the moment.  
As we have seen with Ashlynn and Reshmina, Miles’s trajectory, his lived experiences 
had implications for the way in which he constructed his present.  In Ashlynn’s case it influenced 
how she organized her writing and her research group.  For Reshmina, it shaped the ways in 
which she solved disciplinary problems.  For Miles, it influenced how he designed science 
learning for his students.  As I moved into Miles’s classroom life, full of the messy vibrancy that 
is 6th grade science, I could not help but hear the shadow conversations (Irvine, 1996) of his past.  
Ultimately, it was Miles’s own pathway of becoming, his own notion of science and learning, 
supported by curriculum and national standards that aligned with this notion that impacted how 
he designed his course, and how the students experienced learning in his classroom.   
A Window into The Practices of Miles’s Science Classroom 
One of the major concerns with literature and research on disciplinary literacy and studies  
from Discourse Community traditions is that they tend to view knowledge as held within specific 
disciplinary domains and learners linearly towards access and understanding.  As I observed the 
lessons and activities that Miles enacted, I came to see that the design of the unit, coupled 
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together with Miles’s own historical experiences with scientific learning did a few things.  First, 
the lamination of Miles’s previous experience with scientific learning, coupled together with his 
own professional learning, and the organization of the IQWST unit resulted in linearly scripted 
and mostly independent scientific activity. Secondly, the overall design plan of the IQWST 
curricula coupled with Miles’s desire to help students “get the right answer” encouraged him to 
prioritize getting a specific answer, because if they did not have that answer, then, in Miles’s 
estimation, it was unlikely that would gain complex disciplinary understanding. 
The IQWST curricula was chosen by Miles’s school district as one of several new pilot 
curricula that middle school teachers would investigate prior to choosing a common curriculum.  
The IQWST curricula was made up of units that were centered around a “Driving Question” 
followed by lessons that centered around smaller questions that would help students answer the 
driving question.  This particular unit was dubbed “Introduction to Chemistry” and the Driving 
Question was “How Can I Smell Things from a Distance?”  As the unit overview explained,  
How Can I Smell Things from a Distance? is a six- to eight-week introduction to 
chemistry that focuses on one of the core ideas in physical science – the particle nature of 
matter.  Students experience, model, and explain a variety of laboratory and everyday 
phenomenon related to core ideas about matter and its interactions and, more specifically, 
the structure and properties of matter.  The unit uses the widely experienced phenomenon 
of humans’ ability to smell odors to contextualize the science ideas. (Activate Learning, 
1) 
As the students moved through the lessons, the unit promised rich experiences so that students 
would understand how particles worked.  This was, as the unit stated, one of the core ideas of 
physical science.  The unit overview also promised that “Each cycle [of lessons], students delve 
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deeper into the science content to understand the particle nature of matter” (Activate Learning, 
1). The IQWST curriculum was also internet-based.  Each student had their own account with 
the company and the students submitted all of their work online and Miles would receive 
notification of their submissions.  Another interesting feature of the curriculum was that on each 
student account, the students could clearly see the pathway they were to take when moving 
through the lessons.  On the left-hand side of the students’ computer screen were the activities 
for each lesson.  For example, under Lesson 1, which was a lesson asking students to smell 
things across a room, students could see listed Activity 1.1 and 1.2 followed by Reading 1.1 and 
Reading 1.2.  Beneath that was the subsequent lessons in the unit.  Students could click on these 
drop-down options and read the activities far in advance, if they so desired. As the school district 
had committed to every student having a Chromebook to use during the school day, this new 
curriculum seems to jigsaw nicely into the district’s plans to one day be paper-free. 
Miles mentioned several times that he felt pressure to follow the curriculum as it was 
written.  He believed that by doing so, this would afford him the most authentic view of the 
curriculum.  This would enable him to see whether IQWST would be suitable for the students at 
Wilder and in the entire district.  To be clear, Miles did like the IQWST curriculum better than 
the other curricula that he had tried out, but due to pressure from curriculum leaders at the 
district, he did not necessarily feel as though there was a lot of room to change the plan.   
Employing Practices from Historical and Present Lifeworlds:  Linear and Independent 
Science Activity.  After reviewing the IQWST curriculum, it became evident to me that Miles 
moved the students through the activities close to the way in which they had been written. 
Students would enter class and move through a sequenced series of steps listed in the IQWST’s 
online platform to independently complete an activity.  What was especially interesting to note 
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was how much Miles scaffolded students’ activity throughout this process.  He did something he 
would routinely refer to as a “model” where he would essentially do the exact same activity with 
students that they would then do in small groups later.  This “I-do, you-do” is a common practice 
in education literature.  In fact, several authors write at length about “guided instruction” and its 
merit.  Fisher and Frey (2010) write,  
The zone of proximal development can also be described as the difference between what 
a learner can do independently and what can be accomplished with the help of a "more 
knowledgeable other." This concept is critical for understanding how to scaffold learning. 
The more knowledgeable other, who can be an adult or a peer, shares knowledge with the 
learner to bridge the gap between what is known and what is not known. (www.ascd.org) 
From my own experience in classrooms, the uptake of this is sometimes a highly 
regimented pathway towards learning. And this pathway is almost always mediated by the “more 
knowledgeable other” in the classroom:  the teacher.  In the following examples, I share how 
Miles and his students completed a highly scaffolded and then independent learning activity.  
Overall, this process not only seemed highly structured to me, but it also seemed at conflict with 
what I had come to see as scientific activity from my observations with Ashlynn and Reshmina 
Figure 17. The Driving Question Board that Miles referenced throughout the unit.  Students would learn 
information, then were expected to record their answers both here and in their notebooks. 
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and with my own understanding of scientific activity in the literature. Furthermore, as I reflected 
on Miles’s own historical pathway, I also saw these practices as mediated by his own experience 
with science and science learning.   
As Miles stood at the front of his classroom, I could sense a tension that I had not 
previously seen with him.  We were two weeks in to the unit on matter and, from our years of 
working together, I knew that Miles was discouraged.  A few days before, the students had spent 
time imagining what would happen to the molecules in a flask if air was removed or pushed back 
into it.  Miles called student’s attention to the “Driving Question Board” (Figure 17).  This 
question board would be where the class would record and store information that they learned 
about each individual segment of the board.  Miles explained to the students that as they listed 
knowledge on this board, moving from one square to the next, they would begin to understand 
how they could smell things from a distance.  I was struck by the methodical way in which he 
moved his hand from segment to segment of the board, as if this pathway were predetermined. 
Miles pivoted away from the board, held up his hands and told the class that before they 
answered these questions, they needed to engage in an activity.  There was a palpable excitement 
in the room.  The prospect of “doing an activity” had everyone wiggling in their hard-backed 
plastic chairs.  Miles asked the classroom to close their eyes and when they “smell[ed] the 
smell,” (observation, April 10, 2018) students were to raise their hands.  Miles choose one 
student to keep their eyes open so they could describe what happened.  Miles sprayed a lavender 
room spray and one by one the students closest to Miles raised their hands.  As the smell 
traveled, other students began to raise theirs.  The student who was able to keep their eyes open, 
described the scene to his classmates.  The students listened quietly.  Next, Miles directed the 
students that they would participate in an identical activity at their tables. As Miles passed out 
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supplies, he frequently reminded students to sit still and not to “do anything with this until you 
are told to do so” (observation, April 10, 2018).  After using a count-down system of “3-2-1-0”, 
in which everyone was to be silent when Miles reached “0”, he gave the directions.  One member 
in each group was selected to hold a test tube filled with some noxious (but quite safe to inhale) 
odor while the other group members sat with their eyes closed and raised their hands as the smell 
wafted by them.  Next, the students were given from two minutes to discuss the question, “How 
were you able to smell this smell?”  The groups began discussing what happened.  Several 
groups noted that the activity was no different from what had happened when Miles had done the 
same thing at the outset of class.   
 After the two minutes expired, Miles asked the students to open their computers and log 
in to the section of the IQWST curriculum that corresponded with the lesson.  The students did 
so and were taken to a screen that outlined the next activity.  The computer screens lit up and 
students began to read through the activity with Miles. The activity asked students to imagine 
that they could see an odor.  The students were to create a model of what they might see when a 
smell traveled between the source of a smell and their nose. On the screen was a drawing of a 
human nose next to a large circle.  The circle was the space in which the students were to create 
their initial model.   
Miles asked the students to read through the directions on their own and then he repeated 
that they were going to create an initial model of smells.  As the students got to work trying to 
create the model, Miles walked around the room encouraging students to “think what happens 
when you smell a smell” (observation, April 10, 2018).  As the whispered murmurs in the 
classroom slowed to almost a halt, I could not help but note the marked difference in the 
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classroom environment than just moments prior:  no one spoke.  All I could hear was the tapping 
of keyboards.   
As students worked to complete the online activity and build an imagined model of what 
was happening to a smell as they crossed the room, I asked one student, Cara, if I could watch 
her work briefly.  As Cara worked, I noticed that she would click the magnified circle, then click 
out of it, only to click back into it, move across to the long panel of shape insertion options, 
choose one, click out of it, then move back to the main activity to the magnified circle to type 
words.  It appeared to me a long and tedious process. I asked Cara her thoughts on this tool that 
she was using (Figure 18).  
Sarah:  Do you use this [drawing tool] a lot? 
 Cara:  u:m Sometimes. 
 Sarah:  Do you find this easy to use? 
 Cara:  u:h It depends on like the task we have to do. 
 Sarah:  Sure. 
 Cara:  I think this is confusing. (informal interview, April 10, 2018) 
Given that the students had very little previous experience with the IQWST platform, Cara’s 
answer did not surprise me.  What struck me most about this was Cara’s independence and the 




independence of the others surrounding her.  As I looked around the room, a previous boisterous 
classroom had gone quite silent as students worked to independently complete the activity.  Cara 
did not ask the other students for help, nor did they ask her.  Faces were somber and bathed in a 
blue light as students tried to figure out (a) how to use the tool and (b) what exactly they were 
supposed to draw.  Cara chose to represent molecules, but other students did not.  Some students 
asked Miles for assistance, some put their heads down.  Some students finished quickly, while 
still others worked until the bell rang to finish their initial models of what happened in the smell.   
 The next week the class had moved along the curriculum to the next section.  In lesson 2, 
students were asked the similarities among odor, sugars, and milk. The activity in which students 
were participating asked students, “Can something have mass even if I cannot feel it?”  In order 
to complete this activity, each group of students was given a deflated ball and asked to weigh the 
ball prior to and after adding air to the ball.  As I watched the groups spring into action, I saw 
evidence of students talking collaboratively and working together to complete the assignment.  I 
stepped into one group to observe a bit more closely.  The group members sat typing at their 
desks.  One student, Mana arose, grabbed the ball and moved to the front of the class to weigh it.   
Her group members suddenly came alive when they realized that they were, according to 
the directions on their screen, supposed to do a prediction, first.  The group members called her 
back so that they could make a prediction before weighing the ball.  Mana, somewhat frustrated 
by having to come back sighed loudly and put her head on the table.  I glanced at the students’ 
screens and noticed the long series of directions listed on the screen.  As listed, the students had 
to make a prediction, then follow a series of step-by-step directions that outlined the path they 
were to take to complete the activity.  As I observed the process in general, the group would do 
something quickly together, then return to their own computer to input information and write 
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responses to the sequence of questions.  Every so often this group would share an answer, but 
ultimately the work of thinking and writing, mediated by the computer screen, was done 
independently.  
Near the end of April, Miles and his class had continued further along their curricular 
journey. During this class, students were asked to imagine what would happen to the particles of 
air in a flask if air was pushed into or removed from it.  Miles stood at the front of the room and 
asked the students what they knew about gasses.  Several students contributed saying that gases 
couldn’t be seen, or they have mass, or they take up space.  After each comment, Miles would 
offer an encouraging affirmation and then repeat what the student stated.  Miles then began to 
“model for the students” how to use a suction tool that is connected to a flask with a long, clear 
plastic tube. At the end of the tube, there was a pressure gauge that displayed the air pressure 
inside the flask. Miles moved around the room and showed each table what happened to the 
pressure gauge when the flask was at rest, when air was sucked out of the flask, and when air 
was pushed into the flask. An audible sigh was heard over the classroom.  The modeling 
continued and Miles made a point of going to each table group to make sure they saw what the 
pressure gauge was doing.  Miles then returned to the front of the class and explained that the 
students would model how the molecules could move, whether they would move or stay the 
same.  He then showed the students how he could remove the plug on the flask, place his hand 
over the top, use the plunger to suck air out of the flask and the flask would stick to his hand.  
After this model, he asked students to open their Chrome Books to model what was happening.  
The students opened their Chromebooks and began to work.  Periodically, students would chat 
about their lives, what was happening in math class, what the meaning of a color was, and any 
number of other things important to their lifeworlds.  In this particular case, Miles modeled the 
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entire activity for the students and then asked them to draw the diagram of what was happening 
in the flask independently.   
Over the course of our 6-week observation, every day I observed, I witnessed a system of 
activity that tended to follow this pattern:  directions were provided by Miles or the IQWST 
curriculum, students would engage in the activity as a group or independently.  Then, their 
writing was recorded independently in the online IQWST system. As I tried to make sense of the 
pathway that Miles had chosen to follow and the rationale behind his choices, I began to recall 
our conversation about what pushed him to choose science teaching as a career pathway.  I 
recalled his love for his biology teacher and his recollection of his experience in science: 
Miles:…I got into biology 3-4, [which were] independent studies at my high school. So 
the teacher created the course but she didn't really explicitly teach the course. Then my 
senior year I got to dissect the shark. 
Sarah: So it was an independent study, so everybody in the class chose what they 
wanted? 
Miles: Yeah…So she would create material for the course and I did the course through an 
independent study. So if I like needed explicit teaching she would do that after school. 
Otherwise I had an hour in her classroom and she was teaching a class in the front of the 
classroom and I was doing my independent study in the back. And then after school I 
would go in if needed more. (interview, May 2, 2018) 
Mile’s transformative experience in high school was an independent one:  one in which he was 
primarily in control of his own learning and was left to himself to learn and understand science 
as the teacher taught another class. Miles further explained that this was a very privileged 
pathway, not everyone in his high school was able to do this kind of independent study.  This 
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privilege brought with it a certain amount of confidence in his own ability to understand and do 
science.  This experience, connected to positive emotions, would transform Miles’s interpretation 
of science learning and how science learning could be done.  Furthermore, independent studies 
are frequently constructed linearly.  Students will move through sequences of reading or 
activities to complete the independent study. Miles’s experience with science and science 
learning mirrored that of what a lot of students experienced in school and was reflected in his 
current work with students. 
Miles’s choice to move students towards a linear and independent way of scientific 
learning were connected to his own experiences and to the IQWST curriculum he was piloting.  
Furthermore, it was also connected to his experiences as the building leader for Advancement via 
Individual Determination (AVID).  The AVID program was a student-success program in place 
in all of the district schools.  The description of the AVID Secondary program states that: 
Our nation’s schools are full of students who possess a desire to go to college and the 
willingness to work hard, but many of them do not truly have the opportunity to be 
college-ready. These are often the students who will be the first in their families to attend 
college and are from groups traditionally underrepresented in higher education. AVID 
Secondary equips teachers and schools with what they need to help these students 
succeed on a path to college and career success (www.AVID.com) 
The training that this group provides encourages teachers to use particular reading and writing 
practices with students to be successful and develop college and career readiness.  These 
WICOR strategies (grouped into highly structured protocols for writing, inquiry, collaboration, 
organization, and reading) allegedly lead students along a structured learning pathway in the 
hopes of increasing the individual’s ability to succeed in higher education.   
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When we reflected together, I asked Miles about a reading strategy he chose to use. 
Rather than have the students begin reading the text on their own, Miles modeled for the group 
the way in which he wanted the students to read.  The students were asked the highlight 
important information, put a question mark next to something they did not understand and put an 
exclamation mark next to things that were new information. While the students completed the 
activity, I asked Miles about why he chose to model this particular way of reading for his 
students.  
Miles:  …I’ve noticed with IQWST that it’s…we’ll do something and read or read and do 
something, which is great, and I’m all for literacy in science education, but I struggle 
with…I want to think about what systems can we put in place to dissect text.  So, how 
can I be a support to students and how can students know and understand?  So I got a 
small system in place, but I don’t know that I’ve modeled it well enough for students to 
do it with fidelity. 
Sarah: So that strategy that I’ve seen you use, the highlighting, the putting the question 
mark – where did that come from? 
Miles:  That was an AVID strategy. 
Sarah:  …an AVID strategy. 
In sum, this practice of linear and independent scientific activity was the result of the 
lamination of multiple streams of activity.  First, it was connected to Miles’ own historical 
lifeworld and the way in which he learned science.  Secondly, it was connected to the IQWST 
curriculum and its uptake of the NGSS strategies.  The curriculum claimed that by participating 
in this type of structured inquiry, students would have a deep understanding of the content.  
Furthermore, these practices were connected to Miles’s present in a few ways.  It was connected 
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to the pressure that he felt by his school district to enact the curriculum as it was written to get a 
sense of whether he would support its adoption.  Miles’s participation in this program and his 
belief in its ability to make a difference in the lives of students leaked into his classroom in both 
obvious ways, such as his use of a specific AVID strategy, and subconsciously in his push 
towards independent scientific activity.   
 Employing a Practice connected to Multiple Lifeworlds:  Pre-requisites to Understanding 
Complex Disciplinary Concepts. As I spent time in Miles’s classroom, there was another practice 
that showed up repeatedly during my observations and as I traced back through the classroom 
data. This practice was the idea that there was particular “prerequisite knowledge” that students 
must obtain in order to understand more complex disciplinary concepts.  As articulated in the 
opening vignette, Miles’s belief was that students must obtain particular disciplinary concepts 
before they could gain complex understanding.  This line of thinking is entangled with the notion 
that there are particular correct answers, or correct pathways to achieving this understanding.  To 
return to the ball inflation activity, after Mana came back to the desk with a measurement of the 
deflated ball, Miles intervened.  
Miles:  [to Mana] Uh ok…so can you go back and remeasure real quick for me? 
[Mana gets up to reweigh the ball] 
Sarah: [to Miles] Why did you have her remeasure? 
Miles: Why did I have her remeasure? 
Sarah: Yeah. 
Miles:  Because I didn’t see the same thing she saw. (observation, April 16, 2018) 
As we saw in the previous section when Miles made sure that Mana reweighed the deflated ball 
to make sure that the group got the correct weight, rather than letting the group struggle through 
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their own pathway to understanding.  Throughout my observations, there were multiple instances 
when Miles would structure learning activities or engage in conversation with students to make 
sure that they got the “right” answer so that they could later have a complex understanding of 
science.  
It was early May and the unit had been moving along at a rather rapid pace.  The class 
had moved through the first four sections of activity in record time, completing two and three 
IQWST sections of activity per day.  On this particular day, Miles laid out the plan.  The students 
were going to make a model of what was happening with the molecules in an empty syringe 
when they pulled the syringe forward and backward.  Each student group was tasked with 
discussing what was happening when the students pulled a syringe in and out and then each 
student was responsible for creating drawings of the molecules on their own computers.   
As Miles moved throughout the classroom, I noticed his initial excitement and vigor 
seemed to fade.  He moved towards one group to listen to their conversation on compacting and 
expanding. 
Martin:  [in reference to expansion] yeah…get more space or take up more space…like 
uh…the expansion 
Cara: Expanding…it’s like just getting larger…like your stomach might expand then 
[breathes out loudly] gets smaller when you breathe out air.  When you breathe in your 
stomach expands and then…expanding is getting larger and compression is getting 
smaller.  They’re opposites. (observation, May 1, 2018) 
From this short conversation, this group had a general understanding of what compression and 
expansion meant.  One student in particular, Cara, was able to connect these two words to the 
biological activity of breathing to demonstrate her understanding.  However, something was 
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amiss.  After the short discussion, Miles asked the students to begin drawing their consensus 
model.  The students would use the tools provided to draw tiny circles, inside of the larger circle 
that represented what compression and expansion meant.  Martin’s initial representation was one 
large green circle with the word “air” next to it.  Cara’s were several small red circles inside the 
larger circle.  The students did not necessarily converse with one another much regarding the 
assignment. From my observations of this group in particular, it seemed as though students 
continued to miss including a representation of the movement of molecules, and this was 
important to Miles, as it was one of the learning targets of this day’s activity.   
As the class period wore on, I noted that Miles appeared frustrated and his body language 
expressed to me a dissatisfaction with how the activity had gone.  The next day, I watched as 
Miles asked the students how the molecules of solids, liquids, and gases moved.  Several of the 
students sat with their heads down, and very few volunteered an answer.  At one point, Miles 
asked a student to repeat what another student had said so that the student would “have a good 
understanding” of molecules (observation, May 2, 2018). As the opening wore on, it appeared to 
me that Miles was not getting the answers that he thought he should be getting.  “Ok,” he stated, 
“I would like for everyone to stand up” (observation, May 2, 2018).  Several students chuckled 
but seemed eager at a chance to move about.  He asked the students to pair up and make a line in 
the middle of the classroom.  He then led students through a series of questions and directions.  
As the students stood still, he asked what state of matter they would be.  A few students 
answered, “Solids” and then Miles told the students to spread out but stay within particular 
boundaries and move very slowly to represent liquids.  After several minutes of this kind of 
moving and modeling, followed by a question-and-answer session, Miles asked the students to 
return to their seats. 
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Upon reflection, I found this divergence from the curriculum interesting and I wanted to 
understand the root of it. I asked Miles what had caused his earlier frustration, “Yesterday, it was 
like very tiring for me, intellectually tiring, because students weren't getting the right answer. 
And I was trying not to give it, too, but I was trying to question…provide them question stems 
that were allowing them to think and move towards understanding” (interview, May 2, 2018, 
italics added).  These concepts of “right answers” and a “move towards understanding” seemed 
embedded deep within Miles’s understanding of science and science instruction.  It was evident 
that Miles had determined, through the help of the IQWST curricula, that there was particular 
knowledge that students needed before they could comprehend requisite information regarding 
about chemistry.  I further inquired as to why he chose the modeling activity that I had 
previously witnessed.  
Sarah:  So how did you decide to do [these activities] today? 
Miles:  …Because…when I was questioning my students were not understanding  
[the movement of molecules]. But…I was not getting what I thought was the right 
answer. And what I thought was understanding in order for them to do that model. And 
so I had to get up and kind of act like the molecules because I thought that was one quick 
way that we can respond to them not understanding.  
Sarah:  And what did you notice happened when you did that? 
Miles: …I thought like even the student over here (pointed to a particular seat) who did 
not get it at all…after we did [the simulation] that she was able to convey something with 
some accuracy…And so I just wanted them to make sure that they understood how gases 
move in order to start the model because…they can’t understand this fully, but if they 
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don’t understand the foundation of molecules and they're never going to be allowed to 
[build a molecular model of solids, liquids, and gases]. (interview, May 2, 2018) 
To Miles, it was important for students to understand certain knowledge, in this case, the 
movement of molecules.  In his estimation, if they did not do this, they would be unable to build 
the consensus model required in the activity.  It seemed imperative to Miles throughout the 
course of the unit, that the students get the right answer. He would pause the lesson sequence, 
talk to individual students or groups, redo portions of lesson to ensure that students “got it”.  This 
preoccupation with the “right” answer, suggested to me that Miles was influenced by the 
curriculum itself that suggested that students needed to move through a series of lessons in order 
to answer the questions.  As Miles believed, if students didn’t get the right answer, they weren’t 
going to be able to answer the questions in the unit.  This also suggests that the right answer is 
pre-determined, known and that in order for students to move towards complex disciplinary 
understanding, they needed to know those predetermined and correct answers.   
 Rather than disciplinary knowledge coming by experimentation, discovery, or inquiry, 
the structure of the enacted curriculum suggested that Miles believed that there were particular 
pathways to understanding complex disciplinary concepts.  His beliefs in how students ought to 
learn science were in accordance with how the IQWST curriculum suggested learning should be.  
When one’s own beliefs about learning align with the curriculum that you are supposed to teach, 
there is no reason to suggest that the classroom learning plan will follow an alternate trajectory.  
Miles truly cared about his students.  Part of this caring was believing that he would help them 
by making sure that they got the right answer.  This is a common trope in classrooms.  There is a 
preoccupation with getting the correct answer and it takes quite a bit of thinking to shift that 
perception.  Struggle and failure are seen as negative.  In my estimation, Miles wanted to avoid 
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this failure by continually pushing his students toward successfully ascertaining the correct 
answer, or making sure they were precise in their measurements, and so on.  Ultimately, students 
were led along a particular pathway that seemed to suggest that there were definite prerequisite 
knowledge or even prerequisite practices that had to exist before students would understand 
anything complex.  
Summary 
My time in Miles’s classroom showed me several things.  First, like in the case of 
Ashlynn and Reshmina’s practices, the practices Miles enacted in his classroom were densely 
entangled with his way of being in the world.  Like both Ashlynn and Reshmina, Miles enacted 
practices that made sense for him to do so and that were born from his historical lifeworld, and 
his present teaching experiences.  For example, the way in which the learning plan echoed 
Miles’s own experience with science did not go unnoticed.  Defining moments in Miles’s 
historical science learning occurred independently:  his advanced level courses were both 
independent studies and the teacher whom he credits with inspiring his own journey was 
passionate but prescribed regimented pathways of learning due to her demanding course 
schedule.  Furthermore, when faced with a curriculum that was structured in a way that aligned 
with his own experiences of school science, when scientific activity was portrayed as mediated 
through step-by-step processes and independent activity, he took it up, echoing his own historical 
lifeworld experience.  From Miles’s professional history, his involvement with the AVID 
program and his subsequent appointment to AVID building leader, pushed the notion of 
individual determination so much that Miles would enact these prescribed practices whenever he 
felt like students needed additional learning support.  Lastly, in terms of the national standards 
that curriculum companies use to determine what content they will use and how they will 
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organize learning for students, Miles thought that the NGSS were “well written” and “real 
thought out” (interview, May 2, 2018).  He did not have any issues with how they represented 
science and he felt like the standards accurately represented scientific practice.   
Ultimately, it is not surprising that the classroom experiences that Miles designed were 
densely entangled with his own lifeworlds and trajectory of becoming a science teacher.  We all 
have beliefs about learning and teaching and Miles was no different.  When faced with national 
standards and curricula that echoed his own belief about scientific practice and knowledge 
making, Miles chose the path of least resistance.  While he did, at times, diverge from the written 
curriculum, it was only to ensure that students continued to meet his own notion of what science 
knowledge and learning should be.  Miles’s own lifeworld and pathways of becoming laminated 
to shape the trajectory of school science that his students were receiving.   
Finally, while Miles’s classroom was certainly different in many, many ways from a 
University research group like Ashlynn’s, I could not help but consider how different the 
practices were in the two spaces.  First, the highly structured and prescribed pathway for learning 
that Miles took up was vastly different than the emergent learning that I witnessed, for example, 
in Reshmina’s case.  Reshmina was given data and then had to figure out what to do with it.  The 
students in Miles’s classroom were asked to follow very specific and regimented pathways 
towards learning something or collecting data. Also, collaboration and connectivity, the heart of 
what I witnessed with Reshmina and Ashlynn and the research group, simply did not happen 
during my observations.  Students completed activities together and sometimes worked 
collaboratively, but they worked to answer questions given to them rather than work to create 
new knowledge like Ashlynn and Reshmina.   
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Ultimately, I want to be mindful that I do not represent Miles’s case as somehow 
“wrong” or that he created negative experiences for his students.  Indeed, his students seemed to 
enjoy Miles and science, in general.  I also do not want to suggest that students did not resist 
these practices, as they likely did in fine-grained nuanced ways.  This broad analysis of the 
classroom as a case serves to highlight larger notions of the enactment of scientific practice and 
the ontogenesis of that practice in a classroom writ large.  What this case highlights is that the 
practices on display in Miles’s classroom were the densely entangled laminations of multiple 
streams of activity:  Miles’s past, district pressure, and his own beliefs about teaching and 
learning.  These personal experiences then interacted with the IQWST curricula and broader 
national representations of scientific practice in the NGSS, which aligned with Miles’s own 
experience and understanding of scientific activity.  And though Miles would sometimes eschew 
notions that scientific learning happened in isolation or that there was not usually one right 
answer, the activity in his classroom during this observation tended to mirror these deeply 
entangled beliefs about science and science learning. 
I now turn to the final chapter, in which I discuss these three cases together and offer 
implications of this research for Writing Studies, science education, and for our representations 
of disciplinary practice.  I also consider the broader implications of a lifeworld view of 





SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS 
I began this dissertation completely full of naïve conceptions of becoming, practice, and 
myself.  As I have worked through these pages and relived the lives I shared with Ashlynn, 
Reshmina, Miles and his students, I recognize that I have changed.  The analysis of their case 
studies not only shifted my understanding of becoming and writing, but it shifted my perspective 
of education, of representation, and of life.  In these chapters I have attempted to share the stories 
that my participants have so graciously shared with me:  stories of becoming that belie traditional 
pathways of academic training, stories of practices that move beyond that traditional normative 
notions of the practices of scientists and engineers, and stories that highlight the ways in which 
historical and present trajectories of becoming shape the learning of those with whom my 
participants work.   
In this chapter, I summarize the findings of this study to make a case for recognizing 
pathways of becoming and practice as complexly mediated by our histories, presents, and 
networks of associations rather than as sets of discreet disciplinary pathways and practices.  
Next, I offer implications for research and schooling that stems from this inquiry. Lastly, I 
consider possible futures for my own pathway of becoming a researcher.  
Summary of Findings 
This study builds on a rich tradition of sociocultural research that attends to the messy 
complexity of lived experience in science.  I offer a summary of the major findings using the 
themes that guided my research questions:  trajectories of becoming and literate practice in 
science and the ways in which those trajectories and practices mediated experiences for 
participants’ networks of associations. Specifically, I also consider the tensions between my 
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participants’ experience and the NGSS and consider the tensions that may arise from these types 
of representation of practice.  
A lifeworld perspective of disciplinarity:  Trajectories of becoming in science.  These 
case studies respond to Prior’s (2018) call for a “trajectories of becoming perspective.”  
Analyzing the lifespan development of a biologist, Prior argued that “Becoming is entangled 
complexly, materially, historically: it calls on us to abandon narrow notions that seek to fit 
people into the narrow curricular imaginings and instead find ways to nurture diverse 
developmental pathways” (2018, ccdigitalpress.com).  These narratives suggest that there is no 
set of normative practices that guide them, rather they are borne of their complexly mediated 
histories with other people, their worlds, some practical, some mandated. Contrary to 
representations of scientific practice that happen in isolation or do not consider participants’ 
pathways into a field and how their histories come to bear in their present, these case studies 
push the boundaries of scientific practice outward, highlighting the way the participant’s own 
practices were a conglomeration of their past, their present interactions with others, and that 
these ultimately shape the present of those around them.   
First, these cases illuminate the ways in which people’s complex histories come to bear on 
present situations.  For example, Reshmina’s love of the arts and her myriad engagements with 
mythology across her life shaped the way in which she viewed data, interacted with her 
workflow, and how she spent her free time, which she believed was important to having a 
successful work day.  It shaped our own interactions, as when she participated in my research 
protocols, her contributions were full of references to mythological creatures – a true hero’s 
journey.  For Miles, his historical pathways of science learning that were increasingly 
independent, coupled with pressure from a new curriculum adoption, and his training in the 
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AVID program coalesced to help develop a classroom experience that, in this case, was mostly 
independent and focused on getting the “right answers.”  In Ashlynn’s case we note that her own 
experiences as a graduate student in a supportive and encouraging environment shaped the 
environment, she created in her research group. 
Secondly, these cases also signal something that did not come up in the literature on 
science education and literacy learning:  failure.  Failure is not mentioned once in the NGSS 
standards nor discussed at length in science education. Both Ashlynn and Reshmina routinely 
discussed moments of failure – from Ashlynn’s rejection from law school to Reshmina’s 
consistent failure to produce a normal parabolic curve in her dissertation data analysis.  Failure 
was something that shaped my participants’ pathways.  In some cases, it not only shaped their 
pathways, but it pushed them down a pathway that ended up being far better for the participants 
than they had ever anticipated.  Interestingly however, in Miles’s case, he appeared to me to be 
openly against failure.  In fact, he would intervene in student conversation or rearrange his lesson 
plans to prevent failure from happening for his students.  Failure in schools is seen as a bad 
thing.  You fail a class, this is bad.  You fail a grade level; you are held back.  You fail enough, 
you might not graduate from high school.  Schools routinely punish failure.  From the 
perspective of my scientists, however, failure was constructive, it was a good and necessary 
thing and it was something that was a critical component of their pathways of becoming. 
Furthermore, if we theorize becoming as embodied semiosis, then we must account for this 
embodiment in our tales of becoming anything. Rather than tell a story of the tests she had to 
pass or the classes that she needed to take, Ashlynn told stories of people.  Take, for example, 
Ashlynn’s own trajectory into becoming an engineer.  She told about choosing a graduate school 
to be close to her husband.  She told about a chemistry teacher who told her she was good at 
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science.  She recounted stories of friends and colleagues with whom she worked and wrote 
articles.  Reshmina also shared that she chose a graduate school because of her boyfriend who 
eventually became her husband.  She told of chance encounter with her undergraduate advisor 
that supplied her with data that later became foundational to her dissertation.  She talked about a 
Skype meeting with a new faculty member, Ashlynn, that sent her on a course she had not 
previously considered.  In Miles’s case, he was not even going to be a teacher.  But it was in 
spending time with children in classrooms as a substitute teacher that helped him determine that 
he wanted to become a teacher.  When we consider how people become anything, we must 
account for far more than simply the classes people take or the tests that they must pass.  We 
must attend, instead, to their own pathways of becoming and their lifeworlds.  We must attend to 
the people and the moments that are important for our participants and rather than consider 
learning as siloed, consider it instead across the span of a life mediated by networks of 
associations and practices. 
For these participants, it was not that learning or doing science or becoming a scientist or a 
science teacher happened neatly and was confined to school science, though that certainly had a 
role to play.  It was that the learning and becoming was embodied across the span of their lives.  
What is shared in these narratives are not something different or separate or outside of their 
pathways to becoming engineers or science teachers.  Rather these experiences are their 
pathways.  When we consider the ways in which people do their work, and when we look 
specifically at disciplinary work, we must be careful not to continue in the tradition of obscuring 
participants’ lifeworlds, but, rather, highlight them in the hopes that dynamically laminated 
views of disciplinary becoming can become the way in which we do this kind of work.  
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The representation of practice:  A broad comparison of participants’ practices to the 
NGSS.  It is also important to attend to these complex histories as we try and grapple with the 
ways in which people’s lifeworlds come to bear in the present, specifically when considering 
literate practice and learning. These cases illuminate the ways in which people’s literate practices 
are born of their past, and present, and infrequently mirror the representations of practice in 
studies of scientific practice that stem from DCT traditions. 
Nowhere is this seen more clearly than in recent education research and curricular 
development around disciplinary standards such as the Next Generation Science Standards 
(NGSS). Rather than representing disciplinary development as the dispersed, complex blending 
of practices that we have witnessed in Ashlynn and Reshmina’s stories, the NGSS outline eight 
discreet practices that scientists and engineers “do” (Table 5). And while the NGSS document 
argues that the practices intentionally overlap and interconnect, this comment is made as an 
afterthought buried deep in an appendix completely separate from the standards document 
themselves.  These documents also seem to assume that scientific practice is a relatively lonely 
and independent practice, a radical contrast from the overwhelming emphasis on collaboration 
routinely reported in studies of science (e.g., Knorr-Cetina, 1983; Latour and Woolgar, 1986) 
and from my observations of Ashlynn’s research group and writing practices. According to 
Ashlynn, the day-to-day, situated processes of writing journal articles and working with her 








Table 5. The eight practices as listed in the Appendix of the NGSS (2013, Appendix F, pg. 1) 
Currently, the NGSS performance expectations do not articulate writing explicitly (as a 
verb or an activity) as an integral part of scientific practice.  In the 30 pages of Appendix F, the 
word “writing” is used 4 times (always in lists of modes, three times in the context “in writing” 
and once in the context “using writing”)  and the word “written” is used 7 times (written 
arguments [3], texts [2], forms [1], and formats [1])  (NGSS Lead States, 2013, Appendix F).  In 
short, none of the 208 specific performance expectations (elaborating the eight practices) invokes 
writing as an activity or process. Similarly, while two of the headline eight practices are 
“engaging in argument from evidence” and “obtaining, evaluating, and communicating 
information,” (NGSS Lead States, 2013, Appendix F, pg. 1), neither of these two practices point 
to how such engagements, acquisitions, evaluations, and communications are done in practice. 
Nor is there attention to how to connect life experiences to science and engineering. The 208 
statements give readers no hint at the kind complexity and exigence of writing, inquiry, and 
argument in Ashlynn’s life. According to Ashlynn and Reshmina, the process of writing journal 
articles and writing with her students is the work of engineering (observation, 1/30/18). Writing 
is Ashlynn’s “academic currency,” and Reshmina’s belief in herself as a storyteller suggests that 
both women prioritize writing and understand its utility in their disciplinary lifeworlds. And 
while at some point all eight of the headline NGSS practices show up in their work as they ask 
The Eight Practices of Science and Engineering 
1. Asking questions (for science) and defining problems (for engineering) 
2. Developing and using models 
3. Planning and carrying out investigations 
4. Analyzing and interpreting data 
5. Using mathematics and computational thinking 
6. Constructing explanations (for science) and designing solutions (for 
engineering) 
7. Engaging in argument from evidence 
8. Obtaining, evaluating, and communicating information 
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questions, engage in computation, plan studies, use modeling, analyze data, make arguments, 
communicate, etc., the kind of situated, detailed practices that animate these things are simply 
invisible. For example, the complexity of communicating information to a variety of audiences 
for a variety of purposes (e.g. to receive funding, tenure, to share new knowledge at conferences) 
does not come through.   
I argue that the NGSS practices and traditional accounts of disciplinary becoming do not 
suggest the dispersed trajectories of becoming and practice that these three narratives document.  
Appendix F states, “The eight practices are not separate; they intentionally overlap and 
interconnect. As explained by Bell, et al. (2012), the eight practices do not operate in isolation. 
Rather, they tend to unfold sequentially, and even overlap” (2013, p. 3). In contrast, for example, 
Ashlynn’s practices certainly developed over time, but rather than unfolding sequentially in a 
prescribed manner, they unfolded across a plane of connections:  some the result of necessity, 
others of trial and error, others through blog posts or through interaction with peers and students.   
Another key difference between the NGSS and the practices on display in this work is the 
collaborative nature of science and engineering. Seven performance expectations indicate that 
work should be done collaboratively, and one specifies collaboration with peers; however, all 
these instances appear under a single main practice (Planning and Carrying out Investigations). 
The practices that deal with asking questions, analyzing data, engaging in argument, and 
communicating don’t highlight collaboration. There is one mention of working in groups to do 
analysis (in grades 3-5) and a general statement that “[c]ritiquing and communicating ideas 
individually and in groups is a critical professional activity” (NGSS Lead States, 2013, p. 31). 
Again, there is no elaboration of how you work in groups or, as was fundamental to Ashlynn and 
Miles’s work, form a group that would supportively work together.  
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Some believe that the NGSS are a positive shift away from decades of content-heavy 
standards, and, to an extent, I agree.  However, I maintain that they remain a far cry from 
accurately representing the complexity of practice that I witnessed across my data collection.  
Furthermore, I believe that these practices, rather than representing the work of science, faintly 
resemble practices that people may use doing the work of science.  Doing computation is 
important, for example, but how computation is organized into a practice and how that practice 
works for and with participants across space and time is absent.  Ultimately, what is listed are but 
portions of threads that barely hint at the whole cloth of scientific practice.   
Literate practice in science and school science: Doing the actual work.  These case 
studies also shed light on the ways in which science is done in both professional settings and in 
school.  At this point, I think it is critical to say that my work here is not to generalize these 
practices to all engineers or to all middle school science classrooms.  This does not mean, 
however, that there is no possibility of contributing to general knowledge about doing the work 
of science and doing the work of science in school.  There are moments where these spaces 
intersect, but there are also moments where they differ, and both have implications for school 
science broadly and disciplinary literacy specifically.  
To begin, the practices on display by these engineers were far more diverse than any 
representation of scientific practice in either the NGSS or studies of disciplinary literacy.  While 
all these participants certainly did, in an abstract sense, employ practices traditionally identified 
with engineering practice (e.g. mathematical modeling, writing journal articles, designing 
solutions to problems), the specific ways they did so involved complex adaptations that made 
sense to them in their contexts and that drew on their whole histories. They remixed practices 
from other sources (the Writing Pipeline, mythology, AVID), often ones these participants had 
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employed for many years. There were also practices (e.g., forming and managing a research 
group) that modeled participants' own experiences that were critical to their own becoming early 
on. None of the participants learned these practices abstractly (or sequentially) in their 
coursework and then enacted them to gain entry into engineering and science. These practices 
emerged from the participants' lives (e.g., the intellectual property practices of Ashlynn's work 
life, ways of engaging in everyday conversations, or ways of building a caring, mutual social 
bonds from home and community life) as a nexus of practice, as ways of being in the world. As 
Scollon (2001) argued, “a number of social practices intersect, never perfectly, never in any 
finalized matrix or latticework of regular patterns, but as a network which itself is the basis of the 
identities we produce and claim through our social actions” (p. 141). These snapshots of these 
participants' lives reveal a latticework of intersecting practices all employed to help Ashlynn, 
Reshmina, and Miles be engineers and teachers, or rather, they help them to be themselves.  
It is also important to note the ways in which these spaces differ. Of course, we might say, 
they are different!  These are children!  Those are adults.  The point here is to consider, broadly, 
the enduring consequences of practice.  Sharing these divergences enables me to speak back to 
the ways in which curricular documents, the NGSS, and studies on disciplinary literacy claim 
that science happens.  Furthermore, it pushes us to consider what practices, or rather, whose 
practices, we take up when we teach science.  As I mentioned earlier, it is interesting to note the 
ways in which the reality of school science, in this case, still does not reflect the actual work of 
scientists, though the push from curricular documents, the NGSS, and disciplinary literacy 
theorists is that classrooms replicate the “habits of minds” of scientists and engineers.  And even 
if this particular case was employing the “habits of mind” that these documents say are the habits 
of mind of scientists, they would still be missing the mark.   
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The first divergence I noted was the way in which writing happened with the engineers.  
From the very beginning of my observations with Ashlynn I noted how central collaboration was 
to her.  She had weekly and biweekly standing meetings with her graduate students to support 
them, she had several different projects going with colleagues, and she routinely sent her writing 
“out-of-house” to a network of female engineers to get feedback.  Ashlynn also required that her 
Ph.D. students mentor undergraduates, so this collaborative nature became in which her entire 
research group participated.  Consequently, the members of her research group were also highly 
collaborative.  If the group members were not included as coauthors on papers, they helped one 
another run code and some took the lead on learning different software to help the group.  In the 
research group, they provided feedback to one another on conference papers and presentations, 
prelims, and articles.  Ashlynn and the members of her research group needed collaboration in 
order to accomplish their work. 
The classroom space operated quite differently.  The writing completed in this space was 
mostly independent activity.  The students in Miles’s classroom sat in groups.  They did not 
choose these groups. The design of the learning in the unit that I observed was structured so that 
students would complete the work in groups.  Rather than group work enabling the students to 
learn and understand the concepts, the group work was more reflective of completing work in 
tandem.  Students did not need one another to accomplish the work.  They only needed one 
another because there were not enough materials for everyone to do the work on their own.  Each 
person was responsible for completing their own assignments and thinking.  Due to time 
constraints, discussion was regimented to quick two-minute bursts and rather than work together 
to complete a task, the student worked near one another to complete their own tasks. 
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Also, in Ashlynn’s research group, capturing the process of engaging in scientific inquiry 
was quite difficult.  Not one of Ashlynn’s research group members seemed to be following the 
same pathway through their data.  The structure of this seemed more akin to co-inquiry than 
anything else.  This is due, I believe, to the variety of pathways available to complete inquiry in 
science.  Not once did I witness Ashlynn, or her research group, deploy “the scientific method” 
to find an answer to a problem.  Their inquiry was borne of their own interests in things that 
mattered to them. Ashlynn made suggestions as to possible pathways they might move along but 
served more as a guide and mentor than a strict manager.  She helped them refine their ideas, 
connected them to journals and to one another, she suggested a variety of resources and coding 
programs to help them do their work.  Students were given the freedom to vigorously explore 
and write and think and it showed in the sheer volume of published articles of her research 
group.   
On the contrary, in the science classroom, scientific inquiry was prescribed.  The IQWST 
curriculum outlined each day’s activities in linear fashion and Miles, based on pressure from his 
school district, followed the curriculum as closely to the way it was written as possible.  Nearly 
every day that I observed students entered the classroom, were given instructions to follow, and 
Miles either modeled the exact thing that they would then replicate, or they were given 
instructions and told to follow the directions.  During this particular unit, there was no space to 
deviate, no time to try new things, no time to fail or experiment.  The pace was quick and 
regimented.  There simply was not room for students to seek out the answers that mattered to 
them in ways that made sense to them.  
Lastly, the work of the engineers in Ashlynn’s group was flexible enough to allow them to 
make use of their own practices.  Ashlynn had few requirements and one of those requirements 
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was that they all have a research notebook.  The ways in which the members of the group took 
this up varied:  some used paper notebooks, some used journals on line, and one participant kept 
a well-organized pile of paper on his desk.  Other than this requirement, the members of the 
research group were free to do their work in ways that made sense to them.  This is why 
Reshmina would doodle or listen to podcasts or draw problem trees:  she was given the freedom 
to make use of her own practices to do her work.  And, in her estimation, they brought her great 
success. 
In the classroom, during this case, there was simply not enough time for students to make 
use of their own practices to do scientific inquiry.  Students were given the same assignments.  
Whenever they completed something in their research notebooks, it looked similar.  This is not 
to say that students never repurposed activities or that they never resisted the instantiations of 
classroom practice, but broadly speaking the work that students were asked to complete was 
preestablished and determined by the curriculum.  Miles felt unable to deviate much due to 
pressure from his school and district.  While he may have been able to ask his students what they 
would like to do to show their learning, he did not because he was told to enact the curriculum as 
closely as possible to the way it was written.  In essence, everyone was asked to do the same 
activity and complete it at the same pace.    
There are a few things to consider from this comparison.  First, as I mentioned, it is evident 
that the practices on display in this moment in this classroom, do not reflect current conceptions 
of scientific practice as outlined in socio-cultural studies of research.  Rather they are the result 
of the lamination of Miles’s own historical pathway, his present involvement with his school 
district, the IQWST curriculum, and even his experience with the AVID program.  They do echo 
representation of scientific practice that suggest that there is a singular pathway in which to write 
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science (Hand, Wallace, & Yang, 2004; MacNeill and Krajcik, 2011) or do science (Yore, 
Bisanz & Hand, 2003; Kloser, 2014).  They also echo science education studies that suggest 
students leave out their own practices or only have “novice” views on learning science (Martin, 
1993; Yore and Treagust, 2006).   
Secondly, it is important to note that Ashlynn, and to a lesser extent, Reshmina were 
involved in organizing others’ learning.  Ashlynn was not only doing science and writing papers, 
she was also mentoring and teaching.  In her lab group, she did this mentoring and teaching 
through doing the work of science and engaging in practices that were meaningful to her own 
lifeworlds.  Miles, in contrast, not a trained scientist, was participating in “learning-science-in-
school” as content rather than engaging in science as a practice from his life.  In essence this 
really underscores the infeasibility of disciplinary literacy and the mapping on of abstracted 
practices into a classroom space.  How would one go about apprenticing people into practices in 
which one has never taken part?  And even if Miles fully subscribed to teaching in the way 
disciplinary literacy theorists suggest, though he tried his best, the curriculum and national 
standards do not provide him with an accurate view of how this practice happens.  Nor would 
they suggest that what he might do, rather than approaching learning as a set of tasks to 
accomplish or skills to learn, is approach it from the perspective of “becoming a scientist” that 
privileges students' own practices and engages in co-inquiry in topics that matter to the students 
and the class as a whole (Kirch & Amoroso, 2016).  
As we consider these cases, it would be absurd to suggest that we should now teach 
Ashlynn or Reshmina’s particular practices as discreet skills to future engineers or Miles should 
have tried harder to replicate these practices. This consideration of practice does make me 
wonder, though, whose practices, whose habits of mind, are represented in our curricular 
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documents, the NGSS and in DCT accounts of disciplinary literacies? In my estimation, the 
answer is nobody's practices. DCT and NGSS tacitly claim that disciplines are populated with 
abstracted scientific practices that are detached, body-less, and unconnected to a real life. And 
part of the problem is that these disembodied ideals always end up favoring dominant, unmarked 
bodies and anyone who does not fit this mold may find themselves vying for representation or 
worse, silenced completely. I am not arguing that these cases are important because they 
represent everyone or that everyone should replicate these practices; I am arguing that these 
cases are important precisely because they represent a real somebody, a human with a life, and a 
world with which to deal. It is important because it illustrates the view that disciplines are 
populated by embodied people employing their own practices rather than disciplines populated 
by the idealized and decontextualized practices of nobody at all.   
Implications for Research and School Science 
If, as this project suggests, that scientific and engineering practice is far more complex 
and complexly mediated than what is represented in the standards, what are we to do?  And 
furthermore, why is this important?  It is important because, as shown in these cases, pathways 
people walk have enduring consequences for their networks of associations.  These cases also 
suggest that this lamination of a person’s past and present experiences and interactions mediate 
the learning and presents of their networks of associations.  Reshmina experienced a deep 
connection with Ashlynn and an experience that she stated positively shaped her doctoral work.  
Reshmina credited Ashlynn with helping her become the engineer she was becoming and 
experienced profound joy and satisfaction in Ashlynn’s research group.  During this case study, 
the learning that the students experienced in Miles’s classroom was quite scripted and 
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regimented due to the lamination of his lifeworld and present pressures from his school district 
and the curriculum.  How people learn matters and it matters for their own continued becoming.   
What we must do then, is counter normative tropes of disciplinary becoming and practice 
by sharing the messy complexities of life and not be afraid to offer critiques when we see 
problematic representations of practice.  In this dissertation, I argue that attention to people’s 
histories of becoming and the development of their practices across time and across their 
networks of associations can help us develop research agendas, coursework, and professional 
learning for teachers that renews how we understand scientific practice and how people become 
scientists. Specifically, I argue that we develop research agendas that respond to the continued 
call for diverse representation of people and their pathways into science, that we develop 
alternative frameworks for teacher development programs and school science that reflect the 
messy complexity of lived scientific experience. 
Research agendas that center lifeworld perspectives of disciplinary becoming. 
Unfortunately, transmission-model representations of disciplinary practice that run counter to 
accounts written from a lifeworld perspective still have strong holds in literacy research and 
practice.  We need to continue to build upon the rich sociocultural tradition of ethnographic and 
case study research and continue to advocate for its utility and value rather than pit it against 
“big data.” This type of work is not easy, but it is rewarding.  
In my estimation, a lifeworld perspective would work like a stance to research.  A 
research agenda that centers lifeworld perspectives of disciplinary becoming would focus on 
participants’ understanding of how practices unfold across the scales of time (Lemke, 2000).  
This agenda would focus on the historical significance of becoming and practice but would not 
only take the participants’ perspective as truth.  This stance would then seek out the ways in 
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which participants’ practices matter and work for their networks of associations.  As in the case 
of Ashlynn, it wasn’t simply enough that Ashlynn mentioned she used her Writing Pipeline, it 
was also important to understand the ways in which other people used and found use in that 
Pipeline.  This agenda would be open to attend to people-in-becoming, whatever that means in 
any number of spaces.  The becoming need not be confined to the academy but trace outward to 
see how people make and remake their own lives.  
A research agenda that centers lifeworld perspectives would also employ and create 
methodologies that trace across space, time, and people (Nordquist, 2017; Smith & Prior, 2019).  
The types of methods available to do this work are ever-evolving.  Certainly, there would be 
tried and true methods to employ:  process-tracing interviews, document analysis, process-
drawing protocols, etc.  However, our methods must be as mobile and in flux as our participants.  
For example, in this dissertation, I invented two different methods (e.g. Trajectory Drawing 
protocol and the Week in the Life protocol) with my participants so that I could capture their 
work and movement across space and time.  Recently, I have seen several ingenious ways of 
doing this electronically through simultaneous video-taping and screen recording while 
participants travel on public transportation (Nordquist, 2018).  Ultimately, our methodology 
should be historically grounded in ethnographic case study, but our methods should be grounded 
in the genesis of need:  we as researchers ought to trust ourselves and our participants to imagine 
new ways forward. 
This research agenda offers quite a few things.  First, it provides a means to understand 
rather than only a means to document.  If we can attend to and work to understand why people 
do what they do and what has influenced them, then we can operate from a place of 
understanding rather than one of judgment and harsh critique.  This is not to say that a critique is 
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never lobbied, but that understanding is coupled with that critique.  Furthermore, it is this 
understanding that can help us all imagine new ways to move forward.  Critique without 
understanding does not always result in ways to shift instruction or practice.  If, for example, I 
understand how teachers or professors have experienced learning, then I can be better equipped 
to help them seek out and experiment with practices that are different from what they have 
traditionally experienced. 
Teacher professional learning.  This research also has implications for teacher 
professional learning.  Teacher professional learning has a range of applications, but these are 
typically either district or University-sponsored events where teachers learn and hone their craft.  
Ideally, this time is built into a teacher’s school day so that the learning is not something extra 
that teachers have to do because we all know how much teachers have to do.  This research 
suggests that paths to understanding teachers' historical pathways and present contexts can 
significantly increase understanding of those responsible for designing or enacting that 
professional learning.   
For example, if I consider the way that Ashlynn’s experience with research groups 
influenced her own work with a research group, then I might inquire into my participants’ 
histories to learn what has worked for them and then incorporate that type of learning into the 
event.  The professional learning would begin from the teacher’s own ways of being in the world 
and encourage them to employ practices to solve problems of practice that make sense to them.  
Furthermore, if I have an understanding of teacher’s pathways into teaching, this affords insight 
into how to shift practice.  If, for example, I know that independent, linear, or prescribed 
scientific experiences have been the norm for a participant, then engaging them in unstructured 
inquiry and debriefing on the merits of this pathway may be one possibility.  Other possibilities 
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might include sharing Ashlynn or Reshmina’s stories to continually explore and recreate the 
knowledge surrounding how people come to and do scientific activity.  Rather than reifying 
traditional pathways towards a particular field, we can highlight people who have not followed 
linear pathways and push against traditional notions of how science and scientific activity 
happens. 
These suggestions are far from theoretical.  As a designer of teacher professional learning, 
I recognize that there are very practical ways to employ these things. Simply asking teachers to 
share on paper or with a partner what they remember as the best experience learning science is 
one possibility.  Another might be to have teachers complete their own trajectory drawing 
protocol.  This could afford a wealth of information on their own pathways (something that 
would be tremendously fun to discuss), but also push them to consider the tools and practices 
that have made sense to them.  This, coupled with sharing stories from the field of the ways in 
which scientific activity happens, could go a long way for helping teachers think through how 
their classrooms can begin to echo the messy complexity of scientific activity that begins and 
ends with students’ ways of being in the world.  
School science that mirrors the messy complexity of lived scientific experience.  This 
project also has implications for school science.  Rather than fall into routine pathways of 
scientific learning, or by assuming that co-inquiry is the answer, this dissertation suggests that 
we approach scientific learning from quite a different stance.  Interestingly, there exists a 
document that stands in stark opposition to the NGSS.  This is a secondary report created by the 
National Academies of Science called, Learning Science in Informal Environments (2009).  This 
document, written by a panel comprised of members from The Framework committee, outlines 
the “potential of non-school settings for science learning” (National Academies of Science, 2009, 
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p. 1).  They define informal science environments to “...include a broad array of settings, such as 
family discussions at home, visits to museums, nature centers, or other designed settings, and 
everyday activities like gardening, as well as recreational activities like hiking and fishing, and 
participation in clubs” and note that “virtually all people of all ages and backgrounds engage in 
activities that can support science learning in the course of daily life” (National Academies of 
Science, 2009, p. 1).  This document makes recommendations about motivating and developing 
partnerships between “formal” and “informal” learning environments.  It contends that science 
learning in informal learning environments is highly complex and mediated by a variety of 
settings and interactions across a person’s life.   
Learning Science expanded and complicated the four strands of the previous report. 
Regarding learners in informal science environments, they claim, learners in these environments, 
should be understood through six strands: 
Strand 1: Experience excitement, interest, and motivation to learn about phenomena in  
the natural and physical world. Strand 2: Come to generate, understand, remember, and 
use concepts, explanations, arguments, models, and facts related to science.  
Strand 3: Manipulate, test, explore, predict, question, observe, and make sense of the 
natural and physical world. Strand 4: Reflect on science as a way of knowing; on 
processes, concepts, and institutions of science; and on their own process of learning 
about phenomena. Strand 5: Participate in scientific activities and learning practices with 
others, using scientific language and tools. Strand 6: Think about themselves as science 
learners and develop an identity as someone who knows about, uses, and sometimes 
contributes to science (National Academies of Science, 2009, p. 43) 
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These strands articulate the committee’s belief that, “...science learning should be viewed as a 
lifelong, life-wide, and life-deep endeavor that occurs across a range of venues focused on 
multiple outcome strands of interest” (National Academies of Science, 2009, p. 49).  This view 
of science and science knowledge is certainly in line with sociocultural views of science practice.  
However, this report is not referenced in the NGSS but in the appendices (D, F, & J) and only in 
passing: the proposal to expand and complicate the strands was likewise ignored.   
Learning Science encourages the interplay between community and school experiences 
and that the two spaces need not be different, but rather complementary.  I find it interesting that 
though this document calls for communication between school and non-school settings, the 
NGSS makes few references to learning in other environments, or to affect or motivation or 
identity, so central to Learning Science.  Prior (2016) argued that  
although the 2012 Framework claimed to embrace the importance of identity and  
motivation, it tended to link them to issues of diversity, to push them to the margins of its 
recommendations, and to relocate them in school rather than in public (informal) spaces. 
[The] NGSS briefly notes that research has highlighted what it calls the “the affective 
domain” and claims full agreement with the importance of that domain, but then explains 
why we will read nothing more about the affective domain in the next 513 pages of the 
two volumes. (p. 9) 
The separation gives the impression that learning occurs differently in these sites of engagement.  
This, however, does not stand up against research that documents people’s learning, pathways, 
and practices as mediated and dispersed across space and time (Prior, 1998; 2008; Lemke, 2005; 
Roozen, 2009, 2016; Woodard, 2015; Patchen and Smithenry, 2014). 
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I bring up the Learning Science document to outline that there are documents and 
representations of scientific activity that could be more prevalent than they are currently.  It is 
not that there is a complete dearth of research or representations of practice that show science as 
a tremendously complex activity, but for varying reasons schools, curriculum writers, 
disciplinary literacy researchers and teachers foreground the practices outlined in the NGSS 
more than anything else. But keeping this document in mind and considering Ashlynn and 
Reshmina’s case studies, there are some practical implications for science classrooms. 
First, attention in the classroom would turn from decontextualized practices or content to 
developing spaces that mirror the messy and complex becoming shared in this dissertation.  In 
“Being and Becoming Scientists,” Kirch and Amoroso outline classroom practices that 
“…position students as researchers who are responsible for gathering and analyzing data” (2016, 
p. 179).  They begin with a question, chosen by students, and ask students to figure out ways to 
solve these problems.  The teacher serves as a coach or a guide on whatever pathway the students 
choose to move.  The practices outlined here appear more in line with the complexity of 
scientific practice that I witnessed with Ashlynn and Reshmina.  These practices are, “radical 
listening and joint problem solving, reasoning with evidence, commitment to credibility, 
developing research capacity, learning multiple perspectives and developing mindfulness, 
providing structures for practice, and describing and confronting values and habits through self-
reflection” (Kirch & Amoroso, 2016, p. 179).  Science classrooms could undergo a 
transformation – grounding inquiry from the perspective of students – interrogating what they 
wanted to study, designing research and data collection collaboratively, negotiating the means of 
presenting new information with others, deciding the gaps in one’s own understanding and then 
deciding where to seek out that information.  Rather than the faux-inquiry based curricula that 
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tends to be pitched to schools and districts, I argue for a transformative curriculum that align 
with the principles and practices outlined in Learning in Informal Environments and “Being and 
Becoming Scientists.” 
Future Research:  A Lifeworld Perspective on Disciplinary Becoming 
As I have frequently shared with the director of this dissertation, trajectories to becoming 
are anything but linear.  As is true with the participants in this dissertation, so it is true with me.  
My pathway into this project and degree program was not necessarily traditional and there were 
moments in which I had to make a new path because the traditional paths were simply not suited 
to what I needed at the time.  It was anything but easy.  But what I have come to learn about 
myself is that I am a teller of stories and a lover of people. You can be quite sure that no matter 
where I end up, whether it is in academia, back in a classroom, or on some far-flung outpost on 
the planet that I will be doing just that:  centering the lives of those who so graciously choose to 
share their lives with me, honoring them, telling that story, or better yet, helping them to share 
their own stories.   
As for my future research trajectory, it will undoubtedly be centered on tales of becoming. 
I hope to continue to build on this body of work to share stories of humanity that push against 
traditional notions of school and schooling.  Becoming anything is a complex journey, one that is 
marked with failure, intersectionality, influential people, love. These cases push me to attend to 
the way every day, dialogic practices and the practices of others play a critical role in all types 
practice, not just scientific practice. What matters is that narratives of becoming do not flatten 
the complexity of lived experience, that a singular story does not become normative, and that 
space is made for all people, and especially children, to imagine their own pathways to 
becoming.   
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This dissertation pushes me to continue to call for the replacement of curricula that 
represent static knowledge and frozen, disembodied practices, and opt for disciplinary learning 
that centers on co-inquiry, problem-solving, and human becoming. It has pushed me to continue 
to approach teaching and representing science as a matter of working with somebody to become 
a scientist or engineer and represent research stories as those of people who have become or are 
becoming scientists or engineers (Kirch & Amoroso, 2016). To document practice from this 
research perspective is to continue the call for dynamic and mobile literacy and writing research 
and representations of practice.  I hope to continue to study and find alternate models of 
disciplinarity and lean upon what that new knowledge to make a difference in the local context 
of people with whom I work.   
Conclusion 
In essence, I would argue that the practices on display in this dissertation are not "worlds 
apart" (Dias et al., 1999) from participants’ disciplinary practice; rather, it is our curriculum, our 
national standards, and our DCT-laden research studies that are worlds apart from the actual 
work people are doing in science. Our accounts of disciplinary writing, rather than obscure 
practices that are not marked disciplinary practices, should attend carefully to the full range of 
practices our participants use to mediate and work through their lives. The practices a person 
uses to do the work required of them cannot be separated from the work itself, and more 
importantly, from the person doing the work, no matter how messy. Neither should that 
messiness be hidden from those wanting to join the field. The practices that appear “everyday” 
need our attention for it is in the “everydayness” of practice that a life is built. If we want to 
represent practice in all its rich complexity, then practices that span lifeworlds and that hold 
significance for our participants deserve space in our scholarship. These glimpses into Ashlynn, 
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Reshmina, and Miles’s life suggest that the practices they employ to do their work are quite 
hybrid and blended and that they have implications for others, not —as DCT representations of 
scientific practice suggest— isolated practices and “habits of mind” of a set community.  
DCT narratives suggest that the way “into” a disciplinary community is to learn the 
practices of the “experts” who are already there. This sentiment, echoed in research on 
disciplinary literacy in education, suggests these practices can be learned in school and that by 
learning these disciplinary practices children can then use disciplinary tools to pursue questions 
that are meaningful (Moje, 2015). However, when these particular practices are only a chosen 
few and gleaned from those historically in-charge of these spaces (i.e. white, middle- and upper-
class men), it would seem that we are asking students to be and become something that they are 
not. I continue to wonder how and when children will be allowed to make use of their own 
practices to do work rather than exist in schools with curriculum that is governed by a static, 
occluded, and abstract conception of disciplinary science practice. 
And so, I will continue to argue that one way to counteract this history and its 
consequences is to continue to develop rich, complex, and networked accounts of scientists and 
engineers in the field in the hopes of showing that there exist multiple pathways to being and 
becoming an engineer. These cases ask us to imagine a way for students to participate in science 
that would start from their own ways of being in the world as humans. Instead of asking students 
to mimic decontextualized practices, it asks us to imagine issuing an invitation to those students 
to pursue science from their own lifeworld perspectives. It asks us to consider how to help 
students repurpose practices that make sense to them across space and time as Ashlynn, 
Reshmina, and Miles had. My hope is that by sharing stories such as these, stories of somebody’s 
situated and embodied practices in laminated lifeworlds, we can move beyond the notion of fixed 
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disciplines and embrace more fluid notions of disciplinarity.  My deepest hope for all of us, and 
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APPENDIX A   
FIELD NOTE TEMPLATE 
Date:  Time:  
Activity:  Setting Context:  
Jottings 
quick notes on action 

















Narrative Field Notes  




















CONTACT LOG TEMPLATE 
Date:  Researcher: 
Approx. Time:  Event:  
Location:  
    









































WEEK IN THE LIFE PROTOCOL 
In order to grasp the scope of disciplinary activity across space and time, you are being 
asked to participate in a Week in the Life protocol.  This activity is designed to allow you a great 
deal of freedom in how you represent your work outside of traditional disciplinary spaces.  You 
may choose to represent your week in any way you see fit: perhaps a diary might work for you, 
perhaps drawing moments of your day, creating snippets of video, taking photographs or even 
recording your thinking as voice memos.  The goal is not that you have a perfect artifact, in fact, 
the more complex, the better.  After all, our lives are complex, and we don’t want to shy away 
from that complexity. 
 
Specifically, I am looking for a general log of your daily activities in what you feel like you 
are participating in and doing the work of science/engineering.  As I am conceptualizing your 
work as one piece in a vast array of networks in which you participate, I am open to anything 
you might offer.  Capturing more rather than less is idea.  Even if you think that something may 
not technically be the work of science/engineering, include it anyway!  Down time in front of the 
TV certainly contributes to who you are as a scientist/engineer.  Some activities you might 
include are listed below (certainly not a comprehensive list, by any means): 
 
- Dinner table conversations with colleagues or family 
- Reading articles 
- Musical activities (lessons, groups, playing with friends) 
- Doing work (revising, writing, editing) in various places (coffee shops, kids piano lessons, your 
couch) 
- Conversations in passing related to your work  
- Teaching class(es) 
- Religious activities 
- Working with students 
-  Sitting in clubs or on an advisory board 













WRIITNG PROCESS PROTOCOL, adapted from Prior and Shipka (2003) 
 
Think about your process for a specific writing project.  Draw two pictures of the 
process.  Specific directions are below: 
 
1. The first picture should represent how you actually engaged in writing this particular 
piece. That picture might show a place or places where you wrote, a kind of sustained 
episode of writing, what resources you use, other people who are involved, how you 
vary your activities as you engage in a specific episode of writing, how you feel 
during the writing. 
2. The second picture should represent the whole writing process for this project from 
start to finish (or to the current stage). The picture might show how this writing 
project got started, interactions with other people and other texts, experiences that 
have shaped the project over time, the history of drafts and responses to drafts, your 
evaluations of and emotions about this project at different times and so forth. 
 
After the drawings are complete, the writer will be asked to explain the drawing. Follow-up 
questions about specific comments will be asked to clarify the writer’s representation of their 
processes.  
 










TRAJECTORY DRAWING PROTOCOL 
 
Please represent by drawing, in any way you deem appropriate, your pathway into your chosen 
career.   
 













Sample Semi-Structured Interview Protocol for Lab Participants 
 
Interviews will be semi-structured.  The questions below indicate the kinds of questions that 
might be asked.  The protocol may be adjusted to address specific contexts (e.g. time available, 
particular roles of participants) and there may be follow-up questions based on answers to these 
kinds of basic questions.   
 
Sample Semi-Structured Interview Questions  
Tell me about how and why you decided to become a scientist. 
 
Tell about any school experiences in middle/high school and college that may have lead you to 
become a scientist. 
 
Are there other early experiences that led to your engagement with science? 
 
How would you describe your scientific work? 
 
Tell about a typical day in your laboratory (or in the field).   
 
(If in a lab) what is your role in the lab? Tell me about the different roles of the other members of 
your lab.  
 
Tell me about the different things you write during the course of a work day/week/semester. 
 
Tell me about the best/worst part about being a scientist.  
 
I noticed that you did ____________ in the lab/field.  Why did you do this?  What purpose did 
this serve? 
 
What are the major tools you use to complete your work on a daily basis.  How important are 
these items?  What do they help you accomplish? 
 
I noticed ____________________ about your writing.  Why did you decide to do this in this 
way?  What did it help you understand now that you did not understand before? 
 
You have shared this writing with me.  Tell me about how this text came to be.  What is the 
purpose of this writing?  How is it used?  What does it impact?   
 
What is your understanding of national policy for science education (i.e. NGSS standards)?  Do 






Sample Semi-Structured Interview Protocol for Teacher Participants 
 
Interviews will be semi-structured.  The questions below indicate the kinds of questions that 
might be asked.  The protocol may be adjusted to address specific contexts (e.g., time available, 
particular roles of participants) and there may be follow-up questions based on answers to these 
kinds of basic questions.  Participants will never be pressured to discuss anything. 
 
Sample Semi- Structured Interview Questions  
Tell me a little bit about a routine day in your science classroom. 
 
What do you know about the work of scientists in a laboratory setting?   Have you had any lab 
experience yourself?  Tell me about this. 
 
In what ways do you structure your classroom to reflect professional science communities? 
 
How is your classroom like and unlike professional science communities? 
 
What roles does student writing play in your classroom?  How do you structure and respond to 
students’ writing? 
 
What is your understanding of national policy (e.g,, NGSS standards) and how do you see that 
impacting your instruction and pedagogy? 
 
What is your understanding of disciplinary literacy?  What do you believe is its role in your 
classroom?  
 
Tell me about how you structure a unit of learning.  What curricular documents do you use? 
 
How do you use the new standards to plan?  If you don’t, what do you use to help you plan your 






Sample Semi-Structured Interview Protocol for Students  
Interviews will be semi-structured.  The questions below indicate the kinds of questions that 
might be asked.  The protocol may be adjusted to address specific contexts (e.g., time available, 
particular roles of participants) and there may be follow-up questions based on answers to these 
kinds of basic questions.  Participants will never be pressured to discuss anything. 
 
Sample Semi-Structured Interview Questions 
Tell me as much as you can about your writing...if you like to write...what you write...what kinds 
of digital writing you do, etc.  
 
Tell me about this piece of writing you shared with me.  What is it?  How did you decide to do 
these things? 
 
Tell me about a time when you really loved science and science class. 
 
Tell me about a time when you didn’t love science or science class. 
 
I watched you do a lab (or other classroom activity).  Tell me about that lab.  Let’s watch a video 
of the lab together.  Stop at any point that you find interesting or want to tell me what is going 
on. 











RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND DATA SOURCES 
Research Questions Data Sources Example of Analysis 
Trajectories 
of Becoming 
1. How did participants 
biographical pathways 
influence their pathway 











Integrative analysis of 
interviews, trajectory 
drawings (where 
applicable), and other 
sources of data provided 
by participants. 
 
Open coding and 
inductive analysis of all 
data sources, paying 




towards their pathways 
(i.e. the genesis of a 
practice or a belief in 
something).   
















of the classroom  
Student and teacher 
interviews  





Open coding and 
integrative analysis of 
current science research 
compared with the 
experiences of 
participants (through 
coding interviews, field 
notes, and observations). 
 
Open coding and 
integrative analysis of 
field notes, audiotaped 
sessions, and interviews 
for evidence of “official” 
science class practices 
and instances of how 
knowledge is produced.  
Analysis of student work 
and self-reporting to 
determine use of and 
origins of 
practice/connections 
across space and time. 
b. In what ways do 
participant’s backgrounds 




Audio-taped recordings of 
scientific activities 
Open coding and 
integrative analysis of all 
data sources, paying 
special attention to 
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of the classroom  




participants either state 
or I observe them using 
practices across time.   
 
Open coding and 
integrative analysis of 
field notes, observations, 
and interviews for 
evidence of teacher 
experiences reflective of 
teacher’s experiences.  
Integrative analysis of 
interviews to understand 
the genesis or disruption 
of these practices.   
 
“official” science class 
practices and 
“unofficial” practices of 
students.  Contrastive 
analysis for when 
students use their own 
literate practices to 
achieve “official” 
curricular ends, rather 
than the sanctioned 
literacy practices. 
 
Analysis of students’ 
writing for evidence of 










2. What are the literate practices 





Open coding and 
integrative analysis of 
field notes, observations, 
and interviews for 
descriptions of the 
practices participants use 
to engage in scientific 
work.  Analysis of the 
interviews and writing to 
see practices in action.  
Analysis and self-
reporting to determine 
use of and origins of 
practice/connections 
across space and time. 
a. How do participants’ 
literate practices inform 
their understanding of and 
participation in the 
Observations 
Interviews 
Documents shared  
Open coding and 
integrative analysis of 
field notes, observations, 
and interviews for how 
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construction of scientific 
knowledge?  
 
participants use practices 
to engage in scientific 
work.  Analysis of the 
writing to see practices 
in action.   Analysis and 
self-reporting to 
determine use of and 
origins of 
practice/connections 
across space and time. 
b. In what ways do 
participant’s literate 
practices inform and 




Open coding and 
integrative analysis of 
these observations, field 
notes, interviews, and 
documents, attending to 
instances of genesis or 
disruption of a practice.  
Integrative analysis of 
interviews focused on the 
practice itself and how it 
works over time for that 








1. In what ways do participant’s 
backgrounds and literate 
practices mediate the 
scientific learning for their 





Integrative analysis of 
the practices on display 
during scientific 
engagement.  
Comparison of these 
events with participants’ 
own pathways into 
science.  Integrative 
analysis of interviews for 
the genesis or disruption 
of these practices and 
how they shape the 
present experiences of 
participants.  
 
Open coding and 
integrative analysis of all 
data sources, paying 
special attention to 
moments when what 
participants experience is 
connected to another 
participants’ pathway.   
a. How do participants 
mediate potential tensions 
between their everyday 
literate practices and the 
practices that are taught 




Integrative analysis of 
interviews and 
observations paying 
special attention to the 
ways in which 
participants describe 
these practices or see 
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them as valued in the 
field.  Integrative 
analysis paying special 
attention to moments of 
tension or when things 
“did not work” for 
participants and how 
they mediated this.   
b. What synergies and 
tensions exists for the 
networks through which 





Integrative analysis of 
how other participants 
respond to the practices 
participants display.  
Paying special attention 
to the practices of 
participants in action in 
the present and 
integrative analysis with 
the participants to 
understand their own 
perceptions and 







SAMPLE OF INTEGRATIVE ANALYSIS 
Below is a sample of the ways in which I moved through data during my analysis.  In this 
particular case, I was moving through a read of Reshmina’s data.  I was trying to consider the 
ways in which her practices connected to one another and across time.  I used arrows to connect 
documents and also highlighted or put a star by important moments that I felt needed more time 









CONVENTIONS FOR TRANSCRIPTION (adapted from Dyson, 2013) 
 
1.  Parenthesis enclosing text contain notes, usually about contextual and nonverbal information 
[e.g. “(reading, starts writing)”] 
 
2.  Brackets may contain explanatory information [inserted into quotations or written texts]. 
 
3.  A capitalized word or phrase indicates increased VOLUME. 
 
3. An italicized word is stressed. 
 
4. Lines of speech from multiple participants containing an open bracket ([) denote speech 
occurring at the same time (e.g. Anne:  [Oh my… 
          Sarah: [What in the world…) 
 
5.  Colons inserted into a word indicate that the preceding sound was elongated (e.g., “Ri::ght!”). 
 
6.  A single slash [/] inserted into a written record of a text indicates the end of a line on the 
original page. 
 
7.  Parallel slashed lines (e.g., /u/) indicate that the speaker made the sound of the enclosed letter 
or letters. 
 
8.  Ellipsis points (…) indicate omitted data. 
 
9.  Conventional punctuation marks are used to mark ends of utterances or sentences, usually 
indicated by slight pauses. 
 
 
